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ABSTRACT 

Westem music was introduced to Korea in the late nineteenth century by 

foreign missionaries, mostly Americans. During the thirty-six years of 

Japanese annexation (1910-1945), piano study began to be available for the 

select few who were influenced by westem culture. The piano method for 

beginners in these times was the one by Ferdinand Beyer: Vorschule Im 

Klavierspiel. op. 101, which was published around 1850 in Germany. This 

method was introduced into Korea through Japan. From the time that 

Korean music publishing companies began publishing this century-old 

German method during the 1950s, until quite recently, the Korean version 

was the authoritative and only piano method in Korea. 

When American and European piano pedagogy and piano methods were 

introduced in the 1970s, mostly by Korean musicians who studied abroad, the 

problem of the century-old Beyer method was raised among Korean piano 

educators. In an effort to improve and modify the Beyer method for the 

benefit of children, the Beyer for Children and the Beyer for Young Children 

were pubhshed during the 1970s. Finally, the most improved Korean piano 

method, the New Se-Kwang Beyer was pubhshed in 1987. 

As background information, this study includes a brief history of Westem 

music, keyboard instruments, and music education in Korea. In order to 

leam how the new Korean piano method evolved from the old German one 

and to identify the contributions of American piano pedagogy and Korean 

originality to this process, an in-depth analysis and careful evaluation of the 

Beyer piano methods were made in the light of American piano pedagogy. 

IX 



As a result, this study shows many weaknesses of Korean piano methods 

such as a lack of teaching philosophy, systematic process of organization and 

sequencing of methods, instructional methods and reinforcement. For the 

improvement of Korean piano methods, the Korean authors could benefit 

from a serious study of American piano pedagogy and beginning piano 

methods. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past two decades, piano instruction for children has become 

extremely popular in Korea. It is somewhat surprising to see this 

phenomenon at the present time even though Westem music was introduced 

in Korea only a little over century ago. This passion for piano education 

has resulted in part from parents' devotion to their children's education and 

in part from their sense of competition to get ahead or to survive in a 

highly competitive society. Thus parents have been more than willing to 

invest their time, money, and energy in the furtherance of their children's 

education. In short, they want to live their lives for the sake of their 

children, and they are willing to sacrifice themselves for this goal. Because 

of the traditional Confucian value system which stresses the importance of 

education, this mania for piano education is taken for granted among the 

Koreans. 

As to the importance of arts education, Korean parents believe that it is 

essential to the development of a well-rounded personality for children. 

They consider the arts-fine arts, dancing, and the like-largely to mean 

music, because they consider music as most representative of the arts. 

They regard physical education, that is, swimming, skating, tae-kwon-do, 

and gymnastics, equally seriously. In addition to the regular school 

curriculum, the parents also give their children extracurricular lessons in 

mathematics, computer, speed-reading, and the like. These extracurricular 

activities are paid for by the parents because they take place outside the 
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school. Piano education is one such extracurricular activity. Korean 

parents beheve piano study to be essential not only to develop a wholesome 

personality but also to inculcate an aesthetic sense in their children. Above 

all, the parents believe a good avocation could refine the lives of their 

children in later years. 

Apart from considerations of educational philosophy, there is another 

reason for the popularity of piano education in Korea. This reason is more 

practical in nature. As the Korean economy boomed in the 1960s, so too 

did Korean piano production and education. As income levels rose, more 

pianos were purchased by consumers in Korea. As a result, practically all 

middle-class people in Korea came to own pianos as a part of their 

household fumiture. 

It is worthwhile to note that, up through the 1970s, the majority of 

music students were female, except for students of wind instruments. It 

was generally believed among the Koreans that music education helped to 

increase aesthetic and artistic sensibilities in women in particular. 

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that music teachers were also largely, 

if not exclusively, female, since the majority of music students were 

female. In addition to music, other desirable disciplines for women were 

nursing, home economics, food and nutrition, clothing, and education at the 

kindergarten and primary levels. But since the 1980s, there has been a big 

change in the makeup of music students with increasing numbers of male 

students studying music across the country. This change occurred largely 

due to the trend of Westernization and also due in part to continued 

economic prosperity among the Koreans. In short, economic, social, and 



political factors have contributed to the phenomenal interest in and 

popularity of piano education today in Korea. 

1.1. Purpose 

The major purpose of this study is to examine the piano teaching 

methods which have been used in Korea. Until recently in Korea, there 

was only one piano teaching method, the Beyer method,^ known to music 

students of all ages, especially to beginners. The original German method 

(Vorschule Im Klavierspiel op. 101) by Ferdinand Beyer (1803-1863) was 

initially published in 1860. A similar method was issued in England by 

John Fleckleton Burrowes in 1854.̂  The Koreans adopted the Beyer text, 

despite the fact that these two methods came to be known at about the same 

time. The main reason for this phenomenon was that the Japanese 

preferred the German method to its British counterpart when Westem 

music was introduced in Japan during the nineteenth century. The Beyer 

method was then introduced in Korea by the Japanese when Korea became 

a Japanese colony in 1910. Until the 1970s, this method was in use in 

Korea to the exclusion of all other methods. 

But at the beginning of the 1980s, there was a growing trend to 

introduce more progressive foreign methods to Korea, particularly among 

young musicians trained abroad or in the United States. As early as the 

1970s, the John Thompson piano method was imported into Korea. Of the 

modem piano methods introduced during the 1980's, the following 

methods stand out in popularity: American piano methods by David Can-

Glover and James and Jane Bastien and European methods by Beata Jiegler 

(Das Innere Horen) and Van de Velde (Methode Rose). If we pare down 
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the piano methods to the most popular ones, we can reduce them to 

Thompson and Bastien. 

Justifications for the adoption of the two methods can be found in the 

growing list of scholarly pedagogical hterature in the 1970s in Korea. The 

Thompson method was introduced and discussed in 1975."̂  Ch'oe Hyang-

yop, in her thesis, argued the weaknesses of the Beyer method and merits 

of Thompson's method. She noted that the Beyer method stressed only 

finger exercise on the one hand and mechanical practice to improve skills 

on the other hand. But it did not teach any underlying philosophical aspect 

of musicianship involving music in general and the piano in particular, and 

thus the Thompson method, which accommodates these elements as well, 

was superior to the century-old Beyer one. The Bastien method was 

similarly introduced. The merits of this method over the Beyer method 

were discussed by Om Yun-cho in 1984 ̂  and by Han Hi-sin in 1986.̂  

This discussion drew attention from young musicians, particularly 

those who had recently studied in the United States. In the period 1982-

1984, Piano Ouarterly. a prestigious American piano magazine, devoted 

itself exclusively to discussing major American piano methods in a series of 

articles entitled "The American Beginning Piano Method," further 

stimulating debate in Korea over the old Beyer versus the newer American 

methods. A piano pedagogy book titled How to Teach Piano Successfully 

authored by James Bastien was translated into Korean during the same 

period. Soon thereafter, there was a series of articles dealing with piano 

methods developed by Westem musicians. The periodical Piano Music 

[Piano Eum-aki devoted the March 1984 issue,^ the February through 

October 1985 issues^ and again the August and September 1986 issues^ 
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exclusively to the introduction of American piano methods such as those by 

Willard A. Palmer, Frances Clark, Robert Pace, John Thompson, and 

James Bastien. The general tone of the articles was to discredit the old 

Eeysi Method and to urge the adoption of the new ones. In 1984, the 

Bastien piano method was formally introduced in Korea in the form of 

Bastien Piano Library pubhshed by Spring and Autumn Music Company 

[Eum-ak Ch'un-ch'u Sa] in Seoul. Later, some of the other piano methods 

mentioned above were also published, but none of them other than the 

Bastien method received serious attention in Korea. 

In the course of time, however, there was a growing movement among 

piano teachers to defend the old Beyer method. These proponents 

recognized some problems related to the Beyer method, and yet they 

argued that the problems could be corrected by using the method in a 

selective manner so as to complement or supplement its defects. In other 

words, they beheved that the Beyer method was not completely out of date, 

but held that it still was valuable when used selectively.^ In an effort to 

counter the new methods, proponents of the Beyer pubhshed a series of 

new versions of the method. First, they updated the old Beyer, resulting in 

the pubhcation of the Beyer for Children fO-rin-yi Beyerl^^ and the Beyer 

for Young Children [Kko-ma 0-rin-vi Beyerl.^^ But, these two 

publications were hardly an improvement on the old Beyer method, 

because they contained only a few new features such as changes in the sizes 

of notes, additions of some new pieces and illustrations, and rewording of 

the introductions or editorial notes. In short, there was no substantive 

change at all in content, only in appearance. 



Eventually, a new Beyer method, known as the four-volume New Se-

kwang Bever [Sae-ro-wun Se-kwang Beverl^^ was published in 1987 and 

has been issued in several editions already. This new method was generally 

an evolution of the old German Beyer method. Nevertheless, it contained 

some new features such as incorporating advanced piano methods taken 

from Westem piano pedagogy and introducing both foreign and Korean 

folk songs and children's songs. The main objective of this attempt was to 

adopt foreign pedagogical methods and to adapt them to the liking of 

Koreans thereby improving the quahty of the piano method in general 

while at the same time developing a uniquely Korean method. Although 

the intention was good, the result was poor. This can be demonstrated 

through an in-depth analysis and careful evaluation, by making a 

comparative study between the old and new Beyer methods, and by 

examining them in the light of American piano pedagogy. 

1. 2. Procedure 

This study attempts to examine the evolutionary process that the Beyer 

method underwent in its attempt to compete with the new foreign methods 

which had become popular in Korea during this period. 

In Chapter II, I present a brief history of Westem music in Korea and, 

in Chapter III, I give a history of keyboard instmments and education in 

Korea. In the fourth chapter, I will make a careful analysis and evaluation 

of the Beyer methods. In the last chapter, I draw conclusions and make 

recommendations for further improvement of the Korean piano method, 

that is, the New Se-kwang Bever. 



1.3. Scope 

Analysis and evaluation in this study will be Umited to the following 

seven areas for comparative purposes: (1) Introduction to the Keyboard; 

(2) Music Reading; (3) Rhythm; (4) Technique; (5) Literamre; (6) 

Musicianship and Theory; (7) Organization and Format. 

1.4. Significance 

There are several significant contributions to be made by this study. 

To begin with, this is the first study of the Beyer method and its long 

evolution from the old method to the new. This work will evaluate the 

Beyer methods in terms of merits and weaknesses, and will show how the 

editors have tried to adopt advanced American pedagogical principles for 

the improvement of the Beyer methods. 

Secondly, this study provides guidelines for the further development of 

Korean piano methods and pedagogy. 

Third and last, since there has been no single study of Korean piano 

teaching available in the United States, this study can be considered a 

ground-breaking one in the sense that it will enable American piano 

teachers to come to know and appreciate Korean piano pedagogy for the 

first time. The presentation of a history of Westem music in Korea is 

significant also, because it represents the first such study in the English 

language. 

~ \ 
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Notes 

The Beyer piano method was published in Korea in the 1950s by two 
pubhshing companies: A Society for the Study of National Music [Kuk-
min Eum-ak Yon-gu-hoe]; and Se-Kwang Music Pubhshing Company [Se-
Kwang Eum-ak Chul-pan sa]. However, it is impossible to know the exact 
dates of pubhcations. I am going to use following edition in my analysis: 
the 1990 printing of Beyer (Seoul. Korea: Se-Kwang Music Publishing 
Company |Se-Kwang Eum-ak Chul-pan sa], n. d.). 

2 
"Analysis of Bastien Piano Method [Bastien Kyo-jae Pun-sok]," Piano 

Music [Piano Eum-ak1. (Seoul, Korea: Spring and Autumn Music 
Company [Eum-ak Ch'un-ch'u Sa], March 1984), p. 28. 

Hyang-yop Ch'oe, "A Study of Piano Methods in the Beginning 
Level: with Special References to Beyer and John Thompson's Easiest 
Piano Course [Piano Cho-bo Hak-sub-ae I-so-so-ui Kyo-che-ae Kwan-han 
Yon-gu: Beyer Wa John Thompson Ui Easiest Piano Course Ui Bi-gyo-reul 
Chung-sim Ui-ro]," Master's Thesis, (Seoul, Korea: E-wha Women's 
University, 1975). 

Yun-cho Om, "An Analytical Study of James Bastien's Method [James 
Bastien Piano Kyo-bon Ui Pun-sok Yon-gu]," Master's thesis, (Seoul, 
Korea: Suk-myong Women's University, 1984). 

Hi-sin Han, "A Comparative Analysis of Beginning Piano Methods, 
Beyer and Bastien [Piano Cho-geup Kyo-che Beyer Wa Bastien Cho-geup-
pyon Bi-gyo Pun-sok Yon-gu]," Master's thesis, (Seoul, Korea: Kon-guk 
University, 1986). 

"Analysis of Bastien Piano Method [Bastien Piano Kyo-che-ui Pun-
sokj," Piano Music (Piano Eum-ak 1 (March 1984): pp. 28-31; Mun-jung 
Pak, "Analysis of John Thompson's Method [John Thompson Ui Kyo-che 
Pun-sok]," Piano Music fPiano Eum-ak] (March 1984): pp. 32-34; Hae-
jung Yim, "Analysis and Proper Way of Teaching of Beyer [Method] 
[Beyer Ui Kyo-che Pun-sok-kwa Chi-do Pang-bop]," Piano Music [Piano 
Eum-ak] (March 1984): pp. 35-37; Chae-hi Hyon, "Analysis of Zoltan 
Kodaly's Method [Zoltan Kodaly Ui Kyo-che Pun-sok]," Piano Music 
[Piano Eum-akl (March 1984): pp. 38-41: Hyon-ja Yi, "Analysis of 
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Robert Pace's Method [Robert Pace Ui Kyo-che Pun-sok]," Piano Music 
[Piano Eum-ak1 (March 1984): pp. 42-44. 

Nak-yong Chong, "Pedagogy of Piano Teaching [Piano Chi-do Kyo-
seup-bob]," Piano Music [Piano Eum-ak1 (Febmary-October, 1985). 

g 
"What is the Method Which is Easier and More Suitable Than Beyer 

[Beyer Po-da Ship-go Pu-d-ryop-gae Kong-bu Hal-su Yit-neun Kyo-che-
neun]," Piano Music [Piano Eum-ak1 (August 1896): pp. 188-190; 
"Accurate Understanding of the Method is the Beginning of Good 
Education [Kyo-che Ui Chong-hyak-han Yi-hae-neun Cho-eun Kyo-yuk Ui 
Chock-gol-eum]," Piano Music [Piano Eum-ak] (September 1986): pp. 
180-182. 

9 
Hae-jung Yim, "Analysis and Proper Way of Teaching of Beyer 

[Method]," pp. 35-37. 

The Beyer for Children [0-rin-vi Beyer] piano method in 2 volumes 
was published in Korea around the 1970s by two pubhshing companies: A 
Society for the Study of National Music [Kuk-min Eum-ak Yon-gu-hoe]; 
and Se-Kwang Music Publishing Company [Se-Kwang Eum-ak Chul-pan 
sa]. However, it is impossible to know the exact dates of publications. I 
am going to use following edition in my analysis: the 1991 printing of 
Level 1 and 1990 printing of Level 2 of the Beyer for Children [0-rin-yi 
Beyer] (Seoul, Korea: Se-Kwang Music Publishing Company [Se-Kwang 
Eum-ak Chul-pan sa], n. d.). 

The Beyer for Young Children [Kko-ma 0-rin-yi Beyer] piano 
method in 3 volumes was published in Korea around die 1970s by two 
publishing companies: A Society for the Study of National Music [Kuk-
min Eum-ak Yon-gu-hoe]; and Se-Kwang Music Publishing Company [Se-
Kwang Eum-ak Chul-pan sa]. However, it is impossible to know the exact 
dates of publications. 

^^New Se-kwang Bever [Sae-ro-v^n Se-kwang Beyerl 4 volumes 
(Seoul, Korea: Se-Kwang Pubhshing Company [Se-Kwang Chul-pan sa], 
1987-1989). 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND: THE HISTORY OF 

WESTERN MUSIC IN KOREA 

Korea, though small in population and territory, has been an extremely 

proud and fiercely independent country. It is situated in the northeastern 

part of Asia. For the sake of its own survival, it remained isolated from 

the rest of the world for centuries. Until the second half of the nineteenth 

century, the only country with which it maintained formal diplomatic 

relations was China. There are at least two reasons for this phenomenon: 

one is geographical and the other cultural. Korea is surrounded by seas in 

all directions except in the north, where it is connected to the territory of 

China. Culturally, China has been regarded as the one and only civihzed 

nation on the face of the earth as far as the Korean people are concemed. 

Thus, not only have the Koreans admired and even adored the Chinese 

civilization, but also they have looked to the Chinese for wisdom and 

guidance. Naturally, China has exerted considerable influence upon its 

small neighbor. 

During the middle of the nineteenth century, however, the Westem 

nations began to change the status quo in Asia. Great Britain, by resorting 

to military means, took initiative to force China to open its ports for trade 

and residence. Thus in the wake of its humiliating defeat in the Opium 

War of 1840-1842, China had no alternative but to sign the Treaty of 

Nanking with Great Britain in 1842. The United States followed suit, 

forcing Japan to open up its ports for similar reasons, that is, to secure 

10 
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places for trade and to gain shelter for American merchants and sailors 

who had suffered shipwrecks off the Japanese shores. In 1854, Japan, 

having reahzed the futihty of fighting the United States, signed the Treaty 

of Kanagawa. Korea, like Japan, was forced to establish diplomatic 

relations with the United States for the same reasons. In fact, without 

fighting, Korea signed the Treaty of Che-mul-po in 1882 with the United 

States, the first Westem power with which Korea established formal 

diplomatic relations. Soon thereafter, other European nations-Great 

Britain and Germany, both in 1883; Italy and Russia, both in 1884-

followed suit. Thus, all three Asiatic kingdoms unwillingly opened up 

their doors to the outside world at about the same time. Earlier, in 1876, 

Japan had already signed the Treaty of Kang-hwa, a treaty of amity and 

commerce, with Korea. 

Japan adopted Westem learning quickly and mastered Westem science 

and technology for its own benefit. It soon emerged as a new imperial 

power, and, along with the Westem nations in Asia, began to assert its 

power in Korea. At the time, Korea was a testing ground for the super 

powers; that is, Japan, China, and Russia were struggling for hegemony in 

Korea. This triangular rivalry continued until after the Russo-Japanese 

War in 1905. With both China and Russia out of the picture, Korea was 

reduced to a protectorate of imperial Japan in 1905, and was eventually 

annexed by Japan in 1910. Colonial mle lasted until the end of World War 

II in 1945. Prior to annexation, Korea, with American assistance, had 

struggled to maintain its independence. In accordance with the treaty of 

amity and commerce signed in 1882 between the United States and Korea, 

one country was obhged to help the other in case of need, but this was to 
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no avail when Japan reduced Korea to its protectorate in 1905 and annexed 

it in 1910. 

Korea was also responsible at least in part for its own fate at that time. 

When the Westem imperiahsts were encroaching upon Korea, there were 

serious pohtical and economic problems in Korea. Within the Korean 

government factional strife was rampant and constant; thus the affairs of 

state were neglected. As a result, there had been widespread discontent and 

unrest among the people at large. The yang-han [literary and mihtary 

ehte] class was busy exploiting people mthlessly instead of solving their 

social problems. When riots or uprisings protesting the misgoverance 

occurred, they were suppressed quickly by force. Despite all this, the 

Korean mlers recognized the merit of reforming the ideas and institutions 

of government and society, patteming them after the model of Westem 

nations, because Japan had already gone through this process successfully. 

Korea wanted, like Japan, to be politically, economically, and militarily 

strong. Although Korea tried in the late nineteenth century to modernize 

itself as Japan had, the attempt was too little and too late to catch up with its 

successful neighbor. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to trace the historical development 

in Korea of Westem culture in general and Westem music in particular. 

Although Westem culture was introduced into Korea during the second 

half of the nineteenth century, it seems important here to ascertain whether 

or not there were any earher contacts with Westem culture, and if so, why 

they did not have an impact on Korean society. Therefore before 

discussing in detail Westem culture and music in the nineteenth and 
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twentieth centuries, at least a short historical sketch of their earlier 

developments in Korea wiU serve to answer these questions. 

The first Westem organ was brought into Korea during the Ko-ryo 

dynasty (918-1392) via the Yuan (Mongol) China.̂  It probably was the 

first Westem musical instrument in Korea, but there is no evidence to 

indicate that this instmment was used or improved. It is very likely that 

nobody took any serious interest in the instrument itself. But from that 

time on, Korea's contacts with and exposure to Westem culture gradually 

increased. For example, when Japanese strongman Toyotomi Hideyoshi 

sent his expeditionary troops to Korea in 1592, the Korean people came to 

know of Christian religion through two foreign Christians: a Spanish priest 

Gregorio de Cespedes (ca. 1550-1611) and a Japanese Jesuit brother Foucan 

Eion, both of whom served in Korea until 1594 as chaplains to the forces 

of the Christian Daimyo Konishi Yuginaga( ? - 1600). This is the first 

record of the presence of Catholic missionaries in Korea. Although they 

planted the faith in Korea, "their work was arrested at its height by Kato 

[Kiyomasa], whose jealousy of Konishi was only equalled by his fanatical 

zeal for the Buddhist faith."^ When the Japanese troops were withdrawn 

from Korea, they took many Koreans back to Japan as prisoners of war 

and slaves. During their captivity, many Koreans became Christians. One 

of them, known as "Vincent" (Korean name unknown), tried to return to 

Korea to establish a Catholic mission for the propagation of the gospel of 

Jesus Christ. His effort did not succeed and was terminated by his 

martyrdom in 1625. By now it is clear that neither Catholic priests nor 

Korean converts planted the seed of Christianity in Korea at that time, and 
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that "its introduction was postponed by Providence until two centuries 

later."^ 

According to a conflicting source, however, there were other channels 

through which Westem culture was introduced into Korea. "By 1620 a 

miscellaneous assortment of facts about Europe and Christianity had found 

its way into Korean writings."^ It is generally believed that Cathohc books 

were first imported into Korea in the seventeenth century either through 

China or by Westemers whose ships were wrecked off the Korean coasts. 

The reason for this belief was that both Portugal and Spain were actively 

engaged in trade with Japan at that time. When their ships occasionally ran 

into a storm or typhoon during the voyage, they would be either 

shipwrecked or adrift off Che-ju Island, the southern tip of the Korean 

peninsula. 

But there is no historical record of Portuguese or Spaniards who 

actually managed to get to Korea. The first Europeans to arrive on the 

Korean shore were a Dutch sailor Jan Janse Weltevree from Rijp in 

Northern Holland and two others in 1627. His experiences are described as 

follows: While on his way to Japan, his ship, the Ouwerkerck (Hollandra), 

had been driven near the Korean coast by a contrary wind. Chosen as one 

of a party to go ashore for water, Weltevree and two of his mates were 

captured, while the rest escaped and sailed off with the ship. His two 

companions died during the Manchu invasion of 1636, while serving in the 

Korean army; he alone remained and lived in the capital [Seoul] .̂  

Weltevree took the Korean name Pak Yon and married a Korean woman. 

In 1653, another Netherlander, Hendrik Hamel, and thirty-five other 

people were adrift off the shore of Korea. When their merchant ship, the 
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Sparrow Hawk (Sparwehr) was wrecked on the southern coast of Che-ju 

Island, they were the fortunate survivors of a crew of sixty-four mariners. 

When H. Hamel later retumed to his country with seven companions, he 

wrote about his experiences in Korea and had his book published in 

Amsterdam in 1668. His book introduced Korea and its people to the 

Westem world for the first time. What is clear from the above is that the 

physical arrival of Westemers in Korea by accident did not seem to have 

any major impact on Korea, culturally or otherwise. Instead, Westem 

culture principally reached Korea by way of China, especially during the 

Ming dynasty (1368-1644). 

Those who introduced Westem culture by this avenue were not 

Chinese, but Koreans themselves. At the end of the reign of King Son-jo 

(1567-1608), Korean officials, members of the annual tribute mission to 

Ming China, brought back with them an important book entitled the True 

Doctrine of the Lord of Heaven [Chon-ju Sil-yi] authored by Matteo Ricci, 

a Jesuit missionary to Beijing, China.^ Subsequently, during the reign of 

King In-jo (1623-1649), Chong Tu-won, another tribute mission member, 

took back some more books on Cathohcism, along with many other 

Westem things: firearms, a telescope, a world atlas, and books on 

astronomy and westem customs and practices. 

While the Ming dynasty was in decline, the Manchu tribe was on the 

rise to power in Northern China. In order to demonstrate their glory and 

power to the neighboring states, the Manchus crossed the Yalu River and 

invaded Yi Korea (1392-1910), which in tum changed its fealty from the 

Ming dynasty to the new Ch'ing (Manchu) dynasty. To assure Korea's 

loyalty to the new dynasty, the Korean Crown Prince So-hyon (1612-1645) 
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and his brother Pong-nim were taken to China as hostages.^ During their 

captivity in Beijing, the prince So-hyon and Adam Schall von Bell (1591-

1666), a German priest and head of the Jesuit mission in China, developed 

a friendship. As a result, So-hyon became a Christian through the German 

Jesuit father. Unfortunately, when he was sent back to Korea with his 

brother and two other Chinese servants, he got sick and died soon after his 

arrival. It is beheved that So-hyon and his party took back to Korea with 

them many books on Christianity and science, along with things like the 

cross and image of Christ or Mary and the world atlas. Although the 

untimely death of So-hyon remains a mystery, he is believed to have been 

poisoned to death because of his strong commitment to the Christian faith. 

This speculation seems justifiable, because So-hyon promised his Cathohc 

friends that when he ascended the throne he would help them in their 

evangehcal work in Korea. Although this did not happen, the seeds of 

Westem culture were already sown and began to grow slowly in Korea. 

The reasons why these early contacts with Westem culture did not have 

a more immediate impact can be explained here. The early contacts with 

Cathohcism did not provide much opportunity for importing Westem 

music due to the fact that the Catholic church at that time did not consider 

it as important to teach music as to teach doctrine. Singing was relegated 

to the priests, choirs, and monks, rather than to the congregation during 

that period of church history. Also, the Korean people of that time thought 

of Westemers as barbarians from a strange land and they feared any 

contact with Westemers and their culture. Throughout history the 

government banned Westem rehgions and took precautions against any 
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introduction of Westem culture. Therefore, Korea was very isolated and 

remained an extremely closed society. 

When the eighteenth century was ushered in, the number of Korean 

visitors to China increased dramatically. They were mostly scholars and/or 

officials on government assignment. While there, they were constantly 

exposed to symbols of Westem culmre such as "South Church" [Nan-t'ang], 

the Jesuit headquarters in Beijing. The Koreans became well aware of the 

presence of Westem knowledge and some of them acquired it, including its 

music, if not rehgion. They subsequently formed their own school in 

Korea and their scholarship has been known as "Practical Leaming" [Sil-

hak], which stressed "more original and innovative ideas, as well as a more 

progressive and modemistic world outlook than other Confucianists."^^ 

For example, in 1712, Kim No-ga-je wrote of the Westem music which he 

had heard at South Church in Beijing. His descriptions are found in his 

book entitled The Diary During the Stay in Peking [Yon-gvong-gi1.^^ 

Similarly, Hong Tae-yong wrote in 1765 of the organ being played at a 

Catholic church in Beijing in his book. Collection from the Important 

Cottage [Sim-hon-jip], He was so impressed with the organ performance 

that he sought to build one in Korea. He attempted to get aid from the 

Korean government, but with no success. Another like-minded scholar Pak 

Chi-won wrote a chapter of "Accounts of the Organ in a Catholic Church" 

[Chon-ju-dang P'ung-gum-gi] in his famous. Travelogue to North China 

[Yol-ha Il-gil in 1778. Yi Tok-mu was more specific about Westem music. 

In 1795, he wrote an outhne of Westem music theory in his Complete 

Works from Great Blue House [Ch'ong-iang-gwan Jon-sol. He described 

such basic principles of Westem music as notation, scales, and time 
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signatures. At about the same time, Yi Kyu-gyong also briefly discussed 

notation and basic harmonies of Westem music in the chapters entitled 

"Theory of Westem Music" [Song-um Ui-ak Pyon-jeung-sol] and "Notation 

of Westem Music" [Ku-ra-chol Sa-gum-ja-bo], in his book. Various Long 

Comments of the World [0-chu Yon-mun-jang Jon-san-gol.^^ Despite all 

this effort, however, this flurry of writing about Westem music did not 

have any significant impact, because there is no record found of any 

musical developments resulting from these works. 

With the advent of the Sil-hak scholars, the Koreans became somewhat 

more receptive to Westem ideas, but still showed no interest in their 

treaties on music. This may be due to the fact that, generally speaking, the 

Korean people thought of music as an activity for people of humble 

circumstances. Thus, music was for court musicians, clowns, or 

entertaining girls, all of whom are member of the low classes. Therefore, 

it is probable that the upper classes of Korean society would have no 

interest in Westem music. 

For these reasons, the introduction of Westem culture in general and of 

Westem music in particular were postponed until late nineteenth century 

when the Korean kingdom lost power and was no longer able to resist 

pressure from Westem countries to open itself to the outside world. 

After signing the treaty of amity and commerce with Japan in 1876, the 

Korean government, aware of the keen need for reforming its army, sent 

twenty-four Koreans to a Japanese military school for advanced training. 

One of them was assigned to the Japanese navy band to study bugle playing. 

This man was Yi Un-dol; he retumed to Korea in the autumn of 1882.̂ "̂  

We do not know about what he did with his training in Westem music after 
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his retum to Korea. Although he was the first Korean who received 

formal training in Westem music, there is no evidence of his involvement 

in and contribution to the advancement of Westem music in Korea. 

The question is, then, who is really responsible for promoting Westem 

culture and music in Korea? As discussed earlier, there had been some 

attempts to introduce the Westem culture in Korea on the part of the 

Koreans, both Christians and non-Christians, but with no success. After 

the establishment of diplomatic relations between Korea and the United 

States in 1882, the conditions under which foreign missionaries had to 

work improved considerably, because of the change in the Korean 

government policy. Thus the role played by foreign missionaries became 

increasingly important in the process of transferring Westem culture and 

music to Korea during the nineteenth century. 

By and large the nineteenth century was a century of Protestant 

missionaries rather than Cathohc ones. In the first half of the century the 

Korean government had not been friendly to Westem culture in general 

and rehgion in particular. Thus Westem missionaries and their followers 

found it difficult to carry out their work. The first Protestant missionary 

to Korea was a German pastor, Carl F. A. Gutzlaff (1803-1851), who 

served under the Netherlands Missionary Society. Initially, he had gone to 

Korea on the ship Lord Amherst as an interpreter in 1832 to help the 

British negotiate a commercial treaty with Korea. During his one month 

stay there, he is believed to have distributed to the Koreans copies of the 

Scripture in Chinese. ̂ ^ In 1865, Reverend Robert Jermain Thomas (1839-

1866), who had been sent to China by the London Mission Society, went to 

the west coast of Hwang-hae Province for mission work among the 
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Koreans. However, because of government opposition to his work, he 

could stay there for only two months and a half. He retumed to China and 

the following year he went back to Korea on an American commercial 

ship, the General Sherman, for missionary work. He died a martyr in 

1866, however, before he actually set foot on the soil of Korea when the 

ship was destroyed by the Koreans as it ventured into the Tae-dong River 

to Pyong-yang (the capital of North Korea today).̂ ^ 

During the 1870s, similar efforts continued to be made in the name of 

Christianity. Reverend Dr. John Ross (1842-1915) of the Scottish 

Presbyterian mission in Manchuria visited the northem part of Korea 

several times to explore the possibility of setting up mission stations there, 

at the request of Alexander Williamson (1829-90), the agent of the 

National Bible Society of Scotland in North China. Ross and his brother-

in-law Reverend John Maclntyre evangelized Koreans from the northem 

part of Korea when he was in Mukden, Manchuria. Several Koreans were 

converted and baptized in 1876, and they in tum started converting their 

fellow countrymen there. They were also assigned to translate the gospels 

of Luke and John in 1882, and those of Matthew, Mark and Acts in 1883. 

Finally in 1887, they pubhshed the complete New Testament in Korean.̂ ^ 

The importance of this becomes apparent if one realizes that at this time in 

Korea, only the upper and middle classes were educated. With the Korean 

Bible, however, missionaries and their Korean followers taught many 

illiterate Korean people to read. Later, this had an impact on the 

development of Westem music in Korea because hteracy facihtated 

people's ability to sing hymns. 
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With the New Testament now available in Korean, Christian mission 

work became much easier, but there was still no Korean hymn book at the 

time. When the worship service was conducted, Chinese translations of 

Westem hymns were used by the congregation. That is, they sang the 

Chinese hynms with Korean pronunciations.^^ This is historically 

significant in the sense that the singing of hymns in the service was the very 

beginning of Westem music in Korea. Equally significant is the fact that 

So Sang-yun founded the first Protestant church in Korea in So-rae, 

Hwang-hae Province.^^ Subsequently, he also estabhshed a church in Ui-ju, 

North Pyong-an Province, together with his colleagues such as Pack Hong-

jun^o 

During the 1880s, the same efforts were made jointly by both foreign 

missionaries and Korean Christians. To keep abreast of the outside world, 

the Korean government sent to Japan in 1881 a twelve-member mission 

composed of high-ranking officials. Its main purpose was to study modem 

Japan. While there, Yi Su-jong, a mission member, was baptized and later 

contacted American missionary organizations and solicited their aid for the 

reform of the Korean educational system. He discussed the possibility of 

mission work in Korea with such missionaries as George W. Knox of the 

Presbyterian Mission, Robert S. Maclay of the Northem Methodist Mission 

and Henry Loomis of the American Bible Society. He also introduced them 

to a visiting Korean official in Japan to discuss the same issue. While in 

Japan, Su-jong was busy; on one hand he was translating the Bible into 

Korean with the help of Loomis, and on the other hand he was writing of 

the need for Christian mission work in Korea in his article "The Condition 

of Korea" which appeared in the The Missionary Review of the Worid.^^ 
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Su-jong's goal of getting missionaries to Korea finally began to 

materiahze when the first American Minister Lucius H. Foote arrived in 

Korea in 1883. He proposed that the Korean King Ko-jong send 

representatives on a good-will mission to the United States to study the 

feasibility of adopting American educational, industrial, political, medical, 

and military institutions. Chief envoy Min Yong-ik and ten members of 

the Korean entourage arrived in San Francisco on September 2, 1883, and 

then proceeded on to Washington, D. C. via Chicago by train. On the way 

to their final destination, they met Dr. John F. Goucher, founder of 

Goucher Women's College in Baltimore, Maryland. Inspired by the 

Koreans, he soon campaigned for the estabhshment of the Methodist 

Episcopal Church in Korea through the Board of Foreign Missions of the 

Methodist Episcopal Church and magazines such as the Christian 

Advocate.̂ ^ In July 1884, his campaign bore fmits. Rev. Robert S. 

Maclay, superintendent of the Northem Methodist mission body in Japan, 

visited Korea to establish a mission school and hospital in Seoul. The 

Korean King and the American Minister agreed on this plan and supported 

it, despite the fact that anti-Christian laws had not yet been officially 

repealed.̂ ^ 

When Korea's door was opened to foreigners for their work, Westem 

missionaries came in droves. Among them several Americans stood out in 

prominence: Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Appenzeller, Dr. Horace G. 

Underwood, Dr. William B. Scranton, Mary F. Scranton, Annie Filers, 

and Dr. Horace Newton Allen. AppenzeUer of the Northem American 

Methodist Church and Underwood of the Northem Presbyterian Church of 

the United States arrived in Che-mul-po (now In-ch'on) on April 5, 1885, 
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on the same boat. The former later established Pae-jae School (Methodist 

school for boys), and the latter, Yae-su-gyo (later Kyong-sin in 1905) 

School (Presbyterian school for boys). The Scrantons of the Northem 

American Methodist Church came to Korea on May 3, 1885, and Mary F. 

Scranton, mother of Dr. William B. Scranton, a medical missionary, 

became a pioneering leader at E-wha School (Methodist school for girls). 

Annie J. EUers, a Presbyterian missionary nurse, came to Korea in 1886 

and established Chong-sin School (Presbyterian school for girls). Paving 

the way for these missionaries was Dr. Horace Newton Allen of the 

Northem Presbyterian Church of the United States, who had arrived on 

September 20,1884, and had been hired as the American legation doctor in 

Seoul. Because of his good reputation, he also became a physician to the 

Korean King Ko-jong. In Febmary 1885, the King commissioned AUen to 

establish a royal clinic, pattemed after the model of a Westem medical 

center.̂ ^ This clinic was called the "Hospital of Big Grace" [Kwang-hye-

won], personally named by the king. The clinic evolved first into 

Severance Hospital and then Yon-sei University Medical Center, which is 

perhaps one of the best medical institutions in Korea today. 

Thus far, I have described and discussed Protestant missionaries' 

involvement in and contributions to the introduction of Westem culture in 

Korea, particularly during the second half of the nineteenth century. At 

first glance, one may get the impression that all those foreign missionaries 

came to Korea to estabhsh either schools or hospitals, but their main 

objective was to spread the Christian religion among the heathen Koreans. 

Education and medicine were nothing more than means to that end. 

Therefore, it is in the context of this historical background of the Westem 
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culture in Korea that one has to understand the introduction of Westem 

music to Korea. To be more specific, as Westem (specifically Christian) 

rehgion was introduced into Korea, so too was Westem music. For this 

very reason, the reader has been given a rather lengthy historical 

background to understand the introduction of Westem culture in general 

and Westem music in particular. 

2. 1. 1885-1910 

During the period 1885-1910, many mission schools and private 

schools were established by Westem missionaries and Korean patriots, 

respectively. Throughout Korea there were forty mission schools and 

twenty-eight private schools. Among the forty mission schools, the 

following are the most famous ones in the country: Appenzeller's Pae-jae 

School, Scranton's E-wha School, Underwood's Yae-su-gyo (later Kyong-

sin in 1905) School, all three estabhshed in Seoul in 1886; Filer's Chong-

sin School in Seoul in 1886, and Samuel Austin Moffet's Sung-sil School 

(Presbyterian school for boys) in Pyong-yang in 1894. 

Many famous missionary schools offered music, but the majority of 

schools of lesser standing did not because of an acute shortage of music 

teachers, teaching materials, and musical instmments. Even though 

Westem music education was given at many mission schools, it consisted 

only of teaching the students to sing a few simple songs, mostly hymns and 

some popular songs, including Scottish songs such as "Auld Lang Syne" and 

"Comin' Thm the Rye" and Irish songs such as "Londonderry Air." These 

classes were known as "chang-ga" which means literally "singing songs." 

The hymns were also taught in churches during the worship service, 
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because singing the hymns was considered an important part of Christian 

practice. All these Westem songs, both sacred and secular, were translated 

into Korean and taught to the people.̂ ^ In the process of teaching the 

Westem music to Korean students there were certain problems. For 

example, Sally Swallen, a wife of the missionary to Korea, remaiked: 

" The way the Koreans sing is dreadful grating on our ears', and set about 

removing this inconvenience by teaching hymn-tunes to the boys in Mrs. 

Gibson's school." Although some of the boys later became famous 

musicians, the music education of the time fell far short of Westem 

standards. This is not surprising, since music education was undertaken 

largely by amateur musicians. Nevertheless, there was some positive 

impact of this kind of music education. The missionaries helped reduce the 

illiteracy rate among the Koreans to a considerable degree; furthermore, 

they enhghtened the Koreans on many subjects by teaching them how to 

read the Bible in church; and, above all, they trained some who would 

become the first generation of Westem musicians in Korea. At the same 

time, the introduction of Westem musical instmments such as the reed 

organ further helped to popularize modem Westem music in Korea.̂ ^ 

Apart from these amateur missionary music teachers, the first 

professional musician to introduce Westem music into Korea was a 

Gemian by the name of Franz Eckert (1852-1916). After graduating from 

a music conservatory in Dresden, he became a master of the German army 

and navy bands. In the period 1879-1900, however, he went to Japan to 

teach and conduct the Japanese navy and army bands, and while there he 

also taught music at Japanese schools. He contributed greatly to the 

introduction and development of Westem music in late nineteenth century 
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Japan. At the invitation of the Korean government, Eckert came to Korea 

on Febmary 27, 1901, and was employed as a music instmctor. One of his 

tasks was to estabhsh a westem-style Korean military band. As the first 

professional musician in Korea, his contribution to the development of 

westem music there was enormous. While the missionaries popularized 

hymns and other westem songs through churches and mission schools, 

Eckert introduced many wind and percussion instmments and much 

Westem instrumental music in Korea. He also taught music theory, 

including scales, music reading, sight-singing, musical terms, the playing of 

brass, woodwind, and percussion instmments, the skiU of repairing 

instmments, and their storage techniques. The list of instmments imported 

from Germany is as follows: piccolo (1), flute (2), oboe (2), B-flat 

clarinet (7), E-flat clarinet (1), soprano saxhom (1), alto clarinet (1), 

bass clarinet (1), bassoon (2), B-flat, and G trumpets (5), B-flat comet 

(2), F, and E-flat horns (4), alto hom (4), euphonium (4), tenor 

trombone (3), bass trombone (1), tuba (3), sousaphone (1), bass drum 

(1), side drum (1), cymbals (1), triangle (1), tambourine (1), castanets 

(1), bell (1).^^ The Korean military band performed on various occasions, 

large and small, for the general public. The band popularized numerous 

westem compositions, including national anthems, marches, and suites. 

Members of the mihtary band were the first Koreans to leam to play 

Westem wind and percussion instmments and later some of them became 

music teachers at many schools, organizing and directing school bands. 

Others joined groups of traveling entertainers, as performers of popular 

music. However, many of them could not pursue their music careers 
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because of the Japanese annexation of Korea in 1910, resulting in 

disbandment of the Korean military band. 

While American missionaries and other foreign musicians were 

teaching the Koreans in mission schools and pubhc schools, several 

Koreans, especially those who had been trained by the Americans, began to 

emerge as promising musicians on the scene and continued to promote 

Westem music among the general public. The following are typical cases 

in point. Kim In-sik (1885-1963) was one of the pioneers of the westem 

music in Korea. He was bom in Pyong-yang when Korea was about to 

open its door to the Westem world. When he was nine years of age, he 

recalled that he was fascinated with a small reed organ being played and 

hymns being sung in church. He leamed how to sing hymns in mission 

schools, first in Sung-dok Primary School and later Sung-sil Middle 

School, both in Pyong-yang. When he was sixteen, he took voice lessons 

from missionary wives. Since there were no copy machines or music 

books available in Korea, he had to copy by hand all the music which was 

in the possession of his teachers. He also bought an old used reed organ 

from a missionary and leamed practically all by himself how to play it, and 

he also taught himself to play other instruments such as comet and violin.̂ ^ 

In 1907 he went to Seoul for further study. He had initially intended to go 

to the United States for study, but instead he taught music m many different 

private schools in Seoul, where many schools were desperately looking for 

music teachers. He taught at Sang-dong Youth Institute [Sang-dong Chong-

nyon Hak-won], affihated with the Young Men's Christian Association in 

Seoul, for which he organized a men's choir and later a mixed choir.̂ ^ 

These choirs evolved into the famous Seoul Choir. At about the same time 
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he was a music teacher at Cho-yang Club [Cho-yang Ku-rak-bu], in Seoul 

which will be discussed later in detail. In addition, he worked for the 

Chong-gyo [Methodist] Church in Seoul, organizing a choir and translating 

Christian hymns into Korean. Some of his most outstanding contributions 

were a translation of Handel's Oratorio Messiah, the transcription of 

traditional Korean folk songs into westem notation,^^ and a series of 

compositions of Korean songs of patriotic or inspirational nature such as 

"Song for the Love of the Country" [Ae-guk-ga], "Song for the Students" 

[Hak-do-ga] and "Song for Marching Forward" [Chon-jin-gaJ. 

Yi Sang-jun (1884-1948), another early musician, had similar 

experiences in educational and professional activities. He recalled that he 

had leamed how to sing hymns and to play the reed organ from the 

missionaries in mission schools. He was bom in Jae-ryong, Hwang-hae 

Province, but studied at Sung-sil School in Pyong-yang. In 1896 he went 

to Seoul to enroll at Pearson Bible Institute for further study in music, 

including organ playing. After a diree-year stay, he retumed to Pyong

yang to teach music at Tae-song School, founded by Korean nationalist 

leader An Chang-ho. When Cho-yang Club, mentioned above, came into 

being in 1910, he went back to Seoul to study music, both Korean and 

Westem. At Cho-yang Club he studied under Kim In-sik, who was in 

charge of Westem music. He also studied Korean music under other 

instmctors there. After formal training, he devoted himself to the project 

of collecting, translating, editing, and arranging Korean folk songs in 

westem notation. He pubhshed Collection of Korean Popular Songs [Cho-

<;nn Sok-gok iibl and New Collection of [Korean] Popular Songs [Sin-son 

5>ok-gok iibl. He also edited song books for middle schools and pubhshed 
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Collection of Middle School Songs [Chung-deung Chang-ga iibl. Collection 

of Middle School Songs for the Self-Snjdy of Organ [Pung-geum Tok-seup 

Chung-deung Chang-ga jib]. Collection of Middle School Songs for the 

Studv of Music Theory [Ak-ri-bu Chung-hak Chang-ga iibl and General 

Survey of Music [Bo-tong Ak-gok Dae-vol.^^ While doing all this work, 

he also taught at many different schools. 

Kim Yong-hwan (1893-1978) was similar to his contemporaries, 

already mentioned above, in terms of educational experiences, at least in 

the early period, but he was unique and different from his colleagues in the 

sense that he was the first Korean to receive formal training as a 

professional musician. He once remarked that he first saw an organ at the 

home of a missionary when he was six years old. He was so fascinated with 

a white lady playing an organ that he wanted to leam how to play it. He 

also recalled that he really enjoyed singing hymns at church and played an 

organ once in a while at the home of a missionary. His father helped 

further the career of his son by purchasing a used reed organ. In addition, 

he also paid for the organ lessons that his son was taking from a 

missionary's wife.̂ ^ In those days, many Koreans were leaming Westem 

music with ahnost no instmction, but he was lucky enough to go to Japan to 

get further training at a conservatory in Tokyo. In May 1918, he became 

the first Korean pianist and professor of music at Yon-hi College (also 

known as Cho-sen Christian Cohege). 

As we have seen, American missionaries played an important role in 

introducing and teaching Westem music to Koreans in the period 1885-

1910. Thus Westem hymns and folk songs were taught in a few private 

schools and many mission schools throughout Korea. Since the 
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missionaries were not professional musicians, their music curriculum was 

simple and basic. They taught Koreans nothing more than just singing a 

few simple songs, mostly hymns and a few Westem folk songs, to the 

accompaniment of a small reed organ or accordion. There was no formal 

music education at all in most schools, private and public, because of the 

acute shortage of music teachers, teaching materials, and musical 

instruments. The only music curriculum known at the time was "singing 

songs" (chang-ga). 

The chang-ga education was increasingly important to Koreans in the 

course of time. As the popularity of the chang-ga increased among the 

Koreans, so too did the number of songs in this repertoire, the number of 

schools which taught chang-ga, and the number of people who enjoyed 

singing. The reason for this increase resulted partly from the fact that, by 

and large, the chang-ga used the tunes of Christian hymns and Westem folk 

songs which were appealing to the Korean people. Prior to this time there 

was no tradition of singing in Korea among any but the lower classes. The 

chang-ga also had two aims or themes. One was to promote general 

education, and the other, to foster national or patriotic consciousness. It 

was during that period that Japan was mcreasingly impinging upon the 

rights of the Koreans. This situation probably stimulated the composition 

of the many "patriotic songs" [Ae-guk-ga] which were written during that 

time. One popular patriotic song was composed in commemoration of the 

birthday of King Ko-jong in 1896. Its mne was taken from that of the 

hymn, "God is Our Refuge," composed by Henry Carey (c. 1687-1743). In 

1896, another patriotic song was written and dedicated during the 

ceremony for the completion of the Independence Arch [Tok-rip-mun] in 
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Seoul. Its tune was that of the hymn "Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee" 

(originally "Auld Lang Syne"), composed by Charles Wesley (1707-1788). 

Its text was written by Yun Chi-ho, a Korean nationalist leader. These 

patriotic songs appealed to the young Koreans a great deal and helped 

arouse Korean patriotism immensely. They were a vehicle for the Korean 

people to express their feeling of love for their country and hopes for its 

future. 

Apart from the patriotic songs, there was the "Student Song" [Hak-do-

ga] with words and music by Kim In-sik which was popular among the 

Korean people. Its theme was to encourage the young Koreans to work 

hard and to acquire Westem knowledge for the sake of the country's 

future. This particular song appealed greatly to young Koreans, especially 

students. The song and other similar ones generally served as a source of 

inspiration to Christians and non-Christians alike. Furthermore, the chang-

ga later evolved into the development of three categories of song: popular 

song [Yu-haeng-ga], lyric song [Ka-gok], and children's song [Tong-yo]. 

In the course of this development, a group of Korean musicians 

including Kim In-sik played an important role, and it was during the height 

of this development that the aforementioned Cho-yang Club came into 

being. A small band of Korean nationahstic leaders and musicians, among 

them Yu Kil-jun and Pak Yong-hyo, initiated, in 1909, and organized, in 

1910, this historic club. They founded the club out of concem for the 

future of Korea. They focussed their attention on the preservation of 

Korean traditional music and subsequently also on the promotion of the 

new, i.e., Westem music. This club was historically significant because it 

became the first music school owned and operated by Koreans. In 
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Febmary 1911, this club was supported materially and morally by the 

"Society for the Promotion of [Korean] Classical Music" [Chong-ak Yu-ji-

hoe]. In 1912 it changed its name to Korean Classical Music Institute 

[Cho-sim Chong-ak Chon-sub-so]. It had two divisions, Westem music and 

Korean, but the great majority of the musicians were involved in Korean 

music. Kim In-sik was the one and only instmctor who was in charge of 

the Westem music division, and he taught four subjects: organ, violin, 

voice, and theory. Among the graduates of this institute, Yi Sang-jun and 

Hong Yong-hu (1897-1941, often known as Hong Nan-pa) stood out and 

became the leading musicians in Korea. Hong Nan-pa succeeded his 

former mentor Kim In-sik as head of Westem music division in 1915, but 

in 1918 this famous institute had to be shut down, partly because of 

financial problems and partly because of Japanese pressure. Since this 

organization had begun to evolve into a nationahstic organization which 

stressed Korean independence and resistance against the Japanese mle, it 

was abohshed by the Japanese government. 

2.2. 1910-1945 

In 1910 Korea was formally annexed by Japan, and it remained a 

Japanese colony until the end of World War II in August, 1945. Despite 

the Japanese colonial mle in Korea during this period, music education did 

not suffer but instead thrived, particularly in newly founded Christian 

colleges under the leadership of missionaries and Korean music teachers. 

There were three such colleges-Yon-hi College (Cho-sen Christian 

College), E-wha Women's College, and Sung-sil College (Union Christian 
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College)—all of which became the major centers for the study of Westem 

music until Korea regained its sovereignty in 1948. 

Yon-hi College evolved from Kyong-sin School which was founded by 

Rev. Horace Underwood of the Northem Presbyterian Church of the 

United States. The college itself began as an outgrowth of the middle 

school in 1915 on the third floor of the Y.M.C.A. building in Seoul and 

was established as a fully accredited institution of higher leaming on the 

new campus in the outskirts of Seoul in 1919. It was perhaps the best 

Christian college in Korea at the time and was mn jointly by the boards of 

four different denominations: the Presbyterian Church in the United 

States, the Methodist Episcopal Church North, the Methodist Episcopal 

Church South, and the United Church of Canada.̂ ^ The college was 

divided into four departments: Biblical Theology, Literature and Science 

with four-year programs, and Commerce, with a three-year course. As of 

1928, there were on its faculty ten missionary instmctors, twenty Koreans, 
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and four or five Japanese. 

Although the college had no music department, students and faculty 

members were very much interested in all kinds of music programs. Their 

activities centered around the chapel where students took part in the choir 

under the direction of Mrs. Baker, an organist and mathematics teacher. 

The students also organized a ten-member college band and leamed hymn-

singing and organ playing as their extracurricular activities. When Kim 

Yong-hwan was appointed music instmctor after his study in Japan m 

1918, the music programs became more active than ever before. Under his 

leadership and in conjunction with missionary musicians, at least several 

concert tours were made every year. The concerts usually consisted of 
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choral works and several solo performances. But, in 1929, he resigned his 

position because the coUege had not honored its initial commitment to 

establish a music department. (It is interesting to note here that this 

commitment was not fulfilled until thirty years had passed.) 

In 1929 Hyon Che-myong (1902-1960) succeeded Kim Yong-hwan and 

continued to improve the program which his predecessor had begun. A 

graduate of Sung-sil College in Pyong-yang, Hyon Che-myong studied 

music further in the United States where he took courses in Bible and 

music at Moody Bible Institute in Chicago and then studied for one year at 

the Gunn Music School which was closed in 1931 because of the Great 

Depression. After his retum to Korea he improved the choir, orchestra, 

and band programs at Yon-hi College and raised the level of student 

performance. Under his leadership, two concerts, several concert tours 

and one music seminar were given every year. Those programs have 

become a tradition at Yon-hi College since 1931. In addition, there is 

another outstanding program for high school students, that is, the annual 

music contest that Yon-hi College has sponsored since 1932. Because of 

these programs and activities, many future musicians were attracted to 

Yon-hi College, despite the fact that there was no music department. 

The only college which has had a music department since 1925 is E-

wha Women's CoUege, the first institution of higher education for women, 

run exclusively by the mission boards of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 

both North and South. Mary Scranton founded E-wha School for Girls and 

developed the college division in 1910 which became accredited in 1925. 

When the college was started in 1910, there were ten faculty members and 

seventy students. By 1925 it had turned out twenty-nine graduates.̂ ^ 
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Prior to the establishment of the first music department in Korea, as m 

other Christian colleges throughout the country, all kinds of music 

activities, including women's choir and the teaching of keyboard 

instmments had been carried out under the direction of missionary faculty 

members on and off campus. After 1925 such courses as harmony, 

counterpoint, composition, music history, music education, sight-singing, 

dictation, choms, and applied lessons were offered and taught regularly.^^ 

The majority of music students majored in piano, organ, and voice. Upon 

graduation some of them contributed to the development of Westem music 

in Korea as teachers and as professional musicians. 

Sung-sil College in Pyong-yang was another major music center in 

Korea. Like other Christian colleges in Korea, it produced many 

outstanding musicians in the first half of the twentieth century. Rev. 

Samuel Austin Moffett, of the Northem Presbyterian Church of the United 

States, founded Sung-sil School in 1894, and later, in 1906, he added the 

college division with twelve students in two classes,̂ ^ but it lost 

accreditation in 1911 because of its opposition to the Japanese pohcy of 

annexing Korea and thus was shut down temporarily until it regained full 

accreditation in 1925. The college had been mn by the mission boards of 

the four Presbyterian denominations, that is, both North and South 
A O 

American, Canadian, and Australian. 

Although it had no music department, Sung-sil College, hke Yon-hi 

College, tried to maintain the quality of the music programs under the 

guidance of missionary teachers. One such teacher was Eli M. Mowry, 

who came to Korea in 1909 and taught English and biology at Sung-sil 

Middle School and Sung-sil College. In addition, he organized the college 
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band, male choms, and small orchestra as extracurricular activities at 

Sung-sil. Off-campus, he also helped to organize the band, men's choir, 

and girl's choir at the Chang-dai-hyon Presbyterian Church in Pyong-yang. 

Although neither he nor his wife was a trained musician, he was in charge 

of music education, and his wife gave organ lessons to young people. 

During the 1930s, however, a big change occurred. Mr. Dwight Malsbery, 

a pianist and graduate of the Sherwood Music School in Chicago, came to 

Sung-sil. Under his leadership, the music programs were improved and 

diversified. A series of performances was given every year for various 

occasions. The concert group was made up of a choir, a small orchestra, a 

vocal quartet, and soloists. As a result, the Sung-sil music program became 

well known throughout Korea. 

While music education was flourishing in the missionary schools, music 

in the public school under the Japanese mle after 1910 was generally poor 

in quality and quantity, to say the least. Although music was a part of the 

regular curriculum around 1906, music education was virtually non

existent because of the shortage of music teachers, teaching materials, and 

musical instmments. School children were taught only how to sing simple 

songs. The Song Book for Primary School [Bo-tong Hak-gvo Chang-ga 

jih], the music textbook pubhshed by the Ministry of Education in 1910, 

consisted of many Japanese songs (including the national anthem) and a few 

Korean songs. Tunes for the Korean songs were taken mostly from 

Christian hymns and westem folk songs, but their texts were in Korean. In 

the course of time many Korean songs were taken out of the music 

textbook and replaced with Japanese ones. This trend lasted until the end 

of World Warn in 1945. 
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While extracurricular music education was going on at Christian 

colleges in Seoul and Pyong-yang, a group of young Korean musicians 

became active m promoting Westem and Korean music. The Cho-yang 

Club and, subsequently, the Institute of Korean Music [Cho-sun Chong-ak-

won], were established to carry out their goals. In the 1920s, Hong Nan-pa 

became one of the most outstanding leaders of this movement. While 

studying at Ueno (Tokyo) Music School in Japan, he had published a 

magazine for music, literature, and the fine arts, called Three Lights [Sam-

gwang] in early 1919, but it was abohshed as of Febmary 11, 1919, after 

publication of the third issue. Hong became involved in the March First, 

1919, Independence Movement; and, to escape from the dragnet of 

Japanese police, he had to flee back to Korea in 1919. Later in Seoul he 

organized the "Society for the Study of Music" [Yon-ak-hoe], through 

which he launched a series of movements for the promotion of Westem 

music. As a part of these activities he issued another music magazine. 

Music World [Eum-ak-gael. In April 1925 the first issue was pubhshed, 

and it was abohshed with the seventh issue. First it was issued quarterly 

and later, monthly. Again, in the period 1926-1929, he retumed to Tokyo 

to resume his study, this time at Kunitachi Music School, because he had 

been refused admission to the Ueno Music School. Upon his retum to 

Korea, after completmg his study in Tokyo, he continued to promote music 

through his activities of composition, performance, organizing and 

directing orchestra, and also becoming a music critic. In 1933, he went to 

Chicago to study music at the Sherwood Music School for one year.̂ ^ 

Apart from Hong Nan-pa's activities and contributions, at about the 

same time an organization of Korean musicians called the Central Society 
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of Fellow Musicians [Chung-ang Ak-wu-hoe] was estabhshed in Seoul in 

1926. This organization was a small orchestra with fifteen or sixteen 

members. One of its leaders was Mrs. Boots, the wife of a dentist at 

Severance Hospital. She was a graduate of a music school in Pittsburgh and 

had a knowledge of piano, violm, and conducting. She conducted this 

orchestra in its debut performance on March 3, 1928. Most of the 

repertoire consisted of small pieces, but Gioachino Rossini's Overture to 

William TeU was so impressive that the audience was deeply moved by the 

beauty of Westem music for the first time. 

In the 1930s, a number of Korean musicians went abroad to study 

music. Most of them studied in Japan, but a few went to Europe and the 

United States. Subsequently, upon their retum home, they contributed 

significantly to improving music education as weh as popularizing Westem 

music. One such person was Chae Tong-son (1901-1953). He studied at a 

conservatory in Berlin and taught violin, composition, and music theory at 

E-wha Women's College. He also gave a series of violin and ensemble 

performances for the general public, while serving in many capacities for a 

variety of music organizations. He also composed numerous pieces 

including lyric songs, a string quartet, a fantasia for viohn in D minor, and 

a violin sonata. 

Unfortunately, some musicians who had studied abroad chose to stay 

there instead of returning to Korea upon completion of their training. For 

example. An Ik-tae (1906-1964) was a case in point. He was trained first 

by the missionaries at Sung-sil College in Pyong-yang, and he studied cello 

formally at Kunitachi Music School in Tokyo. He was historically 

significant because he became the first Korean professional cellist. He 
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retumed to Korea briefly to give cello recitals in Seoul and Pyong-yang in 

1931. Soon thereafter he went to the United States to further his music 

career, and, in 1936, he moved to Germany to study conducting and 

composition under Richard Strauss. He became the first Korean to conduct 

many famous orchestras throughout the world. For example, he conducted 

the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in 1943. As a composer he was 

productive also. His major contributions were "Korean Fantasy," a piece 

for orchestra and choir, composed in 1936, and "Patriotic Song" [Ae-guk-

ga], which became the Korean national anthem still in use today. 

Some musicians were active in organizing music schools and orchestras 

after their study abroad. One of these was Kim Che-hun( 1903-1951), who 

organized Seoul Music School [Kyong-song Eum-ak Chon-mun Hak-won] 

in 1934. Although this institute was inadequate in many ways, it was 

significant as the first conservatory in Korea. He had studied violin and 

composition at conservatories in Berlin and Hanover, and upon his retum 

home he spent his entire life in the training of young Korean musicians. 

Kye Chong-sik (1904-1974) was another example. He contributed 

greatly to organizing the Korea Symphony Orchestra [Ko-ryo Kyo-hyang 

Ak-dan] right after the end of Japanese colonial mle in 1945, and he 

conducted it many times. Before this, he had studied violin at Toyo Music 

School in Tokyo and at a conservatory in Wiirzburg, Germany. In 

October 1934, he gave his homecoming recital. On January 29, 1936, he 

gave a string quartet performance. His activities ranged from solo and 

ensemble performance to violin teaching. 

Hong Nan-pa, discussed earlier, should be mentioned again. In addition 

to a host of other activities, he organized an orchestra in 1936."*̂  A 
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different source, however, stated the date of organization of this orchestra 

as 1934."*̂  This orchestra was a part of the Seoul Broadcasting Station 

[Kyong-song Pang-song-guk], also known as JODK, under die Japanese 

mle. Under his leadership, this orchestra, although small in size, 

contributed greatly to popularizing Westem music to the Korean audience. 

Most of the repertoire introduced through the media of radio consisted of 

small pieces such as Bizet's "Spanish Serenade" and Dvorak's 

"Humoresque," but some major standard pieces such as Schubert's 

"Unfinished" Symphony were also included. 

There were Korean vocalists worthy of note in the 1930s also. In the 

1920s there had been only a few professional vocahsts in Korea. They 

were Yun Sim-duk (1897-1926) and Han Ki-ju (dates unknown). They 

were the first Korean women who received formal music training at Ueno 

Music School, where they majored in voice in the music education 

department. They were the first formally trained Korean vocalists. 

During the 1920s, they both were regular soloists in many concerts, such as 

the concert in commemoration of the one-hundred fiftieth anniversary of 

Beethoven's birthday, held in Seoul in December 1920."̂ ^ Yun Sim-duk 

should be noted here in particular because she was the first Korean woman 

singer to be heard in a commercial recording. Because there was as yet no 

recording industry in Korea, she had to go to Japan to make the record. 

Unfortunately, she met a tragic death when she was returning home after 

recording the song entitled "Praising Death" [Sa Ui Chan-ga]"̂ ^ in Tokyo. 

She committed suicide by throwing hersetf in the Hyon-hae Strait. The 

reason for her action is unknown, but it is generally believed to have been 

her failure in love affairs. Some speculate that she died in a dramatic 
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fashion to fulfill what she had sung. After her death, the song became 

spectacularly popular among Koreans, so much so that many Korean 

composers tried to perpemate this trend by recording popular songs from 

that time on. This has been considered the beginning of the recording 

industry for popular songs in Korea. Yun Sim-duk had three sisters and 

one brother, aU of whom later were active in music as teachers and 

performers. When they were young, they had been busy with church 

choirs and mission schools, through which they had acquired informal 

music training. 

In the 1930s, an increasing number of Korean music students went 

abroad for further study, most of them to Japan and some to Europe and 

the United States. Upon their retum they gave many performances and 

taught at many schools, promoting Westem music in Korea. Yi In-son 

(1908-1960) was one such singer during the period. He was bom in 

Pyong-yang and received mdimentary voice lessons from missionaries 

when he was a httle boy. He later studied medicine at Severance Medical 

College in Seoul, which was run by the missionaries who had also 

established Yon-hi College. As an extracurricular activity he studied voice 

and became a tenor. Upon graduating from the medical college he went in 

1935 to Italy, becoming the first Korean to study music there."*^ After a 

three-year smdy of voice and opera in Italy, he retumed home and gave 

numerous performances and taught voice at various schools."*^ 

Despite all the activities carried out by the Koreans as discussed above, 

in the first half of the twentieth century the level of Westem music m 

Korea was generally low, and most concerts given during that period were 

poor in quahty. Performances resembled student recitals, with several 
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different singers and instmmentalists each performing a short work. 

During the 1920s and 1930s, the situation improved somewhat because of 

occasional visits to Korea by world-class musicians who had given 

performances mostly in Japan. The list of foreign musicians during the 

period was impressive: Fritz Kreisler, Jascha Heifetz, Efrem Zimbalist, 

Jacques Thibaud, Mischa Elman, all violinists; G. Ronconi and Edward 

Johnson, vocahsts; and pianist Leonid Kreuzer. 

Kim Yong-hwan, mentioned already, was responsible for inviting most 

of these musicians to Korea. He personally persuaded the Japanese-

influenced Korean newspaper, Kyong-song Daily Newspaper [Kyong-song 

Il-bo], in Korea to sponsor the musical events. In addition, the Japanese 

dominated music lover's club called "Kyong-song Music Club" [Kyong-

song Eumak Hoe] also contributed to inviting foreign musicians to Korea.^^ 

The results were positive and successful. Many Koreans liked the 

performances of foreign musicians and appreciated the violin most of all 

because of its beauty in melodic passages and its amazing grace in passages 

of technical display. Next to the violin were voice, cello, and piano, in 

order of preference, as far as the Korean audience was concemed.^^ The 

visiting musicians made considerable contributions to the improvement and 

appreciation of Westem music in Korea in the 1920s and 1930s. 

Perhaps because of aU this, many Koreans were inspired to write 

numerous lyric songs [Ka-gok], whose texts were adapted mostly from 

poems originally composed by patriotic nationalist writers. The lyric 

songs served as a morale boost to the spirit of psychologically depressed 

Koreans. The most popular ones were as follows: Hong Nan-pa's "Touch-

me-not Flower" [Pong-son-hwa] and "The Night of Song-bul Temple" 
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[Song-bul-sa Ui Pam]; Hyon Che-myong's "Longing for home" [Ko-hyang 

Saeng-gak], "To the Land of Hope" [Hi-mang Ui Na-ra], "hi Front of That 

House" [K-jib-ahp], and "Gentle Breeze" [San-dl Pa-ram]; Li Heung-yol's 

"Rockey HiU" [Pa-u Ko-gae], "LuUaby"[Cha-jang-ga], and "Heart of 

Mother" [0-mo-ni Ma-eum]; Kim Tong-jin's "My Heart" [Nae Ma-eum] 

and "I Wish to Go" [Ka-go-pa]; Yun Yong-ha's "Wheat Field" [Po-ri Bat]; 

Pak Tae-jun's "Homesickness" [Chip Saeng-gak]. Some songs achieved 

such popularity that they became identified with the Korean resistance 

movement against Japanese mle; one such example was "Pong-son-hwa." 

This song, among many others, was banned by the Japanese government. 

The text reads: 

O, Pongsonhwa, in the Shadow of the wall. 

You look pitiful. 

AU summer long you have delighted 

Pretty maidens with your charms. 

Summer is gone suddenly. 

And aummn wind stirs the air. 

O, Pongsonhwa, my sweet flower, 

Sorrow is ours when your petals faU. 

Although you seemed perished 

Under bitter, heartless winds. 

Your soul is still alive, dreaming peaceful dreams. 

May your hfe retum in the warm spring breeze. 
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In addition to composing many lyric songs, Korean composers also 

wrote many popular children's songs [Tong-yo]. A pioneering musician of 

Tong-yo was Yun Kuk-yong who had been an active member of the 

children's club. Society of Striped Colors [Saik-dong-hoe], which was 

estabhshed m 1923. He established a children's singing club called "Ta-ri-

ah-hoe" in 1924 and composed many favorite songs for children, including 

"Half Moon" [Ban-dal], "Icicle" [Ko-d-mm], and "New Year's Day" [Sol-

nal]. Later, in 1926, those songs were pubhshed in a coUection of 

children's songs entitled Half Moon. FoUowing in the footstep of Yun 

Kuk-yong, Pak Tae-jun did the same. He was bom in Tae-gu, North 

Kyong-sang Province, in 1900; and, after graduating from Sung-sil College 

in Pyong-yang, he smdied at Tusculum and Westminster Choir College in 

the United States. He composed many children's songs such as "Thinking 

of Brother" [0-ppa Saeng-gak], "Dumpling DoUs" [0-ttu-gi], "Maem 

maem" [Sound of cicada], and many more. Stimulated by this flurry of 

composing chUdren's songs, Hong Nan-pa published his Collection of 1(X) 

Korean Children's Songs [Cho-sun Tong-yo Paik-gok-jip1 in 1929. Among 

other numerous composers of children songs the most famous were Hyon 

Che-myong, Li Heung-ryol, Chong Sun-chol, and Kim Song-tae.̂ ^ 

As mentioned earher, when Japanese mUitarism reached its pinnacle ui 

early 1940, most music activities including music education in Korea were 

suspended, if not abohshed altogedier. This situation worsened when the 

Pacific War started on December 8, 1941. The Japanese government even 

forced Korean musicians to organize concerts promoting Japanese 

militarism, thus, putting the Korean people on war footing. One such 

concert, caUed the "National Music Association Music Festival for 
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Upholding the WiU to Fight [Against the Alhes]" [Chon-ui Ang-yang Kuk-

min-ak-hoe Chang-um Tae-hoe], was held on March 26,1943, and was 

sponsored jointly by the Korean Federation of National General 

Mobihzation [Kuk-min Chong-ryuk Cho-son Yon-maeng] and the 

Association of Korean Musicians [Cho-son Eum-ak-ga Hy op-hoe]. Besides 

this one, a few more concerts were given by young musicians who had 

retumed from abroad.^ Apart from solo recitals, ensemble music was 

performed by several groups, mostly string quartets and piano trios. The 

ensemble groups which performed actively were the Kae Chong-sik String 

Quartet, the Kim Saeng-ryo String Quartet and The Kyong-song [Seoul] 

Trio.̂ ^ 

Before the beginning of every concert, the audience had to show 

respect for the Japanese govemment by singing the "Song of the National 

Essence or Energy" [Kuk-min Chong-ryok-ui No-rae] which promoted 

worship of the Japanese emperor. At the end of every concert, the 

audience was also required to sing one of the Japanese national anthems, "U 

Mi Yu Ca Ba," and two or three Japanese mUitary songs. Under such 

circumstances, most Korean musicians did not want to perform, and thus 

their music activities came largely, if not totaUy, to a standstiU. 

2. 3. 1945-1990 

When World War II ended unexpectedly m early August 1945 due to 

the AUied victory over Japan, a new era was ushered in, an era that would 

improve and promote creative musical activities by Koreans without 

Japanese interference or suppression. But a mountain of problems related 

to musical activities lay before the Koreans. There were virtually no 
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facilities, institutions, or faculties through which to carry out this new task, 

and Koreans were stiU lacking in the experience needed for this work. 

These problems were aggravated because of political, economic, and social 

instabUity within Korea. In fact, when the Japanese mlers withdrew from 

Korea, they left behind an almost hopeless situation. The country was 

divided into north and south by the two superpowers Soviet Russia and the 

United States. When this division occurred, there was another division 

among the people at large, even within American-dominated South Korea, 

because of differences in ideologies, that is, communism versus capitahsm. 

Musicians were no exception, being divided into the two groups and 

fighting among themselves because of their ideological differences or 

preferences. 

Nevertheless, after Korea regained independence in 1948, there were 

many activities in all musical fields. Thus we now focus on two areas, 

orchestra and opera, to demonstrate how Westem music has developed in 

Korea. 

2. 3. 1. Orchestra 

In the midst of this chaotic situation, there was a movement to develop 

or upgrade the level of creative activities in music and promote unity and 

harmony among Korean musicians for the sake of accomphshing their 

stated goal. In October 1945, a leader finally emerged on the scene for 

implementing the goal of this movement in the person of Hyon Che-myong. 

He organized, among many other things, the first Korean symphony 

orchestra, under his leadership. The name of this historic orchestra was 

the Korea Symphony Orchestra [Ko-ryo Kyo-hyang-ak-dan]. The idea to 
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form the orchestra had been initiated a month earlier in September 1945 

among the leaders in the music world. The size of the orchestra was about 

fifty musicians. The inaugural concert was given at Su-do Theater [Su-do 

Keuk-jang] in October 1945, and the first subscription concert was given at 

International Theater [Kuk-je Keuk-jang] on Febmary 16-17, 1946, in 

Seoul, both under the dkection of Ke Chong-sik. The repertoire consisted 

of such major works as Beethoven's Symphony No. 5. Mozart's Symphonv 

No. 26. Schubert's Symphony No. 8 "Unfinished," and included a few 

other short pieces such as a Strauss waltz. For the following two and a half 

months, six more performances were given because of the favorable 

response of the audience. This indicates that the performances were rather 

impressive if not spectacularly successful. After June 1946, the baton was 

transferred from Ke Chong-sik to Yim Won-sik (1918- ), who was a 

rapidly rising young star. Yim Won-sik had been trained at Toyo Music 

School in Tokyo, Japan, and had been active in the music circle in Harbin, 

Manchuria, untU the end of World War n. Upon his retum to Korea, he 

became the conductor for the Korea Symphony Orchestra, following the 

resignation of Ke Chong-sik. After twenty-six performances, the orchestra 

was forced to disband in October 1948, when Yim went to the United 

States for the furtherance of his musical training.̂ ^ 

Soon after the Korea Symphony Orchestra came into being in October 

1945, the Seoul Orchestra [Seoul Kwan-hyon-ak-dan] was bom in April 

1946 with about thirty members under the direction of Kim Saeng-ryo 

(1912-). He had sttidied at Yon-hi CoUege and had smdied violin with Ke 

Chong-sik and Hong Nan-pa. He had been one of the founding members of 

the Korea Symphony Orchestra and its managing director. The new 
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orchestra was reaUy nothing but a splinter group of the old. Many 

members belonged to the two orchestras concurrently and were playing 

altemately because of the shortage of trained musicians in Korea at that 

time. Neither of these orchestras was good enough to be considered first 

rate. When the Korea Symphony Orchestra became defunct, the Seoul 

Orchestra changed its name to the Seoul Symphony Orchestra [Seoul Kyo-

hyang-ak-dan] and improved greatly, because many members of the former 

orchestra joined the latter. The new orchestra began to improve especially 

after Yim Won-sik retumed to Korea from his study in the United States in 

November, 1949. Kim Saeng-ryo and Yim Won-sik cooperated in the 

management of the orchestra to the point of altemating as conductor. This 

kind of cooperation lasted until the outbreak of the Korean War in June 

1950.̂ ^ 

During wartime many members of the orchestra fled for safety to Pu-

san, the southern tip of Korea, where they converted the Seoul Symphony 

into the Korean Navy Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Kim 

Saeng-ryo. Soon afterwards, the Korean army organized an orchestra and 

competed with its naval counterpart. After the cease-fire agreement in 

1953, both the army and navy orchestras were disbanded. In 1956, the 

army orchestra was converted into the Korean Broadcasting Station (KBS) 

Orchestra with about forty members, increasing a few months later to 

about sixty members under the direction of Yim Won-sik. Likewise, in 

1957, the navy orchestra reverted to the Seoul Symphony Orchestra under 

the leadership of Kim Saeng-ryo. In 1960 it was promoted to the status of 

the Seoul Municipal Symphony Orchestra. It enjoys a generous subsidy 

from the city govemment to this day.̂ ^ 
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In the beginning of the 1960s, political stability retumed to normal 

because of a mUitary coup carried out by General Park Chung-hee. The 

overthrow of the Rhee Seung-man regime in May 1961 marked the 

beginning of economic, social, and cultural development in Korea. In the 

realm of orchestral activities, the two major orchestras, the Seoul 

Symphony and KBS Symphony, continued to make slow but steady 

progress from that time on. They improved performances in quality as 

weU as in quantity by inviting prominent foreign conductors and foreign 

symphony orchestras to Korea and by enlarging the size of orchestras. The 

Seoul Symphony visited Ise and Tokyo, Japan, in March 1965 to promote 

good relationships, in anticipation of the normalization treaty to be signed 

between Korea and Japan later in the same year. In 1966, the Cincinnati 

Symphony Orchestra was invited to Korea, and, in 1969, the NHK 

Symphony Orchestra, the leading orchestra in Japan, came to Korea to 

perform for Korean audiences. In addition, the orchestral repertoire was 

expanded and compositions by Korean composers were added for the first 

time. WhUe this was going on, many local orchestras also came into being 

in such major cities as Pu-san, In-ch'on, and Tae-gu. Many large 

universities such as Seoul National, Yon-sei, E-wha, Han-yang, and Kyong-

hi in Seoul started orchestras on campus and trained many fumre members 

of the orchestras mushrooming across the country. By the 1970s many 

local universities also organized orchestras. 

In the 1970s and 1980s, orchestras continued to grow both in quality 

and in quantity. The exchange of musicians and orchestras between Korea 

and many foreign countries also increased in number and frequency. For 

example, in 1971 and again in 1975 the London PhUharmonic Orchestra 
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visited Korea twice, and in 1988 the Moscow, Beriin, and New York 

Philharmonic Orchestras performed in Korea in commemoration of the 

Seoul Olympic Games of 1988. In addition, some eighty countries sent 

their artists to Korea to participate in a variety of culmral events held at 

about the time of the Seoul Olympics. Perhaps at that point Korea reached 

the pinnacle of its artistic achievements. 

2. 3. 2. Opera 

Yi In-son, noted earlier, played a leading role in organizing the first 

opera company in Korea after Japanese mle ended in 1945. It was 

originaUy called the Cho-sun Opera Society [Cho-sun Opera Hyop-hoe], but 

it was more commonly known as the Intemational Opera Company [Kuk-je 

Opera Sa]. In January 1948, the company produced its first opera, Verdi's 

La Traviata. and in April 1950, the second one, Bizet's Carmen, with Yim 

Won-sik conducting at Seoul Municipal HaU. Yi In-son personaUy 

translated the opera scripts into Korean, and he produced and directed the 

operas and cast himself in a leading role.̂ ^ A year later, in May 1949, 

under the sponsorship of the Korea-France Cultural Society, another opera, 

Gounod's Faust, was performed at the same haU under the direction of Kim 

Song-tae (1910- ), who had studied at Yon-hi CoUege and was a professor 

of composition at Seoul National University.^ 

In May 1950, an historic event took place. For the first time Korean 

musicians produced, directed, and performed a Korean opera. The Love 

Storv of Chun-hvang [Chun-hvang-ion]. composed and conducted by Hyon 

Che-myong. A group of professors and students of music at Seoul National 

University mitiated the idea and put it into effect from the beginning to the 
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end without any help from the outside. During the Korean War, however, 

nothing historicaUy significant happened in the realm of music. But after 

the tmce in 1953, a series of twenty operas was performed in 1954-1962 

under the sponsorship of different organizations, both private and public, 

large and smaU, permanent and temporary.̂ ^ Thus aU those opera 

performances were significant in quantity, if not in quality, in the strict 

sense of the word. This zigzaging process continued until the beginning of 

the 1960s. 

In the period 1960-1980, activity in the field of opera reached a peak in 

Korea. In April 1962, the National Opera Company was formed under the 

auspices of the Korean Govemment, and it grew slowly and steadily due in 

large part to continuing govemment subsidy. Important contributions in 

the area of opera in Korea were the introduction of major repertoire from 

the West through numerous performances, and the creation of new operas 

by Korean composers. Notable among the Korean operas are the operas 

caUed Prince Ho-dong [Ho-dong Wang-jal. composed by Chang Il-nam and 

performed in April 1962, and the [Entertainment Girl] Non-gae [Non-gael 

composed by Hong Yon-taek and performed in November, 1975.̂ ^ 

There was another remarkable development in the field of operatic 

activity brought about by private individuals without govemment support. 

In May 1968 Kim Cha-kyong, a noted soprano and professor of voice at E-

wha Women's University in Korea, took the initiative to organize the first 

privately sponsored opera company, known as the Kim Cha-kyong Opera 

Company [Kim Cha-kyong Opera Dan] in Seoul. Despite aU the odds 

against it, this company has performed thirty-two operas, including eight 

Korean operas in forty-two productions since its inception. This starthng 
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success resulted in large part from the fact that Korea has prospered during 

the same period of time, first economically and then culturaUy, if not 

always politicaUy. Inspired by this success, another opera company owned 

and operated by private individuals was established. In July 1975, Kim 

Pong-im, another soprano, organized the Seoul Opera Company, and by 

1990, this private company had performed fifteen operas, including three 

Korean works, in twenty-four productions.^ Besides these, there were 

three more opera companies in Seoul and four more in local provinces. In 

the same way, major universities such as Seoul National, Yon-sei, E-wha, 

Han-yang, and Kyong-hi in Seoul became active in opera and later many 

provincial universities followed suit. AU in all, these accomplishments can 

be regarded as a reflection of Korea's economic and cultural progress in 

the period 1960-1990. 
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CHAPTER m 

THE HISTORY OF KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS 

AND KEYBOARD B̂ JSTRUCTION 

IN KOREA 

3. 1. Reed Organ 

In 1885 when missionaries came to Korea for evangehcal work, it is 

generaUy believed that they brought smaU reed organs with them for 

worship services. Although there is one historical account of a keyboard 

instmment during the Ko-ryo period, there is no further evidence to 

indicate that anyone leamed how to play it or that it was used in any way. 

Thus the instmments brought by the missionaries in 1885 can be 

considered to be the first significant introduction of Westem keyboard 

instmments into Korea. These instruments were intended by and large to 

be used during worship services. They were also utilized to teach the 

singing of Westem songs at mission schools.̂  At the same time, some 

missionaries owned these instruments for personal use in their homes, not 

only for enjoying music, but also for giving private music lessons to 

Korean converts. When Korea established diplomatic relations with a host 

of Westem countries in the late nineteenth cenmry, some musical 

instruments were also probably introduced to Korea by Westem diplomats, 

merchants, and the like. Justification for these assumptions is based on the 

foUowing accounts: (1) Kim Yong-hwan, mentioned aheady earlier, said 

that when he was a little boy, his father had bought for him a smaU used 

60 
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reed organ from a Japanese residing in Seoul.^ At that time Kim was 

hving in Pyong-yang. (2) Kim In-sik, also mentioned earher, bought a 

smaU used reed organ from a Westem missionary when he was attending 

Sung-sil Middle School in Pyong-yang.̂  Through these foreign 

individuals, very likely Westem musical instmments such as small reed 

organs were introduced to Koreans. 

Thus these instruments were not very familiar to Koreans, nor were 

they plentiful in numbers or available to the Koreans for use. In fact, by 

the tum of the century, there were only a few people in Korea who owned 

such instruments. In 1909, a newspaper in Seoul reported that at a pubhc 

school, a smaU reed organ was used during calisthenics or gymnastic 

exercise hour for the first time in Korea.̂  Even by 1918, there were not 

many reed organs in the country. As of 1918, Yon-hi CoUege, which was 

supposed to be the best Christian coUege in Korea, had only one of the 

instmments. 

In the course of time, as Westemers increased in numbers, so too did 

the musical instruments, particularly at churches and mission schools. But 

after 1910, Japan annexed Korea and dominated Koreans in every aspect of 

their lives, including music education. At the Japanese-mn public schools 

and Korean-managed private schools, Koreans were taught how to sing 

songs [chang-ga] as a part of the curriculum and how to play some musical 

instmments such as smaU reed organs. By the end of the Japanese mle in 

1945, at least one smaU reed organ became avaUable at most schools from 

primary school to college throughout the country, because it had become 

the basic instmment for all music instmction. Even after Korea's 

liberation in 1945, the small reed organ was regarded as the primary 
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representative of keyboard instmments in Korea. This trend continued 

untU the 1960s. 

3. 2. Piano 

Although, since about 1800, the piano has been regarded periiaps as the 

most important keyboard instmment in the West, Koreans in general were 

totaUy ignorant of this instmment until the first quarter of the twentieth 

century. At the tum of the century there were far fewer pianos than there 

were reed organs in Korea. The reasons why this was the case are that in 

the first place, Koreans had never seen or heard of the piano before that 

time and that, in the second place, when foreign missionaries, merchants, 

and diplomats came to Korea, they brought with them smaU reed organs 

because they were low in cost and, above aU, because their smaU size made 

them easy to transport when a move became necessary. 

It is generally believed that the first piano in Korea was owned by the 

Eckert family in the early 1900s. This instmment was used by Franz 

Eckert, a Russian who had established the Korean army band and directed 

it under the aegis of the Korean govemment. Also, his daughter, Amalie 

Eckert, who later married Mr. Emile Martel, played this piano and gave 

piano lessons at her home in Korea. This piano has been regarded as the 

first one ever known in Korea. 

There is, however, evidence to show that there was also a piano in 

Pyong-yang. A missionary in Pyong-yang is reported to have owned a 

piano. From him, Kim Yong-hwan had leamed how to play piano in 1905, 

when he was a student at Sung-sil Middle School. As discussed earher, 

Kim was the one who had leamed how to play organ because, through his 
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father's generosity, he was able to own a small reed organ. Later, when he 

went to Tokyo for study, he majored in piano at Ueno Music School. 

When he retumed to Korea after graduation, he brought a piano with him; 

and later, he also bought a Steinway grand piano. He became the first 

Korean to ov^ a piano. Upon his retum home, when he was appointed 

professor of music at Yon-hi CoUege in 1918, he found out that there was 

no piano, but only one small reed organ at the college, and thus he decided 

to buy a grand piano and to donate it to the coUege for the furtherance of 

music education.̂  

According to Kim Yong-hwan's recollections, however, in the early 

19(X)s there was a piano available at E-wha Girls School in Seoul. As time 

went on, the number of pianos increased. E-wha Women's CoUege, for 

example, had three pianos by 1914 and seven by late 1920s.̂  This trend 

continued at E-wha until after 1945. This should not come as a surprise, 

because E-wha is unique in the sense that it operated the one and only 

music department in Korea until the end of World War II in 1945. 

As we have seen, many Westemers such as missionaries, merchants, 

and diplomats were responsible for introducing pianos to Korea. Most of 

the pianos in Korea in the early twentieth century were in churches and 

mission schools. But later, the Japanese also contributed considerably to 

music education through the use of instmments such as reed organs and 

pianos. During the Japanese mle in Korea, the number of pianos slowly 

increased and by the end of 1945 a considerable number of pianos became 

readily avaUable for music instmction, at least at the govemment-mn 

public schools, if not at Korean-managed private schools. 
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In addition to aU this, many public facihties in Seoul such as the YMCA 

HaU, Municipal HaU, Keijo (now Seoul) Pubhc HaU (known as the Ha-sae-

ga-wa HaU to the Japanese), E-wha Women's CoUege HaU, and others had 

pianos for the purpose of concerts or recitals. Although we do not know 

precisely how many individuals owned pianos in those days, what is certain 

is that only a few rich Koreans and some foreigners owned these 

instruments. For example, Yun Ki-son (1922- ), an early Korean pianist 

trained at Ueno and Juilliard and a son of the noted Korean nationalist 

leader Yun Chi-ho, recaUed that when he was a httle boy in the early 

1930s, he used to study and play the piano at his home. According to Kim 

Yong-hwan's recoUection, Mrs. Price, wife of a British professor of 

English at Keijo (Seoul) Imperial University, is known to have possessed a 

Steinway grand piano. Also, Yi Ae-nae, who was the first Korean woman 

to study piano in Germany, retumed to Korea with a Steinway grand piano 

after her graduation in 1939. 

Needless to say, there were quite a few Japanese who had owned pianos 

at that time. When the war ended, they had to retum to Japan, leaving 

behind their pianos which eventually feU in the hands of Koreans. This 

means that more pianos became available to Koreans after the World War 

n. Even so, there was not a large number of keyboard instmments in 

Korea. Five years later, when the Korean War broke out in 1950, many 

musical instmments includmg pianos were destroyed because of the war, 

and some of those which managed to survive were confiscated and taken 

back to North Korea by the invading Communists. Therefore, the number 

of keyboard instruments decreased significantly due to the Korean war. 
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During and after the Korean War of 1950-1953, Koreans began to 

produce pianos for the first time themselves. In 1952 there was a piano 

manufacmring factory, known as the Tong-bo Piano Company, the first of 

its kind in Korea, located in the town of Sin-do, Ko-yang County, Kyong-

gi Province, not far from Seoul.^^ This factory simply assembled pianos 

by putting together parts imported from abroad; it was not reaUy a 

manufacturing company in the strict sense of the word. It produced one or 

two pianos per month, and its other function was to repair old pianos. In 

1954, the New Korea Musical Instmment Company [Sae-han Ak-gi] came 

into being in Seoul, with the goal of producing primarily guitars, but as a 

part of its service for customers it also assembled a few pianos. 

In 1956, Sin-hyang Piano Company [Sin-hyang Piano Sa] was 

established in Seoul, and it assembled a dozen pianos per month while for 

the most part, repairing used pianos.^^ It later changed its name to the now 

famous Young Chang Musical Instmment Manufacturing Company [Young 

Chang Ak-gi Che-jo Chu-sik Hoe-sa] in 1962. In 1958, there was another 

piano manufacturing company called Sam-ick Piano Company [Sam-ick 

piano Sa] also now a famous name in Seoul. It specialized in importing 

pianos and other musical instmments from abroad.^^ 

But when the Park Chung-hee regime came into being as a resuh of a 

mihtary coup in May 1961, a govemment edict was issued to the effect that 

many luxurious goods including pianos were banned from importation in 

order to increase foreign currency holdings. By so doing, the mUitary 

regime intended to divert national attention or discontent to the privileged 

class of people and to use them as political scapegoats or sacrificial lambs 

to justify the existence of the military regime. When this edict was put into 
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effect, Korea had no way of importing pianos from abroad and thus it had 

no choice but to manufacture them at home. 

This was the real beginning of piano production in Korea on a large 

scale. In 1967, Young Chang made an agreement with Yamaha in Japan 

with respect to technical cooperation, including technology transfer.̂ "̂  

With this deal in hand, the Korean piano mdustry grew by leaps and 

bounds from that time on. In the 1970s when Korea's national wealth 

increased as a result of govemmental pohcy which resulted in enormous 

economic prosperity, there was a growing demand for pianos among 

Korean consumers. This demand facilitated production, and more pianos 

became available for sale in an unprecedented fashion. Finally, middle-

class consumers were able to afford to purchase pianos for their 

enjoyment, or for their children's education. In fact, taking piano lessons 

was becoming a fad among school children. This necessitated the training 

of piano teachers and estabhshment of training institutes as well. 

At the same time, the govemment changed its policy and strongly 

encouraged the piano industry to export its products more than ever. In 

1975, Yamaha and Yoimg Chang did not renew their contract for technical 

cooperation because by then the latter was self-sufficient in technological 

know-how and, in fact, they became partners as weU as competitors in the 

world market. In 1976, another piano company called the So-jm Musical 

Instrument Company [So-jin Ak-gi] came into the picmre.̂ ^ In 1983, it 

merged with Dae-woo Cooperation, one of the largest financial 

conglomerates in Korea, and became one of the major three companies, 

that is. Young Chang, Sam-ick, and So-jin. In 1978, the Sam-ick Company 

established a branch office in Los Angeles and made inroads into the 
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American market. In 1984, the Young Chang Company also established its 

offices in the United States and Canada to seU its pianos on a grand scale. 

As the piano industry grew rapidly in the 1970s and 1980s, so too did its 

production and distribution, not only at home, but also abroad. Korea has 

become one of the largest manufacturers and exporters of pianos in the 

world today. 

In 1966, when Korea exported pianos for the first time, the sales 

amounted to $12,000 in total.̂ ^ In 1970, for example, the piano sales 

abroad totaled $19,000; but in 1980, they totaled $13 miUion and by 1988, 

$170 milhon. The growth in the export of pianos abroad was 

phenomenal, to say the least. 

3. 3. Keyboard Instmction 

As we have already discussed, during the late nineteenth cenmry, when 

missionaries came to Korea for their work, they brought some keyboard 

instruments with them. This was the real beginning of keyboard education 

in Korea. But there was no music school and thus no formal music 

education that included the reed organ or the piano. Some students took 

private lessons from missionaries at mission schools and churches. Some 

went to Japan to further their music education. Upon their retum to 

Korea, those who had studied in Japan began to teach piano privately at 

schools where there were no formal music departments. As noted earher, 

one such pianist was Kim Yong-hwan. Until E-wha Women's CoUege 

estabhshed its music department in 1925, there had been no formal music 

school in Korea. This indicates how poor music education in general and 

in piano instmction in particular had been in Korea. 
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At E-wha, M. E. Young played a major role in piano education. She 

taught at E-wha from 1920 until her repatriation in the United States in 

November, 1940 because of the increasing war clouds between United 

States and Japan. She taught not only piano but also music theory and other 

related subjects aU by herself She served as chairperson of the music 

department for fourteen years and during her tenure she produced many 

pianists. Of these, pianist Kim Yong-ui (1908-1986) was the most famous, 

because she became professor of music at her akna mater, served as dean 

of the music school when the music department was promoted to school 

status after 1945, and subsequently became chairperson of the board of 

tmstees of E-wha.̂ ^ 

During the 1930s, three more foreign faculty members were added to 

the E-wha music department. One was G. H. Wood, a graduate of the New 

England Conservatory, who joined the faculty to strengthen the music 

education program, especially in the area of piano.̂ ^ Like many other 

foreign teachers, she had to leave Korea after ten years of service when the 

war loomed large in 1940. The other two piano teachers who had helped 

the piano program at E-wha were C. Gorman,̂ ^ a Canadian who came to 

Korea in 1937, and an American woman named Mock,̂ ^ who arrived in 

1939 and left for the United States a year later. AU three teachers were 

women, because by tradition women teachers were preferred; thus, there 

were only a few male teachers at E-wha. 

While this change in piano education took place in Seoul, simUar events 

were about to happen in Pyong-yang. At Sung-sil College, Dwight 

Malsberry, a graduate of Sherwood Music School in Chicago, came to 

Korea in 1930 to teach for the coming ten years until his retum to the 
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United States in 1940. He contributed greatly to the improvement of piano 

education there, although there was no music department as such at the 

time.̂ ^ 

Because of contributions made by those foreign teachers, there was the 

first formal piano recital held at E-wha's Emerson HaU in June 1934. This 

recital was given by Kim Yong-ui who had been trained formally at E-wha 

by foreign teachers. Soon thereafter she went to JuUhard School of Music 

in New York for further study in 1935 and retumed home in 1939. The 

second solo recital was given in September, 1939, at Seoul Municipal HaU 

by Yi Ae-nae (1908- ), who had studied under Kim Yong-hwan when she 

was attending Suk-myong Girl's High School in Seoul, and later had studied 

at Kobe, Japan and Berlin, Germany. She was the first pianist to go to 

Germany for piano smdy. This recital was the equivalent of a graduation 

recital given upon her retum to Korea. Historically, this recital can be 

considered Korea's first formal piano recital such as those found elsewhere 

throughout the Westem world. Yi Ae-nae later taught both at E-wha 

before 1945, and afterwards at Suk-myong Women's University. 

We might add here that there was another woman pianist whose name 

was Kim Won-bok (1908- ). After graduation from E-wha Giri's High 

School in Seoul in the late 1920s, she went to Kunitachi Music School, 

Tokyo, where she continued to further her piano training. By the early 

1930s, she became perhaps the most active among Korean woman 

musicians in terms of teaching and performance. Among many other jobs 

she held, she taught at E-wha during from 1937 to 1939 and was a 

professor at Seoul National University from 1946 to 1973. She has been 

regarded with Kim Yong-ui and Yi Ae-nae, as one of the three best known 
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woman pianists in Korea. Although there was no record of a solo recital in 

her career in the 1930s, she became the most frequent performer in aU 

categories, i.e., solo, ensemble, concerto, and accompanying, during her 

long career.̂ ^ 

Li the period of the interim from 1941 to 1948, Yun Ki-son (1922- ) 

became active as a pianist. Without graduating from Kyong-gi High School 

in Seoul, he went to Ueno Music School in Tokyo to pursue his music 

career and retumed home upon graduation in 1944. He gave his first solo 

recital at Seoul Municipal Hall soon after his retum to Korea in 1944. In 

September, 1946, he gave his second recital and thereafter he organized the 

Seoul Trio composed of Chung Hee-suk, violinist, and Yi Kang-yol, celhst 

and himself; and, in 1948, he gave the first performance in Korea of 

Tschaikovsky's piano concerto with the Korea Symphony Orchestra. In 

1948, he went to JuiUiard School of Music in New York to further his 

piano training under Madame Lhevinne. In the early 1970s, he retumed to 

Korea to teach at the Seoul High School for Music, Art, and Dance [Seoul 

Ye-sul Ko-deung Hak-gyo]^ and at its middle school which was caUed Ye-

won School [Ye-won Hak-gyo] and later at the College of Music, Yon-sei 

University. He continued to be active in performance as perhaps one of the 

best pianists and piano teachers in Korea at that time. 

In sharp contrast to the very few pianists in Korea before 1945, far 

more pianists were produced after 1945. In the late 1950s, after the cease

fire agreement in 1953, many sttidents went out of the country to seek 

further training; the majority of them went to Europe and the United 

States. The most outstanding among them trained abroad was Han Tong-il 

(1941- ), who had studied at JuiUiard School of Music. As a concert 
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pianist, he has performed with many orchestras such as the New York 

Philharmonic Orchestra, Chicago Symphony Orchestra, London 

Philharmonic Orchestra, and the Cleveland Orchestra, just to name a few. 

As a teacher, he was a member of the piano faculty at Indiana University, 

Bloomington, in 1969-1971. He also taught at other universities such as 

niinois State University, North Texas State University, and now Boston 

University. Paik Kun-woo, better known in Europe, was trained at 

JuiUiard School of Music and was a winner of the Edgar M. Leventritt 

Foundation Intemational Competition in 1971. He is now residing in 

France and has been active as soloist, giving numerous recitals throughout 

the world. Another intemationally known Korean pianist and conductor is 

Chong Myong-hwun (1953- ), better known as Chung Myung-whun. He 

attended the Mannes College, studymg piano under Nadia Reisenberg and 

conducting under Carl Bamberger. In 1974, he won the second prize in 

the Tschaikovsky Piano Competition in Moscow. In 1975-1978, he studied 

conducting under Ehrhng at the Juilliard School of Music and served 

associate conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra until May 

1981. He has appeared as a guest conductor for many intemationally weU 

known orchestras such as die London Philharmonic Orchestra, the Israel 

PhiUiarmonic Orchestra, and the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra. As a 

pianist, he has recorded with Charies Dutoit and the Los Angeles 

PhiUiarmonic Orchestra and has toured throughout the worid, together 

with the other members of his family chamber trio, violinist Chong 

Kyong-hwa, better known as Chung Kyung-wha, and celhst Chong Myong-

hwa, better known as Chung Myung-wha. In short, Korean pianists have 

become known abroad after die Korean War of 1950-1953 and better 
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known throughout the worid in the period from 1960 to 1980. They have 
indeed come a long way. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE 

KOREAN BEYER PIANO METHODS 

There are three versions of the Beyer method: the Beyer, the original 

version, in one volume, the Beyer for Children in two volumes, and the 

New Se-kwang Bever in four volumes.̂  This examination wiU deal with 

the following subjects: Introduction to the Keyboard; Music Reading; 

Rhythm; Technique; Literature (repertoire); Musicianship and Theory; and 

Organization and Format. Then each subject wiU have sub-areas to be 

discussed. 

4. 1. Introduction to the Keyboard 

Conceming introduction to the keyboard, there are four areas for our 

examination: (a) Note Names, (b) Major and Minor Keys, (c) Major and 

Minor Scales, and (d) Possibility for Exploration of the Whole Keyboard. 

4. 1. 1. The Beyer 

4. 1. 1. 1. Note Names 

In the mdimentary theory section which is found in the opening pages 

of the method, the notes from F to f'" are introduced on the grand staff 

and the keyboard with the notes identified by letter names in two 

languages. The first notes presented in the main body of the method are 

those of the C major pentachord beginning one octave higher than middle 

C. InitiaUy, only the two notes C and D are presented, and the other notes 
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of the pentachord are added one at a time. This position is driUed m 

twenty-four short preparatory exercises for the right hand. No explanation 

of note names and their location on the keyboard is found in the 

preparatory exercises. After this, the middle C five-finger position is 

introduced, beginning with g' and f and graduaUy adding the notes down 

to c' in another set of twenty short preparatory exercises for the left hand. 

FoUowmg these, the new notes b and b' are introduced in the B five-fmger 

position (on the white keys) in both hands. This position is also driUed in 

the first half of twenty-four short preparatory exercises for both hands. 

The latter twelve exercises use the C pentachord again. This concludes the 

preparatory section of the Beyer method. 

The main body of the method begins with "Theme and Twelve 

Variations" for the right hand, which consists of four-measure exercises in 

the C pentachord position. The second piece, "Theme and Eight 

Variations" for the left hand, is based on the G major pentachord (g'-d"), 

in which the new note a' is presented. In the main body of the method, the 

five-finger position which is used in each piece is presented in the upper 

left margin of the page, but no new note is introduced separately. After 

this brief introduction of the G major pentachord position, both hands 

immediately rettim to the C major five-fmger position (c'-g' and c"-g") at 

No. 3. Until No. 32, almost every piece is in this C major five-fmger 

position. Next, groups of new notes are introduced, mostiy C and G five-

fmger position in other registers. By this means, the entire range of notes 

of this method, that is, C-g'", is introduced mamly in the pentachord 

pattern. 
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After remaining m the same position until p. 41, the introduction of 

new notes occurs rapidly. The introduction of black notes occurs very late; 

the first one, I*, appears at p. 62. After this, the other black notes are 

introduced very quickly. 

4. 1. 1.2. Major and Minor Keys 

Although this method contains some pieces in eight different keys 

(C,G,D,A,E,F, and B'' major and A minor), there is no formal mtroduction 

of keys and triads. 

4. 1. 1.3. Major and Minor Scales 

Seven major scales and one minor scale are interspersed among the 

pieces in this method without any explanation or reinforcement within the 

pieces. The order and speed of the introduction of major and minor scales 

are iUustrated in Table 4.1. 

The first scale introduced is C major, which appears on p. 60, without 

any explanation of the stmcture of whole-steps and half-steps. Some other 

scales are presented in rapid succession in the same manner, but with 

minimal explanations. However, there is no systematic pattem to these 

explanations. There simply are none for the C, D, and A major scales; 

information about where the sharps or flats are applied is given for the G, 

F, and B'' major scales; information about the number of sharps is presented 

for the E major scale; and, finaUy, the A minor scale is explained as 

foUows: "there are three types of minor sales and the scale which is 
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Table 4.1: Order of the Introduction of Major and Minor Scales 
in the Beyer. 

^ ^ • ^ " ^ • • ^ • ^ 

PAGE 

60 

62 

65 

67 

69 

78 

80 

82 

SCALES 

C major 

G major 

D major 

A major 

E major 

A minor 

F major 

B'' major 

presented here is A melodic minor. "̂  Furthermore, no separate scale 

pattem is actuaUy written out, but rather an exercise piece is presented 

as an introduction to the scale. These exercises which contains various 

formations of scales are to be played in both hands together or separately 

within one octave. 

Near the end of the method, chromatic scales are introduced with 

several different fingerings, but without explanation. The last two pieces 

of this method (No. 105 and 106) employ chromatic scales. AU twenty-

four major and minor scales are presented in one octave fonnat for both 

hands in the appendix. 
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4. 1. 1.4. Possibilitv for Exploration of the Whole 
K ŷbQard 

This method does not provide students with an opportunity to explore 

the whole keyboard, especiaUy in the early stages. The groups of two and 

three black keys or the groups of white keys surrounding them (C D E and 

F G A B) and pieces made up of these key groups are never introduced. 

Also, because Beyer requires students to read music and play from staff 

notation from the very beginning, it is more difficult to explore a wide 

range of the keyboard than it would be if pre-staff or off-staff activities 

were provided for the beginning students. Furthermore, the first one-third 

of the method is based exclusively on the C major five-finger position in 

both hands, with the black keys and the range below middle C being totaUy 

ignored untU near the end of this method. Again, this method places too 

much stress on the key of C major within the five-finger positions. 

4. 1. 2. The Bever for Children 

4. 1. 2. 1. Note Names 

The introduction of new notes is exactiy the same as that in the the old 

Beyer with only one exception. In the old Beyer method, as discussed 

earher, the new notes b and b' are introduced in the context of the B five-

fmger position after the introduction of C major five-fmger position. But 

in the Rftver for Children, these new notes b and b' along with B five-

finger position are omitted from the preparatory exercises for both hands. 

Thus the twenty-four short preparatory exercises for both hands are 

reduced to eight exercises which are based on the C major five-finger 

position. 
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4. 1.2. 2. Major and Minor Keys 

Just as in the old Beyer, no major or minor keys are introduced 

formaUy in the Bever for ChUdren. However, a brief introduction of 

chords is added in two places. The first one is the third, E-G and the 

second, F-G, implying the tonic and the dominant-seventh chords in C 

major. No chord symbols or Roman numerals are given and the sounds 

are explained as foUows: first, "the sound of the notes e and g together is 

beautiful"; second, "the sound of notes f and g together is not quite clear 

sounding, but it is also a very important chord in music."^ 

The second one is the introduction of the C chord, the G chord in first 

inversion, and the F chord in second inversion, again without chord 

symbols or Roman niunerals. The chords, which are not identified by any 

means at aU, are introduced both as solid chords and broken chords. Then, 

without any previous explanation or discussion, the students are asked to 

identify the chords.̂  

4. 1. 2. 3. Major and Minor Scales 

The same major and minor scales are introduced as in the old Beyer. 

The order and speed of the introduction of major and minor scales are 

iUustrated in Table 4.2. 

Some improvements of this version are: first, adding an explanation of 

the whole and half-step pattem at the major scale; second, writmg out each 

scale in the text and showing its notes on the keyboard; third, presenting 

the key signature on the grand staff when each new scale is introduced. 

However, these written out scales are not to be played, but are just for the 

purpose of explanation. The scales to be played are presented in exercise 
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Table 4.2: Order of the Introduction of Major and Minor 

Scales in the Beyer for Children. 

LEVEL PAGE SCALES 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

49 

57 

68 

73 

79 

93 

97 

106 

C major 

G major 

D major 

A major 

E major 

A minor 

F major 

B'' major 

pieces simUar to those in the old Bever. Even though the introduction of 

scales is somewhat improved, the explanations of the scales are stiU 

unsystematic, as m the old Bever. For example, the explanatory text to 

introduce the G major scale is as foUows: "Let's play eight white keys 

from G to the right side. When you reach the seventh note, you are going 

to fmd out that note [seventh] is low. Therefore, if you add a sharp on this 

note, it wUl become a major scale."^ In the case of the D major scale, the 

text says: "In the D major scale, one more sharp is added. So the two 

notes, F and C, have sharps."*̂  When A major is introduced, the text gives 

the foUowing explanation: "The key signamre [of A major] has three 

sharps."^ As before, the method of presenting the scale is somewhat 

different each time a new scale is introduced, and the explanation is 
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inadequate, with the resuk that students may have difficulty understanding 

the stmcture of scales. 

Another improvement is found in the presentation of minor scales. 

When A minor scale is introduced, aU three types of minor scales are 

written out, but they are not to be played. However, tiiese scales are not 

explained adequately. For example, the text states: 

You practiced C major, G major, and other major scales so far, 
but, besides these, there is another scale caUed a minor scale. The A 
minor scale has eight notes from the note A in the C major scale to 
the right side. This A minor scale is caUed A natural minor which is 
to be played on the white keys. There are other types of minor 

scales, the harmonic and melodic minor scales of A minor.̂  

But only the melodic minor is used in the foUowing exercise piece. 

4. 1.2.4. PossibUity for Exploration of the Whole 
Keyboard 

As in the old Beyer, there is no opportunity for exploring a wide range 

of the keyboard. There is not any improvement in this area at aU. 

4. 1. 3. The New Se-kwang Bever 

The New Se-kwang Bever in four volumes is a new method which is a 

much improved version of the old Beyer. This method is improved, 

especiaUy in the areas of musicianship (harmonization and accompanying), 

repertoire, theory and overaU organization and format. Although this 

method is stUl based heavily on the old Bever. containing fifty-five pieces 

from that volume, forty-five new repertoire pieces are added as "applied 

pieces." After this method was published in 1987, die new edition of Level 
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1 was pubhshed in 1989. This smdy is based on this new edition of Level 1 

and the original editions of Levels 2, 3 and 4. 

4. 1. 3. 1. Note Names 

As in the two previous methods, the C major five-finger position on c" 

is introduced in the preparatory exercises for the right hand. But the 

number of these exercises is reduced to nine and the level of difficulty is 

lowered by modifying some exercises and replacing others. The result of 

this change is that the new method contains pieces which are not too 

difficult for very beginning students. Immediately foUowing this, the 

preparatory exercises for the left hand have been totaUy changed. The note 

c" is introduced in the thumb of the left hand and expanded down to f. 

Thus the approach is changed from a C major pentachord to the hand 

position with both thumbs on c" which would be referred to as "middle C 

position" if it were an octave lower. Since there is no name for this 

position, I shaU caU it the "C position." In piece No.l, actuaUy a series of 

six short pieces, this "C position" is driUed in both hands. But at the 

second piece and the foUowing two apphed pieces, the C major five-finger 

position on middle C is introduced for the left hand along with the same 

position in the right hand on c". Then the pieces are based on C 

pentachords just as we have seen in the two previous methods from this 

point on. 

In Level 1, the range of notes, that is c'-g", remains the same without 

the addition of new notes. Through levels two and three, the notes are 

graduaUy introduced down to G and up to a'". However, some new notes 

(a" in right hand and B,c,d, and e in the left hand) appear in an apphed 
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piece without any previous introduction.̂ ^ As in the previous two 

methods, aU new notes are introduced mostiy within the context of C or G 

five-finger positions. 

The introduction of black notes is not in any systematic order. The 

sharps, except for I ,̂ are introduced with no apparent relationship to any 

logical pattem, but the flat-notes are introduced in the order of flats in the 

key signatures. There are some problems pertaming to the introduction of 

new notes. For instance, the new note B'' is introduced in a piece in F 

major, the first piece in the method which is in a flat key.̂ ^ But neither the 

flat sign nor the note B'' has been addressed or discussed before this. Since 

the flat sign is placed in key signature, the student has to play B'' without 

acmaUy having seen that note previously. Although the key of F major is 

introduced on the page preceding this piece, there has been no chance to see 

the note B with a flat sign beside it, because both the five-finger pattem 

and the primary chords of F major are written on the grand staff with key 

signamres, not with accidentals. There is also no explanation or discussion 

about the F major key signature or flat-signs in general. Furthermore, 

since note names are presented in moveable do (do.re mi fa and sol), there 

is no chance to even say or read B'' at aU. The F major key signature is 

discussed and the note B̂  is written out with an accidental for the first tune 

thirty pages later when the F major scale is introduced. Then, twenty-

one pages later, in the section caUed "Study of Accidentals," the accidental 
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B and its practice on the keyboard are presented and discussed along with 

some other accidentals.̂ ^ 

4. 1. 3. 2. Major and Minor Keys 

Unlike the previous methods, this one introduces seven major and three 

minor keys. The pattem of the presentation is logical, based on the 

nimiber of sharps and flats in the key signatures. The order and speed of 

the introduction of major and minor keys are outiined in Table 4.3. Major 

keys with more than three sharps or flats are not introduced and only three 

minor keys are presented in this method. 

Table 4.3: Order of the Introduction of Major and Minor 
Keys in the New Se-Kwang Beyer. 

LEVEL 

1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

PAGE 

67 

25 

32 

11 

74 

11 

14 

19 

23 

KEYS 

C major 

G major 

A minor 

F major 

E minor 

D major 

B'' major 

A major 

E'' major 
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The manner of introducing new keys is inconsistent from one key to 

the next. In fact, the key of C major is not presented formaUy; its 

introduction consists of the first five triads in C major, presented later, in a 

section titled "Tonic chord in C Major." The tonic triad is identified as die 

I chord and high-hghted with color. ̂ ^ StiU later, the dominant and 

dominant seventh chordŝ ^ and the sub-dominant chord̂ ^ are introduced 

separately. The first formal introduction of a key is that of G major. It is 

presented with its key signature, pentachord, and tonic and dominant notes 

(not triads) with a minimum of explanations. In the case of F major, the 

primary notes and triads in root position are presented along with some of 

their inversions (tonic in root position, sub-dominant in second inversion 

and dominant in first inversion). But neither the dominant-seventh chord 

nor the key signature is included or discussed properly. The minor keys 

are also presented haphazardly. First, the A minor pentachord, tonic, 

dominant, and dominant-seventh chords are introduced without any 

explanation at aU. Second, the E minor scale is presented along with the G 

major scale; thus the relationship between major and relative minor is 

discussed briefly. In addition, the E minor pentachord and the tonic, 

dominant and dominant-seventh chords are presented, and the sub-

dominant chord is added this time. Thu-d, the D nattiral and harmonic 

minor scales and primary triads are presented without any explanations. 

As discussed above, new keys are introduced in a different format each 

time, without any consistency. However, major keys such as D,A,B'' and E'' 

are not introduced as new keys, but merely as new scales. 
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4. 1. 3. 3. Major and Minor Scales 

The introduction of major scales is much improved in terms of a more 

systematic approach and adequate explanations. But the introduction of 

minor scales stiU is not systematic and lacks adequate explanation. The 

order and speed of the introduction of major and minor scales are 

iUustrated in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4: Order of the Introduction of Major and Minor 
Scales in the New Se-Kwang Beyer. 

LEVEL PAGE SCALES 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

28 

37 

43 

48 

7 

14 

19 

23 

46 

C major 

G major 

F major 

D minor 

D major 

B'' major 

A major 

E'' major 

A minor 

Before scales are actuaUy discussed, the scale of E natural minor is 

written out in Level 2. It is presented immediately after the introduction 

of the G pentachord witiiout adequate explanation, just a statement that the 

E minor scale is played a third below the G major scale. This scale is not 
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to be played and is not considered as the formal introduction of die E 

minor scale, the first mention of scales otherwise is on p. 28, Level 3, 

with the introduction of die C major scale. FoUowing the general 

description of scales, the C major scale is discussed in terms of whole and 

half-step pattem, and the pattem of two tetrachords. After this 

explanation, ascending and descending one octave scales are presented and 

are to be played by the right hand, the left hand, and both hands, 

respectively. The scale for both hands is to be played with the 

left hand first for the first four notes and then with the right hand for 

remaining four notes. The same pattem is applied to the next two scales, G 

major and F major. FoUowing these scales, the D minor scale is 

introduced in a totaUy different manner. The natural and harmonic D 

minor scales and the primary triads are written out without any discussions 

or any instmctions for playing them. 

In Level 4, the rest of the major scales-D, B''. A, and E^- are 

introduced in the same manner as the previous major scales. FinaUy, aU 

three types of minor scales are presented with explanations, in the key of A 

minor. This is immediately foUowed by an exercise piece which employs 

aU three types of A minor scales. 

4. 1. 3. 4. Possibilitv for Exploration of the Whole 
Kevboard 

Like the previous versions, this method does not provide a chance to 

explore the wide range of keyboard, especiaUy in the early stages. The 

main reason for this is that this method stiU does not employ any off-staff 

or partial-staff notation. In other words, due to the use of the grand staff 
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(both treble clef) at the very beginning, it is impossible to lead smdent to 

explore any of the keyboard except for five-fmger positions on the white 

keys. 

The entire Level 1 is based only on the C major five-finger positions, 

that is, c'-g' for the left hand and c"-g" for the right hand. In Level 2, die 

range of notes is stiU very limited, with most of the pieces being in the C 

major five-finger position. WhUe there are a few pieces written in the 

keys of G major, E minor, and A minor, these are stiU limited to the five-

finger positions. Even though the range of keyboard is expanded to some 

extent through Levels 3 and 4, most of the pieces are stiU restricted to five-

finger positions. Another problem of this method is that there are too 

many pieces written in the C major pentachord throughout aU the levels. 

Occurrences of black notes are very infrequent untU Level 4, which is the 

last level of this method. These limitations make this one of the weakest 

areas of the method. 

4. 1. 4. Conclusion 

In order to evaluate or discuss the approach to the keyboard in the 

Beyer methods, a brief investigation of the major approaches to the 

keyboard in piano pedagogy in the United States is in order. Here, method 

books are usuaUy classified by theu* approaches to the keyboard. There are 

three ways in which authors have presented the keyboard: the middle C 

approach, the multi-key approach, and the intervaUic approach. 

John Thompson's Teaching Linle Fingers to Plav (1936)^^ is the most 

popular example of middle C approach. This approach stressed a middle C 

hand position; i.e., both thumbs on middle C and the four fmgers of the 
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right and left hands on the next four white notes above and below middle 

C, respectively. It was beheved to be the easiest and most popular 

approach until the 1970s. 

TTie multi-key approach emphasized a five-fmger position both on the 

staff and on the keyboard. This approach is simUar to the middle C 

approach in its emphasis on a specific hand position and also in that the 

hand position is much hke that of the middle C approach, but it does not 

necessarily focus upon middle C and the key of C major. Radier, smdents 

are required to leam the five-finger pattem in aU keys. The advantages of 

this approach are developing harmonization, transposition, and 

improvisation skiUs. Also students have the opportunity to play in aU keys 

in a relatively early stage of development without particular fear, thus 

aUeviating the most serious problem of the middle C approach. This 

approach was initiated by the Oxford Piano Course (1928)^^ and 

popularized by Raymond Burrows's The Young Explorer at the Piano 

(1941)^^ and Robert Pace's Music for Piano (1961).^° 

The intervaUic approach, on the other hand, "stressed the development 

of spatial-directional reading habits connected with the formation of hand-

shapes and movements that foUow from intervaUic recognition."^^ Some 

advantages of this approach are that students can have a great opportunity 

to explore a wide range of the keyboard from the very beginning, and to 

develop more physical freedom at the keyboard. These advantages are 

possible because this approach utiUzes off-staff and partial-staff notation 

which aUows a student to play in any register of the piano before he is 

introduced to staff notation that restricts him to a specific location on the 
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keyboard. This approach was popularized by Frances Clark's Time to 

Begin and Write and Plav Timp.̂ ^ 

Among the recently pubhshed methods, diere is a growing tendency to 

combine or even modify features of different approaches in order to offer 

more reading advantages. 

None of the Beyer methods can be classified according to the 

approaches discussed above. The approach to the keyboard of the old 

Beyer is similar to the middle C approach in the sense that it stays so long 

in the key of C major and introduces other notes and keys slowly, but it 

does not center around middle C. Instead of middle C, the old Beyer 

method centers briefly around the C above middle C and at length around 

two Cs: middle c and c". Also it is simUar to the multi-key approach in 

the sense of stressing the five finger positions. The New Se-kwang Beyer 

clearly adopted the middle C approach at the very beginning, but 

immediately reverted to the C major five-finger position in both hands of 

the former Beyer methods. Therefore, the New Se-kwang Beyer might be 

classified as a "C major pentachord" approach to the keyboard. 

In conclusion, there are some improvements moving from the old 

Beyer to the New Se-kwang Bever. especiaUy in the areas of the 

introduction of major and minor keys and scales. But, generaUy, the New 

Se-kwang Bever is stiU not systematic, it lacks a uniform format, and it 

needs more adequate and systematic explanations. 
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4.2. Music Reading 

Concerning music reading, there are three areas for our examination: 

(a) Notes and Rests, (b) Other Notational Symbols, (c) Tempo Markings, 

Dynamics, and Other Terms. 

4.2. 1. The Bever 

4. 2. 1. 1. Notes and Rests 

Staff notation in treble clef and whole, half, dotted half, and quarter 

note values are presented at the very beginning of the Beyer. From page 

29 (No.3), the two staves bracketed together, both with treble clefs, are 

used aU the way through page 50. This one-volume method contains a total 

of 90 pages, excluding the appendix. At page 50, the bass clef is first 

introduced in a format of comparing bass clef to treble clef, without 

sufficient explanations. The bass clef is used for the first time at page 51 

(No.54), but not at the beginning of the piece; the first four bars are found 

in both treble clefs, and then the lower treble clef is changed to bass clef 

for the last four bars. This same procedure is used in the next ten pieces. 

Neither treble nor bass clef is explained clearly and understandably, but 

minimal explanations are presented in the initial pages of music 

fundamentals. 

None of the various reading approaches such as reading by direction 

and intervals, or by guide posts (landmarks) is provided in this method. 

Also, pre-reading activities in off-staff notation and reading reinforcements 

such as written activities and flash card are excluded. 

The musical alphabet introduced in this method is presented arbitrarily 

in four different languages: Korean, Enghsh, German, and Itahan. There 
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are at least six different places where different languages are used each 

time: (1) both Korean and English are used when notes on the treble and 

bass staves and ledger lines are introduced in the initial pages of music 

fundamentals;̂ ^ (2) Korean, German and Enghsh are used when 

accidentals, chromatic scales, and enharmonic notes are introduced in the 

same section; (3) Korean and German are used when six octaves of notes 

are introduced on the grand stafi", this time shown as it is related to 

keyboard, stiU in the introductory section of the method;̂ ^ (4) Italian-

written in the Korean alphabet according to its Korean pronunciation—and 

English or German, (one can not distinguish which it is because only notes 

c to g are introduced), are written under the notes in the first piece of the 

main text; (5) in the same piece mentioned above, both Korean and 

English are used in the figure which indicates the hand positions; (6) 

Korean, German and English are written down when the five-finger 

positions of C, A, D, and G majors are presented.̂ ^ 

4 .2 .1 . 2. Other Notational Svmbols 

Some notational symbols are identified in the initial pages of music 

fundamentals and others are introduced in the main text. Most notational 

symbols are explained briefly, but others are not explained at aU in the 

text. Examples of the latter are the bar line, double bar, measure, grand 

staff, note and rest waihics, portato (mezzo-staccato), and accidentals. The 

order in which notational symbols appear is outlined in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5: Order of the Introduction of Notation Symbols in the 
Bever. 

PAGE SYMBOLS PRESENTED 

^^ ^ c 3/4 •'! r ^ r 

21 slur 

23 

29 

49 

50 

51 

r 
i 

34 portato 

35 2/4 

39 tie 

47 &» 

48 first ending second ending 

9' 

Q/S 7 

55 crescendo decrescendo =- ^/S 

57 staccato 
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Table 4.5 Continued 

59 

63 

64 

68 

staccatissimo 

tt t k 

triplet 

'-r 
73 

75 

76 

85 

r:\ 

p 

4. 2. 1. 3. Tempo Markings. Dynamics, and Other 
Terms 

No tempo marks are explained sufficiently, but their meanings are given in 

parentheses. The basic concepts of slow and fast are not discussed, and 

tempo marks are not introduced together. Therefore it would be difficult 

for students to understand the relationships of the different tempos from 

this mediod. The order of presentmg tempo markings is as foUows: 

moderato (p.21), allegretto (p.31), andante (p.41), allegro (p.81), and 

adagio (p.82). Also allegro moderato, which is an unusual tempo maiidng 

for beginners, is used without explanation and identified as moderate 
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tempo. The term comodo is used as a tempo marking, also identified as 

moderate tempo. Throughout the method, most pieces have the tempo 

markings of either moderato or allegretto. 

As in the case of tempo markings, dynamics are not introduced with 

sufficient explanations about their interrelationships. Even the basic 

concepts of loud and soft are not discussed at aU in the method. The first 

dynamic presented in this method is forte, with its hteral meaning provided 

in parenthesis.^ After this introduction, other dynamics are presented in 

rapid succession and even in complex combinations. The order of tiie 

introduction of the dynamics is as foUows: forte (p.51), mezzo-forte and 

piano (p.54), crescendo and decrescendo (p.55), and pianissimo (p.76). 

However, the term pianissimo is never mentioned or defmed in the text; it 

is simply used in a composition. Some dynamics such as mezzo-piano and 

fortissimo do not occur in this method. 

The other terms used in this mediod are legato, dolce, leggiero, and 

marcato. But particularly, the two terms dolce and legato are used most 

often. The term, legato, usuaUy used for the left hand accompaniment, 

appears in thirty pieces; and the term, dolce, which is die only expressive 

marking in this mediod occurs in eighteen pieces. The total number of 

pieces in this method is one hundred and six. 

4 .2 .2 . Thp Rftver for Children 

4 9. 2. 1. Notes and Rests 

As in the old Bever. staff notation is presented at the very beginning of 

the p .̂yer for Children, and its progressions are ahnost identical with the 

old pever with a few exceptions. First, only the treble clef is introduced 
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with minimum explanations in the opening pages of music fundamentals; 
30 

second, the bass clef is introduced with explanations in the main text. 

The problem of using alphabets in different languages from time to 

time for indicating notes we have seen earher in the old Beyer stiU exists in 

Beyer for ChUdren. That is, four different languages Korean, Itahan, 

German and Enghsh, are used interchangeably from place to place. The 

examples are as foUows: (1) Korean and English are used when the notes 

of six octaves are introduced in the grand staff related to keyboard in the 

initial pages of fundamentals;̂ ^ (2) Korean and Itahan are used for aU 

figures which indicate the hand positions, for the introduction of scale, 

and accidentals;̂ ^ (3) Korean, German and Italian are used in the section of 

introducing harmonies.̂ "* Furthermore there is one example of extreme 

inconsistency. When die scales up to three sharps and flats are presented in 

the chart attached before the fu-st page of Level 1, die sohnization of "fixed 

do" is used for die notes of each scale. For example, the G major scale is 

to be read as sol, la, si, do, re, mi, fa*, sol. But when each scale is 

introduced in die main text, die sohnization of "movable do" is used. Here, 

die G major scale is to be read as do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, do. 

LUce die old Bever. die R ŷ̂ ^ ̂ ^^ ChUdren has no readmg approaches 

such as pre-staff readmg, reading by direction, reading by mtervals, and no 

reading activities to reinforce note readmg in diis mediod. 

d 7 2. 2. Other Notational Svmbols 

LUce the old Bever. some notation symbols are presented m die initial 

pages of music fundamentals and yet the rest is introduced m the main text. 
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Better yet most symbols are identified with explanatory texts, and thus the 

Beyer for Children is improved greatly from the old Beyer. The order of 

in which notation symbols appear is outlined in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6: Order of the Introduction of Notation Symbols in the Beyer 
for Children. 

LEVEL PAGE SYMBOLS PRESENTED 

11 

33 

1 130 

4/4 4/3 :.l p p 

26 o crescendo decrescendo 

27 > staccato slur 
\ 

84 

87 

104 

109 

129 

portato 

2/4 

tie 

ledger lines 

i'P 

gua 

11 first ending second ending 
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Table 4.6 Continued 

18 

27 

31 

37 

83 

85 

f 
e/s 

9' 

3/8 

2 

2 

2 

2 

44 

62 

64 

74 

staccatissimo 

11 ^ 

triplet 

A 

r\ 

P ^ p- ̂ -
112 -.. 

Some notation symbols are presented in the so-caUed apphed pieces 

without any explanations, but the same symbols are introduced in 

explanatory text much later. For example, the symbol for staccato is used 

in a piece in the early stage of Level 1 in Beyer for ChUdren.̂ ^ but its 

explanatory text is presented in the middle of the Level 2.̂ ^ Another 

example is the symbol for acciacatura. This symbol is used earlier in a 
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piece in Level 1,̂ *̂  but explained later in Level 2.̂ ^ Odier notational 

symbols suffering from this kind of problem are the slur, accent, and 

quarter rest. 

4. 2. 2. 3. Tempo Markings. Dvnamics and Odier 
Terms 

The introduction of tempo markings is ahnost identical with the old Beyer 

in order of presentation. The explanation about each tempo marking is 

given only in a hteral sense, that is, it is presented very briefly in 

parenthesis as in the old Bever. but the Korean alphabet is added to the 

above tempo markings. Worse yet, the basic concepts of tempo such as 

slow, moderate, and fast are not even mentioned or discussed. However, 

some terms are identified and explained just hteraUy but somewhat 

differenfly from the old Beyer. The examples are as foUows: (1) both 

terms comodo and allegro moderato are identified as an appropriate tempo 

instead of moderate tempo which is used in a hteral sense in the old Beyer: 

(2) the term adagio is identified as slow, not very slow as in the old Beyer: 

(3) the term andante is identified as walking tempo, instead of moderate 

walking tempo, as used in the old Beyer. 

There is some improvement, when it comes to introducing dynamics. 

The dynamic markings are introduced together "w'lih forte, mezzo-forte, 

mezzo-piano, piano, crescendo, and decrescendo in Level 2. Although 

there is insufficient explanation except m its hteral sense, introducing 

dynamics altogether at least gives students the opportunity to leam the 

relationships of dynamics to one another. But the problem involved with 

this method is that some dynamics are used in the applied pieces much 
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earher before explaining the dynamics as such. For example, die dynamics 

such as mezzo-forte and mezzo-piano are used in so-caUed applied pieces in 

Level 1. For another example, the dynamics such as piano and mezzo-

forte are used in die pieces in Level 2 before diese are introduced.'*^ The 

new dynamic level added to this method is mezzo-piano, which is not 

included in the old Beyer. The Xtrm pianissimo is used, as in the old 

Beyer, without any defmition m Level 2,̂ ^ and die t&rm fortissimo is stiU 

not presented. Other terms such as legato, dolce, leggiero, and marcato 

used in this method are defined exactly as are their counterparts in the old 

Pgyer. 

4. 2. 3. The New Se-kwang Beyer 

4. 2. 3. 1. Notes and Rests 

Although the basic approach to note reading remains about the same 

between the old and new Beyer, there are some minor changes in the New 

Se-kwang Beyer method. These are as foUows: (1) the grand staff is used 

from the very beginning, but with both treble clefs; and (2) the bass clef is 

presented at the beginning of the piece on page 23, Level 2. The 

comparison of the notes in bass clef with the same notes in treble clef is 

made on opposite pages. The brief explanation of treble, bass and grand 

staff is presented in the initial pages of music fundamentals. 

Some improvement is made by using the alphabet to indicate note 

names in this method. In the initial pages of the fundamentals, Korean, 

Itahan and Enghsh are used to introduce note names, whereas Korean and 

Itahan are used to indicate the notes on keyboard and staff. But, with one 
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exception mentioned above, the language used to indicate note names is 

uniformly Itahan throughout the books. 

There are no significant changes or improvements in the area of note 

reading, but note reading is reinforced by adding some written activities 

for the first time. The written activities are mainly to identify note names 

and to write notes based upon given note names in the staff. These 

activities are provided in the Level 1. 

4. 2. 3. 2. Qdier Notational Symbols 

The order of presenting notation symbols in this method is identical 

with the Beyer for Children. Among the improvements made in this 

method is the addition of explanatory texts. Symbols are explained 

sufficiently more often in this method than in previous methods. For 

example, the symbols such as staccato, portato (mezzo-staccato) and 

staccatissimo are presented altogether and explained along with inter

relationships of the symbols. But the same problems which we have seen in 

the previous mediods stiU exist in this method. For example, one such 

problem is the disorganization in presentmg symbols and thek explanations 

in the texts. For anodier example, the repeat sign is used at die very 

beginning in diis mediod in Level 1,̂ ^ but not explained until later in Level 

2,^ The same problems are also mvolved in the symbols of accent, 

crescendo, and decrescendo. The newly added symbols m this mediod are 

tenuto, double flat, double sharp, and pedal. The symbols which have been 

omitted from this method are the dotted quarter rest, dotted half rest, and 

alia breve. The symbol not introduced in any of die Beyer methods is the 
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sign, 8*, to play one octave lower than written. Some notation symbols are 

reinforced m the section of written activities titied "Review," which is 

provided at the end of Level 1. But the other books do not provide for 

reinforcement of this kind. The order of in which notation symbols appear 

is outiined in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7: Order of the Introduction of Notation Symbols in the New 
Se-Kwang Bever. 

LEVEL PAGE SYMBOLS PRESENTED 

17 

18 

2/4 3/4 

4/4 

r r r 

26 slur 

40 i -

45 

49 

65 portato 

66 staccato staccatissimo 

12 

2 13 tie 

2 17 
P 
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Table 4.7 Continued 

22 

2 

2 

2 

2 

35 

44 

48 

49 

50 

54 

67 

9' 

tenuto 

•• first ending second ending 

crescendo decrescendo 

3/8 

% 

3 22 ledger Ime 

3 24 8-

42 I, 

64 ^ \ 

3 66 triplet 

3 73 ^ 

4 31 V A 
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Table 4.7 Continued 

32 

56 

P 
? 

^ if if Oi '^ ^ ir 

r 

4. 2. 3. 3. Tempo Markings. Dynamics and Other 
Terms 

The order of introducing tempo markings, dynamics and other terms is 

about the same as in the previous methods. However, there are some 

tempo markings which are new additions in this method. These are 

"andante con moto," which is identified as a somewhat fast andante^^ and 

"andantino,'' which is identified as moderately slow.̂ ^ On the other hand, 

the tempo marking adagio does not occur in this method. The definition of 

tempo marking andante is again given as "slow." A new feamre in diis 

method is the addition of some tempo markings in Korean. Because of the 

tradition, it is common to use original foreign language in Korean 

pronunciation in writing foreign musical terms. Thus, using the musical 

terms in Korean is a new and significant change. The tempo markings in 

Korean introduced in this mediod are as foUows: very fast [A-ju ppa-reu-

gae];^^ fast [Ppa-reu-gae];^^ a httle fast [Cho-geum ppa-reu-gae];^° a httie 

slow [Cho-geum neu-ri-gae];^^ slow [Neu-ri-gae].̂ ^ Most Korean markings 

are presented in newly added apphed pieces. The introduction of tempo 
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marking is a great improvement to explain the relationship of some tempos 

from andante to allegro about which we can find in the theory section in 

Level 3. In this section, short written activities are presented to reinforce 

the relationships of tempos. Although this section appears much later than 

it should have in the text, it is nevertheless a significant improvement for 

student to see the relationships of the tempos. 

There are no apparent improvements in the introduction of dynamics 

and explanatory texts. As in the previous methods, some dynamics are 

used without any suggestions or explanations. The first piece which 

contains some dynamics is presented almost at the end of Level 2. In spite 

of the fact that this piece is the first one which uses dynamics, too many 

dynamics such diS forte, mezzo-forte, piano, crescendo, and decrescendo are 

suddenly introduced without any explanations. Strangely enough, the titie 

of this piece is "Smdy for Broken Chord of Tonic and Dominant Triads."^^ 

There are some other pieces which have employed various dynamics, but 

most so caUed apphed pieces do not employ any dynamics. The hteral 

meanings of crescendo and decrescendo are presented in No. 55 in Level 2, 

but no explanatory text or defmition of any odier dynamic marking is yet 

provided m this method. Another interesting thing to point out here is that 

No. 55 employs only the symbols of crescendo and decrescendo without 

any odier basic dynamics. FinaUy, in Level 3, there is a brief introduction 

of the meaning of dynamics such as piano, mezzo-forte dnd forte. The 

dynamic newly added in this method is fortissimo in Level 4.̂ ^ The 

dynamic indications are not explained sufficientiy before or after they are 

mentioned, nor are the inter-relationships of dynamics ever made clear. 

Also, most repertou^ pieces (caUed apphed pieces) which are newly added 
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to die New Se-kwang Bever do not have dynamic markmgs, while many 

smdy pieces taken from the original Bever are exercise pieces for scales, 

triplets, double thirds, or broken chords, etc., which contain aU kmds of 

dynamics. 

Other terms presented in this method such as legato, dolce, leggiero, 

and marcato are identical with those found in the previous Beyer methods. 

The only new term found in this method is ritardando. 

4. 2. 4. Conclusion 

"Reading [music] is a highly complex mental art involving: seeing 

symbols, conveying the symbols to thought centers, sending physical signals 

to the body, realizing the sound."^^ Because reading music requires such 

complex processes, developing a more efficient and easier way of leaming 

reading has been a important subject for study among piano pedagogues. 

This task has been continuously researched and, thus, improved by 

numerous American piano methods throughout recent decades. 

The most recent American piano methods prefer step by step reading 

approaches. Thus, pre-reading activities are provided before grand staff 

activities.^^ The examples of pre-reading activities are: off-staff reading 

of black keys by fmger numbers and of white keys by fmger numbers, 

letter names or both. In some methods, off-staff reading activities are 

foUowed by partial-staff intervaUic reading using letter clefs.̂ ^ The length 

of such pre-reading period varies by each method; some method books 

require as short as a week or two, others require up to months. In grand 

staff reading, most American methods use several reading approaches as 

foUows: (1) directional reading: step, skip, or repeat are three basic 
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movements on the staff which can help student to read notes by shapes and 

contours; (2) intervaUic reading: recognizing intervals in the early years 

help student to understand relationships among notes. GeneraUy, the 

beguming level contams intervals through the fifth, and larger intervals are 

introduced in the succeeding levels; (3)individual note reading; sing or 

write note names, recognizing line and space notes or guide notes, and 

using flash cards. 

When we compare these reading activities to those of the Beyer 

methods, it is easy to see how poor the reading approach of the Beyer 

methods is. ActuaUy none of the Beyer methods apply any of the reading 

activities mentioned above. The reading approach of Beyer methods rehes 

on hand positions and finger numbers. The only improvement in the New 

Se-kwang Beyer is the addition of written activities; in the early portion of 

Level 1, written activities such as identifying note names on the treble staff 

and writing notes according to given note names are provided several 

times. In the case of notation symbols and other terms, some 

improvements are made from the old to the new Beyer. But the main 

problems throughout the methods are the inconsistency and disorganization 

in presenting symbols and terms and the inadequacy of theu* explanations. 

As discussed earher, there are too many cases in which die terms and 

symbols are used earher and explained later in the method books. 

Furthermore, there is some confusion about the method itself. For 

example, the explanatory text in Level 2 of the Bever for Children which 

introduces dynamics states that dynamics such 2iS forte, mezzo-forte, piano, 

and others wiU appear from now on in the pieces. But these dynamics 

have already been used several times before, throughout Level 1 and the 
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eariier pages of Level 2. The earliest example is die piece caUed "Song of 

die Butterfly" [Na-bi No-rae] in which mezzo-forte, mezzo-piano, 

crescendo, and decrescendo are used in early part in Level 1.^ Anodier 

diing to point out here is diat diese dynamics are used too eariy, because 

the piece mentioned above is die first repertoire piece which is presented 

just after some fmger exercises. 

4. 3. Rhvthm 

Conceming rhythm, diere are diree areas for examination: (a) 

Rhydunic Values; (b) Counting System; and (c) Odier Rhydimic Support. 

4. 3. 1. The Beyer 

4. 3. 1. 1. Rhythmic Values 

The Beyer piano method includes note values of whole notes through 

sixteenth notes and their corresponding rests. In addition to these, some 

dotted notes are introduced, such as dotted quarter, dotted eighth, and 

double-dotted quarter. AU these notes are in traditional notation from the 

very beginning. 

From the outset, quarter, dotted half, and whole notes are used in 

common time and 3/4 time signamres. Although students are encouraged 

in the practice directions to count and play, note values are not identified in 

the main text. They are merely presented in the initial section of music 

fundamentals. There, all notes from the whole note through the sixty-

fourth note are presented without discussion in a chart as foUows: 
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o = r r ^ r r r r ^ D D D D D D D D ' ^̂ *̂ ^^ corresponding rests are 

presented in the same marmer. In addition, dotted whole through dotted 

thirty-second and double-dotted half and double-dotted quarter notes and 

corresponding rests are introduced. The values of dotted notes and rests 

are shown in the foUowmg maimer: "o- = o .̂ p" and "p- = p + • + • ," etc. 

Aside from these explanations in the opening section, there are no other 

discussions about the values of notes and rests in the main text. 

Among the notes and rests which are introduced, thirty-second and 

sixty-fourth notes and rests do not occur in the music or exercises of the 

method. The only dotted notes and rests which appear in the mam body of 

the series are the dotted quarter, dotted eighth, and double-dotted quarter. 

The time signamres introduced in the initial pages of music 

fundamentals are 4/4, 2/2, 2/4, 3/4, 6/8, 3/8, and 9/8. The explanations of 

the time signatures are brief and simple. For example, the time signamre 

of 2/2 is shown as follows: "2/2 (^) ~ two-two ~ P + f- However, die 

time signatures of 2/2 and 9/8 are not used in die main body of die mediod. 

AdditionaUy, die time signattire of 4/4 does not occur, but ratiier its 

correspondmg musical symbol "C" is used. Irregular meters and changing 

meters are not found in the Beyer method. Other rhythmic concepts 

presented m die Bever are triplets and tied notes. 
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4. 3. 1. 2. Counting Svstem 

Although there are a few examples of metrical counting, no specific 

mediod of countmg is presented or demonstrated in the Bever. neidier m 

the fundamentals section nor in the body of the text. However, after the 

preparatory exercise pieces for die right hand, for the left hand, and for 

both hands, and the theme of the first piece which is "Theme and Twelve 

Variations" for the right hand, there is finaUy a statement encouraging 

students to count the beats correctiy. Some examples of metrical counting 

appear in the variations of this piece. The numbers of the pulses in the 

first and last two measures are written in Korean below the notes. The 

numbers in Korean are just presented without any explanation or additional 

counting exercises. The presentation of numbers in Korean is given untU 

the third piece of the Beyer. Later, when eighth and sixteenth notes are 

presented, beat numbers are again written below the notes in some 

measures. Apart from these examples of metrical counting, no other 

mention is made of a counting system. 

4. 3. 1. 3. Other Rhvdimic Support 

Other rhythmic activities using total-body movements such as walking, 

swaying the body, swinging the arms, conducting, tapping, or clapping are 

not apphed in the Bever mediod. Also Aythmic reinforcement by means 

of separate rhythmic driUs, written exercises, or using flash cards is not 

found in this method. Although the importance of developing a good 

rhythmic sense is emphasized in the text at the very beginning of the Bever 

mediod, it does not actually provide much in the way of activities or 

exercises for the student's rhythmic training. But numerous teacher 
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accompaniments to the music provided in tiiis method provide a catalyst for 

the student's rhythmic development. 

4. 3. 2. The Bever for Children 

4. 3. 2. 1. Rhvdimic Values 

The rhythmic notation and note values used in the Beyer for Children 

are identical with those used in the old Beyer. Also the order and the speed 

of the presentation of note and rest values in the Beyer for Children are 

almost identical with those found in the old Beyer. However, there are 

some changes in the introduction and explanations about rhythmic notation 

in the Beyer for Children. 

As we have discussed earher, rhythmic notation and note and rest 

values, including those which are not appropriate for beginners, are 

introduced only in the opening section of music fundamentals in the old 

Beyer. Furthermore, the explanations given are not sufficient and suitable 

for beginning students. But in the Beyer for Children, a more step-by-step 

approach to rhythmic notation is adopted, along with more nearly adequate 

and more easily comprehensible explanations. These changes and 

improvements are as foUows: (1) the introduction of rhythmic notation 

and their values in the opening section of music fundamentals consists only 

of die basic notes, the quarter, half, dotted half, and whole. Those not 

suitable for the begiimers such as thirty-second and sixty-fourth notes are 

excluded in this section. Also duple, triple, and quadmple metrical 

groupings are neatly introduced and explained; (2) the time signatures of 

4/4 and 3/4 are introduced with explanations in the main text right before 

the preparatory exercises. For example, the time signature of 4/4 is 
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introduced as foUows: "This is four-four. This is die quadmple time 

which has a quarter note as one beat. There are four quarter notes per 

measure."^^ The common time signamre, C, used for aU 4/4 pieces in die 

old geyer is not introduced in diis mediod at aU; (3) The symbols for the 

quarter, half, and whole rests are introduced with the explanation diat they 

represent sUences which have the same values as their corresponding 

notes;̂ ^ (4) In tiie lesson entitled "Eightii Note," die eighdi note and rest 

are introduced and listed together with aU the other notes and rests which 

were presented previously. The note and rest values are very briefly 

explained in terms of the number of beats each receives;^^ (5) Dotted half 

and dotted quarter notes are introduced widi explanations of the function of 

the dot and its value; (6) The time signature of 6/8 is introduced and 

explained as a meter having the eighth note as the basic beat, in contrast to 

the meters incurred earher in which the quarter note is the basic beat. An 

iUustration shows the relative emphasis of strong and weak beats in 6/8 

meter;^ (7) The time signature of 3/8 and the concepts of up-beat and 

triplet are introduced with explanatory text in Level 2; (8) The sixteenth 

note and sixteenth rest are introduced about two-thirds of the way through 

Level 2. Once again, aU the notes and rests introduced earlier as weU as 

the newly presented sixteenth note and rest are hsted in a chart to which 

dotted notes and rhythms are added here.(The dotted half and dotted 

quarter notes have been introduced earlier, but the dotted eighth note and 

the dotted rest appear here without having been previously explained. The 

dotted eighth note is subsequentiy explained at p. 91 Level 2.) FinaUy, at 

the end of Level 2, the double dotted quarter is presented. 
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As we have seen above, the presentation of rhydimic notation and note 

values is made in a step-by-step maimer. The explanatory texts are much 

more sufficient and understandable ones than those of the old Beyer. 

Aldiough diere are many improvements, die problems of disorganization 

we have seen in die odier areas stiU exist. For example, the symbols for 

quarter, half, and whole rests are introduced at page 33 in Level 1, but die 

quarter rest has already been used in the apphed piece at page 27, six pages 

before its introduction in the text. 

4. 3. 2. 2. Counting System 

The counting system used in the Beyer for Children is identical with 

the one used in the old Beyer. The numbers of the pulses in each measure 

are simply written down above or below the notes, mostly in figures, but 

sometimes the numbers are speUed out. These are usually presented in the 

first or last measure of the earher pieces in the method. As we have 

discussed in the old Beyer, the numbers are simply written down here and 

there, without any discussion or demonstration of a counting method. The 

only new feature in this method is the small icon of an apple which is 

placed under the numbers. Sometimes the numbers and the apples are used 

together and sometimes separately. 

A. ^.2. 3. Other Rhvdimic Support 

Just as we have seen in the old Beyer, no rhythmic activities involving 

body movements are avaUable in the Beyer for Children. But rhythmic 

driUs without pitch notation, caUed "Practice of Rhythm," are newly added 

in Level 2. These consist of three exercises preceded by the foUowing 
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msttiictions: "When playmg die piano, correct rhythm is important. Let's 

try die rhytiimic driUs presented below. Let's practice diem correctiy, 

eidier playing widi your fmgers or usmg die castanets as well as odier 

instruments."^^ However, the mstmction never asks smdents to count the 

rhydims. Unfortunately, this kind of rhydimic practice is only available 

once diroughout die two levels of the mediod. In addition to diis drill, 

teacher's accompaniments to many pieces can provide rhythmic impetus 

and support to students. 

4. 3. 3. The New Se-kwang Beyer 

4. 3. 3. 1. Rhythmic Values 

There are no major changes in the New Se-kwang Beyer from the 

previous Beyer methods as far as rhythmic notation and note values are 

concemed. In the initial pages of music fundamentals of the New Se-

kwang Beyer method books, whole, dotted half, half, and quarter notes are 

introduced in exactiy the same way as in the Beyer for Children. But the 

corresponding rests which were removed from this section in the Bever for 

Children, have been restored in this version. These rests are defined as 

being the equivalent of the corresponding notes. Eighth and sixteenth rests 

are used in some of the pieces, but never identified and defined in the New 

Se-kwang Bever mediod books. Throughout die New Se-kwang Bever. 

only the dotted half rest and the whole rest for the whole measure are 

identified and defined again in the main text, whUe aU others are merely 

introduced in the opening section of music fundamentals and then used in 

the pieces. Another change in this section is the addition of the time 

signature of 2/4 along with those of 3/4 and 4/4. When these time 
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signamres are used in the main text, however, they are never reintroduced 

or defmed again. 

Information conceming notes, rests, and time signatures are less 

sufficient in explanation and less avaUable dian in the Bever for Children. 

When the remaining notes such as the eighdi, sixteenth, dotted quarter, 

dotted eighth, and double-dotted quarter are introduced in the main text of 

the New Se-kwang Bever. there is ahnost no explanation, but simply the 

foUowing iUustrations: (1) for eighth notes, • = • - ! - • = • • ; (2) for 

dotted quarter, 0' = »+m=m + m'\-m= / ^ , etc.̂ ^ When the eighth 

note is introduced, its name is not even presented, but it is just iUustrated as 

above. Worse yet, the eighth and sixteenth rests and their values are not 

identified and discussed at all throughout the entire method, but they are 

used in several pieces from Level 2. However, in the latter part of the 

New Se-kwang Beyer method, the term eighth note is used in several 

places. As the rhythmic patterns become more complex and difficult, the 

new rhythmic pattem is simply printed in the margin. But this kind of aid 

is provided only once throughout the entire text of the New Se-kwang 

Beyer.̂ ^ Furthermore, there are many organization problems related to 

this method. For example, in the review section which is placed at the end 

of Level 1, a written exercise for matching the notes to their corresponding 

rests is presented. In diis drill, the eighth note and rest are mcluded. But 

the eighth note is not shown in Level 1, and, furthermore, the eighth rest is 

not ever identified and explained in the text of the method books. 
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4. 3. 3. 2. Counting System 

The New Se-kwang Beyer method does not acmaUy introduce any new 

counting system. Although a somewhat unique counting system, different 

from the previous Beyer methods, is briefly presented at the very 

beginning of the New Se-kwang Beyer method books, this counting system 

is never discussed or explained in any way at aU. This counting system is 

found in the first two preparatory exercises for the right hand and the first 

two for the left hand as weU. These exercises are, in fact, the only pieces 

which employ this counting system throughout the New Se-kwang Bever 

method books. At the last measure of the first preparatory exercise for the 

right hand, the coimting instmction incorporating the pitch name on the 

first beat and numbers for subsequent beats, i.e., "do two" is written in 

Korean below the half note (the pitch of this note is c"). In the second 

exercise, again only at the last measure, the instmction "do two three" is 

written m Korean below die dotted half note. In die fu"st two preparatory 

exercises for die left hand, exactly the same du-ections are given m die last 

measures of each exercise. This kmd of counting direction is cleariy 

different from die metrical counting system which we have seen in die 

previous Beyer mediods. However, m some places in die Ngw ge-kwang 

Bever. quite a few examples of die metrical countmg system are found. 

The numbers of the pulses in each measure are written under the notes in 

the examples for the introduction of (1) up beats, (2) die tune signattire 

of 6/8,̂ ^ and (3) tiie time signattû e of 3/8.*̂ ^ None of tiiese mcludes any 

instmction or explanation as to counting, clapping, or tapping the beats. 
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4. 3. 3. 3. Qtiier Rhythmic Support 

No rhythmic activities which would help students to develop a sense of 

pulse and to experience that pulse in physical movement are provided or 

discussed in the New Se-kwang Beyer. Therefore, no improvement in 

terms of activities for rhythmic support through body movement are made 

in this method when we compare the New Se-kwang Bever with the 

previous methods. However, there is one new instmction to help develop a 

rfiythmic sense in this method. The practice instmctions in this method 

suggest that smdents clap before playing a piece and count the rhythm 

whUe playing. These instmctions are provided in the inhial section of 

music fundamentals and preceding in some of the pieces found in the early 

part of the method as weU. These insttuctions are primarily designed to 

help smdents recognize and feel die rhythmic flow of a piece before 

reading and playing the piece. 

4. 3. 4. Conclusions 

Most of die piano methods pubhshed in die United States during die 

fu-st half of tiie twentietii cenmry provide a mettical counting system for 

rhydimic training, except for tiie Bernard's ?mo QQVT^^: PQQk J which 

employs tiie nominative countmg system. 

Around 1930, several American educators advocated die need for 

advanced ihytiimic traming. These educators were Louise Robyn and die 

authors of tiie n̂ rfnrd Piano Course Ernest ScheUing, GaU Martin Haake, 

Charles J. Haake, and Osboume McConatiiy. "AU of tiiese educators urged 

total-body involvement m tiie experience and expression of ±ytiim...and 

stressed tiie value of presentations of rhytiimic values tiu-ough rote teachmg 
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before rote-note, or note, teaching."*̂ ^ They believed a mediod book, at die 

beginning levels, should not teach die basic principles of rfiydimic notation 

includmg countmg of tune values, but should teach smdents to develop the 

namral feeling of rhythmic flow through bodily movements. 

Under die influence of this rhythmic training phUosophy, many 

American piano methods in the middle of the twentieth cenmry provided 

rhythmic activities involving the total body. The authors of American 

piano mediods suggested swinging the arms, swaying the body, walking, 

counting, and even dancing, m their methods and teacher's manuals. 

Special attention is frequentiy paid to the development of rhythmic 
performance by the inclusion of separate rhythmic driUs (without 
pitch notation) to promote rhythmic security and physical 
coordination (often between hands)...in the core texts, in 
supplementary books...and/or in other teaching aids.̂ ^ 

Also, American piano method books provided increasing numbers of duets 

in their books to provide rhythmic impems and support. 

Several different counting systems are found in American piano 

method books published in the second half of the twentieth cenmry. These 

are metrical counting, unit counting, nominative counting, and syUabic 

counting systems. Metrical counting is to count die number of pulses in 

each measure, according to the time signamre. Unit counting is to count 

one for a quarter note, one-two for a half note, and so on, regardless of 

meter or the placement of notes widiin die measure. Nominative counting 

is chanting tiie name of tiie note value such as quarter, half-note, half-note-

dot, whole-note-hold-it, and die like. Syllabic counting is to count usmg 

neutral syUables such as ta, la, na, na-ah, and tah-tay, in the same manner as 
^A .-^^ 

unit counting, regardless of meter or metric placement. The trend in 
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recent American piano method books is to incorporate several counting 

systems. Examples are the foUowing: (1) Bastien Piano Basics: 

nominative and metric counting; (2) Kevboard Arts: syUabic and unit 

counting; (3) The Music Tree: unit and metric counting; (4) David Can-

Glover Method for Piano: unit and metric counting. 

To summarize, the recent American piano method books have 

emphasized early ihythmic training for smdents and also have tended to 

make good use of several counting systems. Before mtroducing rhythmic 

notation, there is much stress on developing a good rhythmic sense, chiefly 

through total-body movement. 

Contrary to one's expectations, however, there have been no attempts at 

aU to incorporate total body movement into the Korean Beyer methods, 

both old and new. To one's surprise, furthermore, there is no systematic 

counting system presented in any of the Beyer methods. But there is some 

evidence that the need for counting systems has been recognized by the 

editors of the Beyer methods, even though the methods contain no 

rhythmic exercises and no explanations of counting systems. The 

appearance of a few numbers beneath notes in the Beyer and the Bever for 

Children and the mixmre of note names m Italian and numbers below the 

notes in the New Se-kwang Bever are apparentiy tiieu" meager attempts at 

filling this void. 

But in fact, there seems to be littie or no American influence m the 

rhythmic training found m the Beyer mediods, both new and old. Nor has 

there been any attempt on die part of editors of tiie New Se-kwang Bever 

to develop their own rhythmic training method and counting system 

independent of their American counterparts. What the writers of the New 
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Se-kw^ng BgyfT have done is to take a few things from American piano 

mediods or other foreign piano mediods here and diere, but in no 

systematic way have they adopted eitiier rhydunic training or a counting 

system. Thus, what audiors of die New Se-kwang Bever should do is either 

to develop some kind of system to improve their own rhythmic training 

method or to adopt advanced foreign ones in a more systematic way for the 

furtherance of piano education in Korea. 

4. 4. Technique 

Since there are no separate technique books in any of the Beyer 

methods, old or new, we wiU discuss only the technical concepts presented 

in the Beyer methods and the approaches taken in those books. AU the 

Beyer methods emphasize finger independence and strength in general, 

from the very beguming to the end, and finger technique in particular. 

There are seven areas for examination: (a) Posture, Hand Shape, and 

Finger Approach; (b) Legato Playing and Phrasing; (c) Voicing; (d) 

Dynamic Shading; (e) Staccato Playing; (f) Scales; and (g) Otiier 

Techniques. 

4. 4. 1. The Beyer 

4. 4. 1. 1. Posture. Hand Shape, and Finger 
Approach 

There are presentations of posmre in the Beyer method book, ^ 

particularly regarding how to sit at the piano, located in die opening pages 

of music ftmdamentals. The discussion includes posmral suggestions such 

as sitting with a straight back and relaxed upper body and 
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recommendations regarding the position and height of the bench, sitting on 

the bench, and the position of the feet. Also, good position of the hands is 

emphasized in the text, but no reference is made to a curved hand position. 

Smdents begin playing the piano with the preparatory exercises by 

using fmgers 1 and 2, then 1, 2, and 3, adding notes one at a time until they 

are able and ready to use aU five fmgers in the C position. These seventy-

two exercises are only two or three measures long and consist of twenty-

four exercises each for the right hand, for the left hand, and for both 

hands. In these exercises for finger independence and evenness of touch, 

various combinations within the five-finger position are presented up to the 

interval of the fifth, first in contrary motion and then in parallel motion. 

It seems clear that these kinds of exercises are too hard for the begiiming 

smdents to master. 

4. 4. 1. 2. Legato and Phrasing 

-After the preparatory exercises, smdents are introduced to legato 

playing and phrasing from the first piece, which is a "Theme and Twelve 

Variations" for tiie right hand. In it, the term legato and die symbol for 

the slur are extensively used. The slur is presented in various formations, 

ranging from two notes to eight measures. Smdents are asked to play in a 

smooth and connected way when eidier die term legato or slur is presented, 

and from tiiat point on, ahnost every piece m tiie Bgygr metiiod book has 

one or the otiier. Even tiiough aU kmds of slurs, including two notes, du-ee 

notes, etc., are extensively used, no mention is made at aU about a down-up 

(or drop-release) wrist motion or the dynamic contt-ol usuaUy associated 
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widi phrasing. No separate exercises are provided for legato playing and 

phrasing in die Beyer method book. 

4. 4. 1. 3. Voicing 

^ Most pieces in the Beyer method book are in the texmre of a melody 

and accompaniment. This texmre demands that smdents have the abUity to 

balance the two hands, that is, the smdent should leam to stress one hand 

and play the other one softiy. However, there is no single mention 

whatsoever in the Beyer about voicing or balancing the hands. Nor are 

there any dynamic markings to differentiate each hand, that is, a loud 

dynamic for the melody and soft dynamic for the accompaniment. 

4. 4. 1. 4. Dynamic Shading 

The concept of dynamic shading is presented in about the middle of the 

Bever method book. From that pomt on, most pieces contmuaUy include 

dynamic shadings, mostiy terms such as crescendo and decrescendo, and 

tiieu- abbreviations and symbols. In spite of tiiis, however, the explanatory 

text says merely that tiiere are no dynamic markings which indicate 

absolute gradations of volume, only relative dynamics. FoUowmg this 

brief explanation, tiie markmgs for dynamic shading are presented abmptly 

and used m No. 58 for tiie fu-st tune witiiout any preparatory exercises. In 

addition, the dynamic markings of crescendo and decrescendo first used in 

the Bever mediod book tend to put emphasis only on shaping melodies, 

which requires sophisticated dynamic control. Because of this emphasis, no 

basic dynamic markings such dis forte and piano are presented before tiie 

crescendo and after the decrescendo. Thus, it might be too difficult for 
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smdents to handle and to understand diis kind of sophisticated dynamic 

shading adequately when they are being introduced to dynamic shading for 

the first time. In short, the concept of dynamic shading and the technical 

basis for it are not properly introduced or discussed and applied in the 

pieces in the Beyer method. 

4.4. 1. 5. Staccato Plaving 

Smdents are introduced to staccato playing in No. 62 foUowing die 

introduction of crescendo and decrescendo. The explanation in the text 

says that the note with a staccato mark should receive half the value of the 

note.̂ ^ But there is ifo mention of its execution at aU. The first use of 

staccato marks is on the last notes of several five-note slurs in No. 62. In 

the foUowing piece, No. 63, staccatissimo is presented and explained as 

very short or a quarter of the note value. Throughout the Beyer method 

book, both staccato and staccatissimo are used mostiy for the last note of a 

short slur, in repeated notes, or at cadences. Other than this, staccato 

markings are used in broken chords, especiaUy in a waltz bass, in two 

pieces, Nos. 82 and 98. There are no simple exercises or smdy pieces for 

staccato practice before or after the introduction of this technique in the 

Bever mediod book. Before staccato is presented in diis mediod, portato 

(mezzo-staccato) is used in several pieces, e.g.. No. 15, No. 19, and No. 23. 

4 4' 1 6. Scales 

On page 60 of the Bever mediod book, die C major scale is intt-oduced 

wtth preparatory exercises for mming the thumb under and for crossing 
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over tiie tiiumb. FoUowmg die C major scale, die G, D, A, E, F, and B'' 

major scales and the A minor scale are presented. These scales are to be 

played for one octave, ascendmg and descending, hands separately and 

togetiier m paraUel motion. The chromatic scale is presented on page 88 

with eight preparatory exercises, played one or two octaves ascending and 

descendmg, widi hands separately and togedier and in paraUel and contrary 

motion. 

4. 4. 1. 7. Other Technique 

Other tê ehniques used in the Beyer method book are legato thuds, part 

playing, broken chords, waltz bass, and Alberti bass. Except for the legato 

thirds, no technical concept or preparatory exercises are provided for these 

techniques. They are just used in the pieces. In the appendix, ten exercises 

each for the right hand and the left hand, fourteen exercises for both hands, 

and twenty-four major and harmonic minor one-octave scales are provided 

for further finger-buUding exercise. Throughout the Beyer method book, 

techniques such as triads and inversions, dropping and lifting the wrist, 

forearm rotation, pedaling, etc., are not presented at all. 

4 .4 .2 . The Bever for Children 

The types of technique and the way of presenting these techniques in 

tiie T̂ p-yer for Children mediod books are almost identical with those of the 

Bever method book. Even though the two-volume Beyer for Children is 

almost identical with the Beyer method in terms of the repertory, one can 

find some improvements as weU as some new problems, as previously seen 
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in the other areas, but there are no major changes or improvements in the 

area of technique. 

4. 4. 2. 1. Posmre. Hand Shape, and Finger 
Approach 

As to the discussion of posture at the piano, explanations are less 

sufficient than tiiose of the old Bever mediod book. The explanations m 

the text are concemed with two points only: (1) if the elbows are lower 

tiian tiie keyboard, it is difficult to play tiie piano; and (2) if tiie body is too 

close to the piano, it is difficult to play the piano fast. Odier than these 

explanations, all other possible explanations are left completely up to 

teachers. For hand position, the Bever for Children metiiod books provide 

nineteen picmres of hand position on tiie keyboard to iUustt-ate both good 

and bad positions. Most of die picttu-es Ulusti-ate good hand position, 

rounded hand shape, and stt-aight wrist and forearm, but no explanations 

are given in the text at aU. 
—+• 

4. 4. 2. 2. I .̂gato Plaving and Phrasing 

Techniques for legato playing and phrasing are intt-oduced in die first 

piece in Level 1, foUowing die preparatory fmger exercises in tiie Beyer 

for Children metiiod books.*̂ *̂  But tiiese techniques already have been used 

in tiie apphed pieces which are die new addition to die Beyer for ChUdren. 

The fu-st four of tiiese applied pieces are found between tiie preparatory 

exercises for tiie left hand and tiiose for botii hands. Slurs ranging from 

two notes to four measures in lengtii are found in two of die four pieces, 

"A Cuckoo"*̂ ^ and "A Honey-Bee."'̂ ^ It is surprismg to find tiiat tiiese 
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kinds of applied pieces are added to tiie Bever for Children even before tiie 

main body of the method. It is even more surprising to find that diese 

apphed pieces use slurs so early in the course. 

4. 4. 2. 3. Voicing 

Most pieces found in the Beyer for Children and the old Beyer are 

identical. The only difference between the two Beyer methods is that in the 

newer one, a few applied pieces have been added. Although most of these 

pieces are in the style of melody and accompaniment, there is stiU no 

discussion about voicing or balance. 

4 .4 .2 .4 . Dvnamic Shading 

There are no changes in the introduction of dynamic shading or its use 

in the repertoire in the Beyer for Children. Nor are there explanations for 

the concept of loud and soft and the concept of getting louder and getting 

softer in the Bever for Children mediod books. Even in die newly added 

apphed pieces, there are no simple dynamic markings which could help 

smdents in leaming basic dynamics, but only sophisticated dynamic 

shadmgs essential to shapmg melodies or phrasing. 

4 4. 2. 5. Staccato Plaving 

As we have seen, staccato, portato (mezzo-staccato), and staccatissimo 

found in tiie Bever metiiod book are also used in the Bgygr for CMdrgP 

metiiod books, but tiiere are no preparatory exercises or smdies for these 

techniques. For example, portato is just used in the pieces, yet there is no 

explanation nor is it even named. Furthermore, in spite of the fact that 
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Staccato is not intt-oduced untU Level 2, (page 42), staccato notes akeady 

appear m die apphed pieces in Level 1 witiiout so much as a word of 

information about tiiem. Examples are "A Cuckoo," which is presented 

even before tiie first piece of tiie Bever for Children Level 1,̂ ^ and "A 

Spotted Dog and a Cat," which occurs at die end of Level l}^ 

4. 4. 2. 6. Scales 

The types of scales, the order of their presentation, and the preparatory 

exercises for each scale presented in the Beyer for Children method books 

are identical with those of the old Beyer method book. In the Beyer for 

Children, the introduction of scales begins on page 57 of Level 2 with C 

major. The whole-tone scale, modes, and minor scales, with exception of 

the A minor, are not provided in the Beyer for ChUdren. In the process of 

presenting chromatic scales, two preparatory exercises for both hands from 

the old Beyer, one in parallel motion and the other in contrary motion, are 

excluded here, while only the exercises for each hand alone are retained in 

the Bever for ChUdren. The appendk of the Beyer for ChUdren provides 

the twenty-four major and minor scales in one octave for both hands. 

4. 4. 2. 7. Odier Technicues 

Otiier techniques used in tiie Bever for Children mediod books are 

legato thirds, part playing, broken chords mcludmg waltz bass and Alberti 

bass, and triplets. Such technical concepts as forearm rotation, down-up 

wrist, pedaling, and triads and inversions are not presented in this method. 

The finger building exercises provided in the appendix of the Beyer for 
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Children are reduced to twenty-seven exercises from the thirty-four 

presented in the old Beyer. 

4. 4. 3. The New Se-kwang Beyer 

4. 4. 3. 1. Posmre. Hand Shape, and Finger 
Approaches 

The iijitial discussion of posmre at the piano, sitting position, and hand 

position are somewhat improved in die New Se-kwang Beyer method 

books. Posmre at the keyboard is discussed and iUustrated with picmres 

showing a good position and four examples of bad position as follows: (1) 

straight fore-arm and upper-arm, due to sitting too far from the piano; (2) 

pushing elbows backward, due to sitting too close to the piano; (3) raising 

the shoulders and putting the upper-arms to the sides of the body; and (4) 

curved back. Also, rounded-hand position along with curved fingers are 

iUustrated briefly with picmres. 

The technical approach in ther New Se-kwang Bever grows out of the 

c" approach. Begiiming with the thumbs on c", smdents begin playing 

using fingers 1 and 2, tiien 1, 2, and 3, adding notes one at a time until they 

are playing with all ten fmgers in this position. 

4. 4. 3. 2. Legato Plaving and Phrasing 

Legato playing and phrasing are introduced together with more 

accurate and reasonable explanations in the New Se-kwang Bever method 

books than those of previous Beyer method books. AcmaUy, the concept of 

phrasing is newly added to the New Se-kwang Bever. Furthermore, the 

introduction of the slur is delayed, and slurs in the pieces are applied more 
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adequately for die beginning smdents dian diose of die previous Beyer 

methods. To be more specific, slurs are mostly used either for two-

measure phrases or for four-measure phrases. Also, legato playing is 

driUed m five exercise-like pieces and tiien continuaUy reinforced m four 

repertoire pieces. Another improvement is that smdents are asked to hft 

the hand shghtly at the end of each phrase and at the last note of a two-note 

slur. However, the technical concept of dropping the hand is not addressed 

at aU in the method. The technical concepts of legato playing and hfting 

the hand at the ends of the phrases are sttessed continuaUy in Level 1. 

4. 4. 3. 3. Voicing 

Beginning near the end of Book 1, most of the pieces found in the the 

New Se-kwang Beyer method books are written in a homophonic texmre. 

The types of accompaniment found are the 2nds, 3rds, and 5ths; triads; 

broken chords; and Alberti bass. StiU in the New Se-kwang Bever. there is 

no mention or discussion about the voicing of tones or the balancing of 

hands at aU. Interestingly enough, in most pieces which have broken 

chords or Alberti bass accompaniment, legato playing is indicated for the 

accompaniment, but dynamic differentiation of the two parts is never 

suggested. 

4. 4. 3. 4. Dvnamic shading 

As in the previous two methods, crescendo and decrescendo are used 

for dynamic shading without any preparatory exercises. Their first 

occurrence in the New Se-Kwang Beyer is in piece No. 42 entitled "Smdy 

for 3/8 Meter." These dynamic shadings are to be used for shaping 
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melodies or phrasing, whUe no other dynamics such as forte and piano are 

provided m tiiis piece.̂ ^ After tiiis intt-oduction of dynamic shading, no 

reinforcement of the concept is provided m the next twenty pieces, 

including many so-caUed apphed pieces. Then crescendo and decrescendo 

are used agam in piece No. 56 caUed "Smdy in F Major." The next piece 

which uses crescendo and decrescendo is No. 60, a piece caUed "A Smdy 

for Dynamics." In this piece, dynamic shadings are apphed extensively for 

phrasings, but stiU no other dynamic markings such as forte and piano are 

provided. In the apphed piece caUed "Song of ChUdren" presented right 

after "A Smdy for Dynamics," no dynamics are apphed at aU. 

4. 4. 3. 5. Staccato Plaving 

Staccato playing is introduced combined with legato playing in the New 

Se-kwang Beyer method books. The instmctions for the performance 

practict of staccato arc as foUov/s: "Flay v/Uhv/nsi staccato. Play freely 

and comfortably without tension in the wrist." Yet, there is no 

explanation or discussion at aU about what the wrist staccato is. Three 

types of staccato, i.e., staccato, portato (mezzo-staccato), and staccatissimo, 

are introduced and their realizations are iUustrated by notes and rests. 

These instmctions and three exercise pieces named "The Practice of Legato 

and Staccato" comprise the fu-st introduction of staccato playing in the New 

S^-kwang Bever.^ Since the combined techniques of legato and staccato 

demand careful hand coordination, smdents need to practice each hand 

separately in order for the hands to function independentiy, and they need 

careful instmctions from a teacher. The portato touch is used in No. 15 in 
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Level 1 before it is mtt-oduced and identified in tiie text. This is yet 

another example of the disorganization seen so many times previously. 

4. 4. 3. 6. Scales 

The C major pentachord is presented in No. 35 in Level 2 designated 

"C major Five Finger Exercises." This is not acmaUy an introduction of 

the C major pentachord, but simply the hand positions with the fingerings 

of the C major pentachord presented over the staff in a box. The only 

other pentachords presented are those of G major and E minor. These are 

called the G major scale and the E minor scale, but only the pentachords 

with fingerings for the right hand are presented. 

Level 3 introduces major scales in C, G, and F, respectively. Each 

major scale is to be played one octave, hands separately, ascending and 

descending. In addition, for C major, a tettachord scale is shown, to be 

played with both hands. Besides these scales in Level 3, D namral and 

harmonic mmors are presented in No 65, entitled "Practice Piece for D 

Minor." However, these minor scales are just identified as namral and 

harmonic minor without any explanations or fingering. 

Level 4 introduces major scales in D, B''. A, and EK These major scales 

are t̂  be played one octave, hands separately and together, ascending and 

descendmg, m different rhythmic formations. The diree types of minor 

scales are introduced by using the A minor scales for an example, but this 

kind of intt-oduction is for the benefit of understandmg the theory of 

musical scales rather than for leaming to play them. 
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4. 4. 3. 7. Odier TerhnigiiPg 

Newly introduced techniques in the New Se-kwang Bever method 

books are as foUows: melodic fifdis and sixdis;̂ *̂  harmonic sixdis;̂ ^ 

changing fingers on repeated notes;̂ ^ crossing the second fmger over the 

thumb; pedaling, arpeggios, and hand crossing.̂ ^ Triads and inversions 

are introduced in this method, but tiiis is apparently for the benefit of 

inteUecmal understanding only, because there are no fmger numbers or 

playing instmctions. The additional finger exercises seen in the appendices 

of the previous Beyer methods no longer appear in the New Se-kwang 

Beyer. 

4. 4. 4. Conclusion 

What kind of techniques should be included in the begiiming piano 

method books? There wiU be various opinions regarding this question 

among piano teachers and authors of piano method books. But the most 

common techniques included in recent American piano method books 

might be considered standard techniques that should be included in piano 

method books. 

Upon a thorough investigation of recent American piano methodŝ ^ the 

common techniques included can be hsted as foUows: posmre at the piano; 

a curved hand position; down-up (or drop-lift) wrist motion; legato and 

staccato; slur and tie; phrasing; fmger patterns; voicmg (melody and 

accompaniment); dynamic shading; triads and inversions (sohd and 

broken); scales; legato double thkd; part playing; pedaling; intervals of the 

second through the octave; triplets; arpeggios; chromatic scales; and 

forearm rotation. However, there is no standard order and format of 
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presenting diese techniques among die piano mediods books. GeneraUy, 

each technical concept is presented widi an explanation, preparatory 

exercises, and/or iUustt-ation. Each technique is dien reinforced m die 

music found in the core text and in the separate repertoire and technique 

books, if any. There is a general trend to have separate technique books in 

recent American piano mediod books. A few mediods, however, 

integrate technical training into die core text radier dian offer 
supplementary books to provide diat tt-aining. The inclusion of short, 
specific exercises diroughout die book, or a coUection of each at die 
back of the book, may underscore the importance of these technical 
routines and demonstrate their relevance to the repertoire.̂ ^ 

From the mid-twentiedi cenmry onward, extensive use of the black 

keys at the beginning of piano smdy before smdents explore the entire 

keyboard appeared in some mediod books. Later, this approach was 

adopted by many authors of American piano method books. Therefore, the 

fingers 2 and 3 for the two black keys and the fingers 2, 3, and 4 for the 

three black keys are used at the beginning, because die traditional fmger 

approach, which begins with thumbs and proceeds to adjacent fingers, is 

awkward on the black keys. There are other reasons for using the middle 

fingers at the beginning. Since the middle finger is strong and is the 

longest one among the fingers, it is namral to begin with this finger and, 

furthermore, "the positioning of the third finger puts the hand in 

balance."^ Besides using the group of middle fingers at the beginning of 

smdy, playing with the hand almost in a fist, with the second fmger or 

third finger braced with the thumb,̂ ^ is associated with a non-legato 

approach at the begiiming of piano smdy. 
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Advocates of whole-hand use at die beginning of smdy point out 
that this technical approach causes die smdent to move die hand in 
conjunction with the forearm and/or causes the hand to be directed 
from the shoulder. Use of larger movements, in mm, encourages and 
fosters die feeling of arm-weight (and arm-weight release), which is 
the basis of rich tonal production.^ 

When one compares the techniques that are included in the most recent 

American piano methods books with those in the Beyer piano methods, the 

techniques such as arm-weight, wrist movement, forearm rotation, 

pedahng, and triads and inversions are missing from the Beyer piano 

methods. Although the technique of lifting the wrist for phrasing is newly 

stressed and the technique of pedaling is briefly inttoduced in the New Se-

kwang Beyer, neither of the last two Beyer methods displays any influence 

of the approach of begiiming on the black keys as found in most recent 

American piano method books. The approach of using groups of middle 

fingers, non-legato, and/or whole-hand playing for beginning smdy is not 

adopted in the Beyer methods books. Instead, the initial technical approach 

found in the Beyer methods stresses the legato playing of adjacent fmgers 

fi-om the thumb. Thus, this technical approach requires careful instmction 

and attention to hand position from piano teachers, especially for the small, 

weak hands of very young smdents. 

Even though there are some improvements in the technique found in 

the New Se-kwang Bever. some problems stiU exist. For example, No. 59 

entitied "C Major Smdy"̂ "̂  and No. 60 caUed "Smdy of Dynamics"^^ in die 

|sĵ w Se-kwang Bever are immediately followed by an applied piece. But, 

none of the technical concepts just presented are applied in this piece. 

Another example of this kind of non sequitur is found in No. 67 in Level 3 
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of tiie New Se-kwang Bever. a piece named "Smdy Piece of D Minor." 

Yet, h is not a piece at aU, but only the one-octave scales of F major, D 

namral minor, and D harmonic minor, and the primary chords in D 
99 

mmor.^ 

The necessary improvements for the New Se-kwang Beyer method 

books are as foUows: (1) preparatory exercises for each technique and/or 

exercise section should be provided either in the core texts or in separate 

books to aid the development of technical proficiency; (2) the discussion or 

explanation of each technical concept introduced in the core text should be 

strengthened; (3) each technical concept should be properly reinforced in 

the repertoire pieces. 

4. 5. Literamre 

Conceming literamre, there are six areas for examination: (a) Types 

of Pieces, (b) Historical Periods, (c) Variety of Composers, (d) Scope of 

Keys, (e) Style and Quality of Pieces, and (f) Performance Instmctions. 

4.5. 1. The Bever 

4. 5. 1. 1. Tvpes of Pieces 

The repertoire of the Beyer method consists primarily of pedagogical 

pieces composed by the author Ferdinand Beyer. Thus, this metiiod book 

does not provide any original, transcribed, or simphfied classical 

compositions; folk and famihar tunes; or popular music. 
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4. 5. 1. 2. Historiral P^rinHc 

For the above reasons, the Bever method does not provide works from 

different historical eras of music. Nor are there pieces by the author 

which are composed in styles representmg different historical periods. As 

a result, there is no historical information on any type of piece, genre of 

music, styhstic characteristics, and composers. 

4. 5. 1. 3. Variety of Composers 

There are no other composers in the Beyer method book, except for 

the author himself. 

4.5. 1.4. Scope of Kevs 

The repertoire in the Beyer method book is primarily made up of 

major and minor tonalities within a limited scope of keys. More than half 

of the pieces in this method book faU into the category of the C pentachord 

or the key of C major. Only six pieces out of the total one hundred and six 

pieces are in other than major keys. These six pieces are aU in A minor. 

The exact number and percentage of pieces in different keys may be seen in 

Table 4.8. 

4. 5. 1. 5. Stvle and Oualitv of Pieces 

The repertoire in the Beyer method book is in the style of German 

Classicism or early Romanticism, although there are no truly Romantic 

soimding pieces. Most pieces wiU not provide smdents great fun or 

pleasure, nor wiU they stimulate interest in piano smdy per se. The main 

reason is that aU the pieces are exercise-oriented pedagogical pieces which 
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Table 4.8: Kevs Used in die Bever. 

KEYS 

C major 

G major 

D major 

A major 

E major 

F major 

B*" major 

A minor 

Total 

NUMBER OF 

OCCURRENCES 

64 

22 

2 

2 

1 

8 

1 

6 

106 

PERCENTAGE OF 

OCCURRENCE 

60.37 % 

20.75 % 

1.88 % 

1.88 % 

0.94 % 

7.54 % 

0.94 % 

5.66 % 

100% 

stress the same old monotonous style, each emphasizing the acquisition of a 

particular technical skiU or musical concept. There is littie or no variety 

of phrase length, texmre, stmcmre, rhythmic pattem, harmonic 

progression, accompaniment style, or melodic line. Furthermore, most 

tunes are not lyrical, attractive, or interesting. The style of accompaniment 

is aU the same, tiiat is, sunple broken chords. Thus, the Bever metiiod does 

not contain truly pianistic pieces which exploit the sounds, tone colors, and 

range of the keyboard. No tities or lyrics have been given to any of tiie 

pieces which might encourage smdents to sing and enjoy theu- music. 

However, twenty-two pieces do contain teacher's accompaniments which 

can provide rhythmic reinforcement, ensemble experience, and fuUer 
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musical sound. StUl, there is no styhstic variety even in these 

accompaniments. Most of them are simple, chordal accompanunents 

consisting of either sohd or broken chord patterns. 

The repertoire of the Beyer may be divided into three levels as shown 

here: (1) early level: single line melody in the right or left hand; melody 

in the right hand with an accompaniment made up of single note or seconds 

and thirds in the left; or two-voice texmre, sometimes canonic in style; (2) 

middle level: single line melody mostly in the right hand with a simple 

broken chord accompaniment, mostly in binary or temary form; (3) late 

level: the pieces become longer, rhythmicaUy difficult, and quite 

chromatic. They require considerable skiU, strength, and hand conttol. 

4. 5. 1. 6. Performance Instmctions 

There are not many performance instmctions in the Beyer method 

book except for a few pieces. UsuaUy, aU instmctions are given together 

with the definitions and/or explanations of musical terms or symbols. For 

example, the performance suggestions for the first piece, consisting of 

instmctions for the execution of the slur, are presented together with the 

definitions of the symbol for the slur and the term legato. The hand 

position of a composition with its fmgerings appears frequentiy in the first 

half of tiie metiiod book. This is to aid smdents in fmding tiie correct notes 

and placing both hands on tiie keyboard before beguming to play. 

Apart from tiiis kmd of mstmction, there is a hst entitled "Explanation 

of Point" which is provided in three different places in the method radier 

than on the same page where the music is written. The relevant 

instructions given in the list "Explanation of Point" refer to particular 
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pieces by number. UsuaUy, the instmctions suggest or emphasize the 

important pomt(s) to keep in mmd for practice and playing.̂ ^^ 

4. 5. 2. The Bever for Children 

4. 5. 2. 1. Tvpes of Pî ĵ̂ s 

The Bever for Children in two volumes contams 126 pieces. One 

hundred and six of them are taken from the old Beyer method book, and 

the other twenty newly added pieces are caUed "applied pieces." 

Repertoire in the Bever for Children consists of four types of pieces: (1) 

originaUy composed pedagogical pieces by F. Beyer; (2) folk or famUiar 

tunes; (3) simplified classical compositions; (4) other pieces which do not 

fit into the above categories and about which no information is given. 

Most of the folk and famihar mnes are taken from European countries. 

Examples are German folk tunes such as "Lightly Row" and "Du, Du, 

Liegst Mir im Herzen"; the French folk song "Au Claire de la Lune"; and 

the Enghsh nursery song "London Bridge." Some tunes such as "Lightly 

Row" are very popular among the Koreans as chUdren's songs. Therefore, 

some foreign songs are given Korean tities. For instance, "Lightly Row" is 

given tiie Korean title "Song of Butterfly" [Na-bi No-rae].̂ °^ 

The foUowing simplified classical arrangements are added to the Beyer 

for Children: (1) die tiieme from tiie first movement of tiie Piano Sonata 

in A major. K. 331, by W. A. Mozart; (2) an excerpt from tiie incidental 

music to Rosamunde by F. Schubert. In addition to these arrangements, 

there is a short pedagogical piece entitled "Let's Plant a Flower" by C. 

Czemy.̂ ^^ The famihar American mne "Jingle BeUs" by James Pierpont is 
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presented mistakenly as an American folk tune, aldiough it is a composed 

song. 

4. 5. 2. 2. Historical Pprin̂ R 

As mentioned earlier, the main one himdred and six pedagogical pieces 

are aU original pieces by Beyer, so tiiey do not represent a variety of 

historical periods. The four classical compositions included in the twenty 

newly added applied pieces represent the Classical and Romantic eras only. 

No historical information is given about any of the music in the method. 

4. 5. 2. 3. Variety of Composers 

Pieces by a variety of composers are not included in the Beyer for 

Children. The composers represented other than F. Beyer are W. A. 

Mozart, F. Schubert, C. Czemy, and James Pierpont. Only five pieces by 

these composers are provided in this method, but again no information is 

given regarding them. 

4. 5. 2. 4. Scope of Kevs 

As in the old Beyer method book, about sixty five percent of the pieces 

in the Bever for Children are in the key of C major. Among the newly 

added apphed pieces, eighteen are also in the key of C major. Next to C 

major in frequency is the key of G major, witii about twenty percent. 

Seven major keys and one minor key are found in this method. No 

tonahties other than major and minor are represented. The exact number 

and percentage of pieces in different keys may be seen in the Table 4.9. 
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Table 4.9: Keys Used m die Bever for Children. 

KEYS 

C major 

G major 

D major 

A major 

E major 

F major 

B'' major 

A minor 

Total 

NUMBER OF 

OCCURRENCES 

82 

24 

2 

2 

1 

8 

1 

6 

126 

PERCENTAGE OF 

OCCURRENCE 

65.07% 

19.04% 

1.58% 

1.58% 

0.79% 

6.34% 

0.79% 

4.76% 

100% 

As shown in die above table, there is no major change in the scope of 

tonality from tiiat of tiie old Bever. except for die addition of applied 

pieces in the key of C major to die Bever for Children. 

4. 5. 2. 5. Stvle and Oualitv of Pieces 

The hterattu-e of die B^ver for ChUdren is identical m style and quality 

witii tiiat of tiie Bever except for twenty newly added apphed pieces. 

Therefore, only tiiese apphed pieces wUl be discussed here. 

The first four apphed pieces are presented in succession between the 

preparatory exercises for each hand and the ones for bodi hands in Level 

1.^^ Thus aU four are for tiie right hand only. The first tiiree are aU 
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German folk ttmes including "Lightiy Row" and "Cuckoo Song." The last 

one is "Jingle BeUs" by James Pierpont. These ttmes are aU popular 

children's songs in Korea, so, it is good to add tiiese kinds of lovely tunes 

to tiie Bever for Cl̂ î p̂̂ p But a problem hes in tiie fact tiiat several 

techniques and musical concepts, not yet presented in the method, are used 

in tiiese "applied pieces." The fu t̂ one, "Lightiy Row," has dynamics such 

as mezzo-forte, mezzo-piano, crescendo, and decrescendo, and repeated 

notes. The second one, "Cuckoo Song" has staccato, quarter rest, slurs, and 

repeated notes. The tiurd one, "Bung Bung Bung - Honey Bee" [Kkul 

Byol], has slurs.̂ ^^ The last one, "Jingle BeUs," has repeated notes. AU the 

mnes except for "Cuckoo Song" have lyrics weU known in Korea. AU 

these tunes are designed to be helpful for the practice of the right hand 

only, but in the case of "Cuckoo Song," a version for the left hand is also 

presented. 

The next two apphed pieces are presented successively foUowing No. 

27 106 jjjg f^^^ Qĵ g jg entitled "Let's Plant a Flower" by C. Czemy. The 

next piece is caUed "Tum Round and Round" [To-la-ra To-la-ra].̂ '̂' Botii 

pieces have a two-voiced contrapuntal texmre with simple imitations in the 

left hand, and lyrics are not provided for them. At page 108, the "Cuckoo 

Song" is presented again in homophonic texmre with a broken chord 

accompaniment. Tempo and dynamic markings but no lyrics are provided 

in this piece. 

The last six apphed pieces of Level 1 are presented in succession at the 

end of Level 1. The most musicaUy attractive pieces among them are "A 

Spotted Dog and Cat" [Pa-du-gi Wa Ko-yang-yi]^^ and "Du, Du, Liegst 

Mir im Herzen."^^ The former is in two-voiced texmre and is one of the 
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few pieces which has melody altemately in bodi hands. It contains die 

musical symbol for an acciacatura which has not yet been inttoduced in diis 

mediod. This kind of problem is also found in otiier pieces. AU six pieces 

are in two voices and do not mclude lyrics. 

The apphed pieces m Level 2 include for die first time tiu-ee 

arrangements of tunes taken from die works of weU-known composers. 

They are interesting pieces musicaUy and display a variety of phrase 

lengths, rhythmic patterns, and harmonies. Out of the three pieces, only 

one is originally written for piano. This piece is a sunplified arrangement 

in G Major of tiie "Theme" from the fkst movement (theme and six 

variations) of the Piano Sonata in A Major. K. 331, by W. A. Mozart. 

This piece has been extensively edited, especiaUy for dynamic shading and 

phrasing. Smdents might fmd it difficult to foUow aU the dynamic 

directions provided in this piece, because there are some questionable and 

advanced dynamic shadings involved. The piece is identified only as 

"From the Sonata" by Mozart. Unless a teacher is sufficiently 

knowledgeable to recognize what this piece is, smdents simply may play 

this piece even without ever being aware of its origin and significance. 

The other pieces are caUed "Song of Spring" [Pom No-rae] by W. A. 

Mozart and "From Rosamunde" by F. Schubert. As to die former piece, 

smdents may find it too difficult to play, because its tune consists of 

doubling of various intervals such as third, fourth, fifth, sixth and octave. 

Also, in Level 2, some attractive folk tunes such as "Au Claire de la 

Lune" and "London Bridge" are presented. The setting of "Au Claire de la 

Lune" is in two-voiced texmre with the melody in paraUel sixths. The 
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latter has Alberti bass in die left hand, and, when it is repeated, die tune is 

moved to the left hand. 

The addition of twenty applied pieces to the Bever for Children is a 

very positive change for the better. They might provide pleasant musical 

experiences for both smdents and their parents. The one himdred and six 

pieces taken from the original Beyer, however, are stiU imdesirable from a 

musical standpoint, because smdents may find them too boring to practice 

with much enthusiasm. 

4. 5. 2. 6. Performance Insttiictions 

Performance instmctions in the Beyer for Children are generally 

simUar to those of the Beyer mediod book except for some slight changes 

or improvements. Level 1 includes diagrams indicating the hand position 

with fingering on the staff and the keyboard. These are provided six times 

when new hand positions are inttoduced. Other than these, several 

instmctions are found here and there without any uniform format. The 

preparatory exercises for the left hand are accompanied by the 

performance instmction: "...practice surely with correct posmre." ̂ ^̂  At 

the end of the these exercises is the admonition. "Play each note carefuUy 

widi beautiful heart. If [one] has a little confidence in his playing, [one] 

tends to get fast, so be careful of tiiis."^^^ The preparatory exercises for 

both hands are preceded by the instmction to "practice each hand 

separately and tiioroughly without a mistake. When you can play witii each 

hand weU, then you can practice together with both hands." The last 

playing suggestion in Level 1 is provided before the twelveth piece: "Play 
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witii correct posmre, and witii no force (tension) of die arms and hands, 

but smootiily whUe counting tiie beats clearly."^^^ 

In Level 2, the performance instmctions are usuaUy given together 

with the definition and/or explanation of musical terms or symbols such as 

accent, staccato, scale, and double-notes, etc. For example, tiie practice 

instmction of No. 80 includes die defmitions of staccatissimo and 

acciaccatura witii realizations of those symbols. Other insttiictions of tiiis 

nature include an explanation of hand crossings. The feature known as 

"Explanation of Point," provided in the Bever mediod, no longer can be 

found in the Bever for Children. 

4. 5. 3. The New Se-kwang Beyer 

4. 5. 3. 1. Tvpes of Pieces 

The New Se-kwang Beyer method in four levels contains 123 

pedagogical pieces, 60 applied pieces, and 27 short preparatory pieces. 

Among the 123 pedagogical pieces, 53 are taken from the original Beyer 

method book in either original or modified format; eight pedagogical 

pieces are taken either from popular folk songs or children's songs; and the 

remaining are probably arranged, adapted, or originaUy composed by the 

editor(s), without identifying their origm. 

Out of sixty applied pieces, twenty-two are either traditional or 

contemporary Korean children's songs. The rest are mostiy foreign folk 

tunes and songs such as "Old McDonald," "Auld Lang Syne," "Twinkle, 

Twinkle, Little Star," and "Silent Night." Also, tiie "Cuckoo Song," "Jingle 

Bells," and "Du, Du, Liegst Mir im Herzen," included in the Bever for 

q^jldren. appear again in the New Se-kwang Beyer. 
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There are a few transcriptions of classics such as "Ode to Joy" from L. 

V. Beetiioven's Nintii Symphony and luUabies by W. A. Mozart and F. 

Schubert. For the first tune in the Beyer methods, a popular song is found 

in the New Se-kwang Bever. an arrangement of "Edelweiss" by Richard 

Rodgers. The exact number of the pieces may help us to understand the 

type of hterature as weU as the change in emphasis as seen in the Table 

4.10. 

Table 4.10: Emphasis on Types of Literamre in the New 
Se-kwang Beyer. 

Original Beyer Folk Classic Popular Others Total 

Level 1 26 12 13 1 0 2 54 

Level 2 7 16 21 0 1 1 46 

Level 3 10 10 20 1 0 1 42 

Level 4 5 15 19 2 0 0 41 

Total 50 53 71 4 1 4 183 

4. 5. 3. 2. Historical Periods 

There has been no attempt to include in die New Se-kwang Bever 

metiiod books music in a variety of styles representative of historical eras 

in music. Like its predecessors, tiiis mediod does not include any pieces 

such as stylized dance pieces which represent the Baroque period; sonatina, 

sonata, or rondo which represent the Classical period; character pieces 

which represent the Romantic period; or any pieces which represent the 

twentieth cenmry. The only classical pieces found in the New Se-kwang 
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EfiiiSr are a pedagogical piece by C. Czemy, two luUabies by W. A. Mozart 

and F. Schubert, and tiie "Ode to Joy" tiieme from Beetiioven's nintii 

symphony. Most of the applied pieces are foUc songs and children's songs, 

either foreign or Korean. Furthermore, no information, regarding history 

and literature, is provided in the New Se-kwang Bever. 

4. 5. 3. 3. Variety of Composers 

The New Se-kwang Beyer includes pieces by more different composers 

than any of the previous versions of the Beyer books. Most impressive are 

twenty pieces, mostiy children's songs, composed by eighteen Korean 

» composers, mostly in arrangements by the editor(s). These composers 

include pioneers of Westem music in Korea such as Hong Nan-pa, Li 

Heung-ryol, and some contemporary musicians. 

Of the foreign composers included in the New Se-kwang Beyer, some 

are unfamUiar. But those famihar to us are such famous composers as L. 

v. Beethoven, W. A. Mozart, F. Schubert, Stephen Foster, James Pierpont, 

and Franz Gmber. However, no biographical information about 

composers is presented in the New Se-kwang Bever. 

4 .5 .3 .4 . Scope of Kevs 

The repertoire pieces of die New Se-kwang Bever are written in ten 

different keys, seven major and three mmor. The key of E major included 

in the previous Beyer methods is excluded here, but the keys of E'' major 

and D and E minor are added to the New Se-kwang Bever. Level 1 

contains only pieces in C major. Li Level 2, seventy four percent of the 
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pieces are m die key of C major, and die only otiier major key is G. In 

addition, tiu-ee minor keys such as A, D, and E are included. The majority 

of pieces in Level 3 are in C, G. and F major. In Level 4, compositions in 

a variety of keys are included. The new keys in tiiis level are die keys of 

D, A, B , and Er Major. The exact number of pieces in each key and their 

percentages may be seen in Table 4.11. 

Table 4.11: Keys Used m the New Se-kwang Bever. 

BT F Am Dm Em Total 

LI 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4 

L2 3 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 6 

L 3 16 12 0 0 11 0 0 2 1 0 42 

L4 6 9 5 4 8 2 3 4 0 0 41 

Total 

% 

110 

60 

30 

16 

5 

3 

4 

2 

19 

10 

2 

1 

3 

2 

8 

4 

1 

0.5 

1 

0.5 

183 

100 

4. 5. 3. 5. Stvle and Oualitv of Pieces 

The literature of the New Se-kwang Bever is much improved in quahty 

over the previous Beyer methods. The pedagogical pieces especiaUy in 

Level 1 seem much more suitable for beginning smdents in contrast to the 

previous Beyer methods. Also, most of the pedagogical pieces from the 

original Beyer are modified to be suitable for begiiming smdents. In 

addition, several attractive and interesting tunes are included in the 
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pedagogical pieces. In die case of tiie eleven applied pieces, aU are foDc 

songs and chUdren's songs, eitiier Korean or foreign. HappUy, tiierefore. 

Level 1 consists of more attractive and interesting pieces than the previous 

Beyer methods. 

About two-thu"ds of the pieces in Level 1 are monophonic compositions 

for the right or left hand alone. Almost aU the remaining one-third are 

unison melodies, melodies doubled at the lower sixth, or melodies with a 

single-voice accompaniment. However, at the end of Level 1, there are a 

few pieces consisting of a melody with an accompaniment of various 

intervals such as seconds, thirds, and fifths. Most apphed and some 

pedagogical pieces contain lyrics for the enjoyment of the smdents. Lastly, 

the pieces reflect the proper gradation of difficulty throughout Level 1. 

The weakness of Level 1 is that most pieces are either in the C pentachord 

or the key of C major and are limited to the C major five-fmger position. 

Interestingly enough, the piece entitled "UmbreUa" [Wu-san] by Pak Un-

suk might be an imitation of the popular French folk tune "Au Clau-e de la 

Lune." The first four measures and the last four, out of die total twelve-

measure piece, are exactiy identical widi the first four measures of "Au 

Clau-e de la Lune."̂ ^̂  

In Level 2, most pieces are almost identical in terms of texmre, that is, 

melody and accompaniment, and in quality. The accompaniment pattems 

are mostiy simple broken chords or Alberti basses; the tunes which are 

limited to five-fmger position, are exclusively in tiie right hand, and most 

have lyrics. As a resuh of die abmpt usage of die Alberti bass witiiout 

prior preparation, the difficulty is sharply increased in this level. 
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Furthermore, the fact that triads are not introduced in this level may be 

perceived as a problem. 

The style and quahty of the pieces in Level 3 are sunilar to that of 

Level 2. The style of right-hand melody and left-hand accompaniment 

continues to predominate throughout Level 3. Although some new feamres 

are found in a few pieces, most of the accompaniments consist of either 

Alberti bass or other broken chord figuration. The new features are as 

foUows: hand crossing, melody in the left hand, modulation within a piece, 

waltz bass, triads, and arppeggio figures with the damper pedal. However, 

the use of a triadic accompaniment in the right hand is introduced in only 

one piece. In addition to these feamres, the range of melodies in the right 

hand is increased to one octave in most instances. Yet, there remains a 

problem in that concepts which ought to be reinforced in the "applied 

pieces" are not properly applied. For example, after major scales such as 

C, G, and F are inttoduced, none of the foUowing apphed pieces contain 

any scale passages at aU. Instead of puttmg mto practice tiie scales just 

presented, most apphed pieces consist of a scale-free melody and 

accompaniment only. Another problem is that some pieces use elements 

not yet introduced. For example, the sixteendi note occurs in the initial 

rhytimiic pattem (p' p p ) in "SUent Night."̂ ^̂  

Like Levels 2 and 3, Level 4 contains mostly pieces widi a right-hand 

melody and a left-hand accompaniment of Alberti bass or other broken 

chord figures. However, several new keys such as D, A, B% and Ê  are 

introduced, and new feamres such as mnes in double thu-ds and sixteenth 
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notes are utUized in tiie pieces. The level of difficulty increases primarily 

due to liiythmic complexities, new keys, and accidentals. 

4. 5. 3. 6. Performanrpe insttiirtinn^ 

New practice suggestions are included in the New Se-kwang Bever. 

These are presented tiu-ee times early in Level 1. The fu-st of them is 

provided in the initial pages of music fundamentals: 

1. Smdy the rhythm, clapping hands before playing. 
2. Check hand position on the keyboard. 
3. Play, counting the rhythm correctiy. 
4. Play whUe singing, using letter names. 
5. Play without looking at the keyboard, but just at the score. 

6. Repeat several times imtU you can play weU.̂ ^̂  

The second occurrence of practice suggestions appears in No.2, a piece 

entitied "Smdy of Rhythm." Here, the suggestions are identical with those 

mentioned above except for the last one, that is, "sing the song with 

words''̂ ^^ The last time practice suggestions appear is in the section of 

preparatory exercises for the left hand. In this instance, suggestions 

numbers 2 and 3 above are excluded, but a new suggestion is added: "play 

with a correct sitting position, without force (tension) in the wrist and 

shoulder."^^^ In addition, frequentiy the hand position for the piece and its 

fingering are given in the top margin of the page in Level 1 of the New Se-

kwang Bever. Otiier performance instmctions are usuaUy given togetiier 

with the definition or explanation of terms or techniques such as legato, 

non-legato, staccato, etc. The performance instmction provided most 

frequentiy is the one for phrasing. The editor(s) instmcts smdents to take 
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die hand off die keyboard while raising die wrist shghtly at the end of die 

phrase. 

4. 5. 4. Conclusion 

The most recent American piano methods contain a variety of hteramre 

including original compositions, foUc and weU known tunes, and sunphfied 

arrangements of Classical themes from symphonic, chamber, and operatic 

music. Less frequentiy, some methods even provide Classical music 

originally written for the keyboard. Usually, foUc and popular mnes are 

selected for the beginning levels and arrangements of Classical music are 

presented in the upper levels. The repertoire contains an atttactive text, 

fuU of descriptive and yet metricaUy suitable words, to give rhythmic and 

imaginative support to smdents. 

Adding a teacher's accompaniment is a common feature in the recent 

American piano methods. Also common is to add smdent ensemble pieces 

found, for example, in Artistry at the Piano by Jon and Mary George. 

Some method books provide imaginative, interesting, and even colorful 

teacher's accompaniments for their repertoire as in the case of methods 

such as Keyboard Arts and The Music Tree. The teacher's 

accompaniments and smdent ensemble pieces provide several benefits to 

smdents such as rhythmic reinforcement, ensemble experience, and the 

oppormnity to appreciate a fuUer sound. 

The stylistic variety of hteramre in piano methods has been considered 

very important during the past decades. Thus, the authors of American 

piano methods have tried to provide pieces in a variety of styles as weU as a 

wealth of atttactive, imaginative, and different sounds. As a result, some 
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American methods provide many pieces which have a variety of phrase 

lengtiis, rhythms (including the use of irregular or changing meters), 

ranges, articulations, and texmres. At die same time, most American 

methods reflect aU style periods, ranging from the Baroque through 

present-day sounds. Application of more present-day sounds in smdent 

repertoire is found in several piano method books. Robert Pace's Music 

for Piano, for one, provides pieces using pentatonic, hexatonic, and modal 

scales, and even twelve-tone technique. For another example, the 

Mainstreams piano method introduces a varied spectrum of contemporary 

musical sounds and experiences, such as unconventional and graphic 

notation and sound effects inside and outside the piano. 

The reinforcement of concepts and skiUs in the repertoire is another 

important factor for consideration among the authors of American piano 

methods. Therefore, repertoire pieces in the core text, a separate 

repertoire book, or sheet music are carefully designed to fulfil this goal. 

Though differing in extent and format, most American piano mediods 

provide basic information on style, genre, form, and a few of the major 

composers from each historical period. 

In hght of diese developments in the West, Koreans have made much 

improvement m several aspects of the Beyer methods, when you compare 

the original one to the newest one. The area improved the most is m die 

selection of the type of repertoire. Every composition in the old Bever is 

an original piece by F. Beyer in the uniform style of the German Classical 

and early Romantic school. In contrast, however, the Beyer for ChUdren 

adds twenty new repertoire pieces, mostiy foreign folk songs and weU-

known tunes, as well as a few arrangements of Classical music. In the case 
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of the New Se-kwang B̂ .ŷ î sixty new repertoire pieces of die same sort 

are added. Noteworthy about tiie New Se-kwang Bever is tiie fact tiiat, 

among its new repertoire pieces, many are taken from Korean composers, 

including original compositions and arrangements of weU known tunes. 

Thus, this third method provides a more attractive and appealing repertoire 

to smdents and their parents than do the odier two Beyer mediods. 

Another improvement is the addition of lyrics to the new pieces, though 

some of them are not weU-suited to the music. 

Unfortimately, however, there is not much improvement as far as the 

style and quality of the music are concemed. The majority of the 

repertoire is in homophonic texmre, consisting of melody and mostly 

broken chord accompaniment. As a result, variety in sound and mood is 

severely lacking in these pieces. More specificaUy, the repertoire lacks a 

variety of phrase lengths, texmre, stmcmre, articulation, and rhythm. 

Where rhythm is concemed, there is not even one piece which uses an 

irregular meters or changing meters. In the case of stmcture, most of the 

pieces are in sixteen-measure song form. There is not even one piece 

which has a contemporary sound. The only tonahties used in this method 

are major keys up to three sharps and flats and a few minor keys. 

Even though much repertoire by Korean musicians is included, 

unfortunately, there is not a single piece which has traditional Korean 

musical qualities in terms of rhythm, tonality, and mood. Most of the 

pieces by Korean musicians are nothing but arrangements of popular tunes 

in an uniform style, that is, melody and simple, even boring, 

accompaniment, probably provided by the editor(s). There is no exception 
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to tills tt-end, even m tiie case of die original compositions by Korean 
musicians. 

Most of die newly added repertoire pieces in die Bever for Children 

^ ^ *^ New Se-kwang R ŷ̂ r are caUed "apphed pieces." But many pieces 

can not be considered as "apphed pieces," because tiiey do not incorporate 

apphcations of tiie concepts presented m tiie text. The foUowing exemplify 

diis problem found m tiie New Se-kwang Bftŷ r- (1) Most of tiie apphed 

pieces do not have dynamic or expressive markings and otiier articulation 

markings, even after aU sorts of markings have been introduced in die 

mediod; (2) The apphed pieces foUowmg die mttoduction of scales do not 

have any kind of scale passages; (3) After pedaling is mttoduced at page 73 

in Level 3, there is not even one piece which has pedaling; (4) After ledger 

line notes are inttoduced at pages 22-25 in Level 3, most pieces do not 

contain ledger-line notes; (5) The pedagogical piece No. 56 is entitied "F 

Major Practice and Alternation of Hands." This piece is in the key of F 

major and in the style of canonic procedure with altemating hands. But, 

the two apphed pieces immediately foUowing at pages 18-19 in Level 3 are 

homophonic pieces with simple broken-chord accompaniment. There is no 

use of altemating hands and canonic procedures at aU. Furthermore, the 

second apphed piece is not even in the key of F major. These are just a 

few examples, but many more similar ones can be found to show how the 

"apphed pieces" fail to provide reinforcement of the concepts presented in 

the method. 
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4. 6. Musicianship and Theorv 

Conceming musicianship and theory, there are nine areas for 

examination: (a) Major and Mmor Pentachords; (b) Intervals; (c) 

Presentation of the Concepts of Key, Key Signature, and Scale; (d) 

Harmonic Understanding and Function; (e) Harmonization and 

Accompanymg; (f) Transposition; (g) Creativity; (h) Aural SkiUs; and (i) 

Form and Analysis. 

4. 6. 1. The Beyer 

4. 6. 1. 1. Major and Minor Pentachords 

None of the five-finger pattems is introduced in the Beyer method 

book. However, most of the pieces in this method consist of various 

combinations of five-finger pattems in a limited number of keys. 

4. 6. 1. 2. Intervals 

In the initial section of music fundamentals of the Beyer, the intervals 

of the second through the octave are introduced. Without any explanation, 

the name of each interval is written down. For example, the notes C and D 

are written on the staff and named as a "second." This brief mtroduction 

to the intervals in the initial section of music fundamentals comprises the 

only information on the subject in the entire course. 

4 f; 1. 3. Presentation of die Concepts of Kev. Kev 
Signatwrg, and Sgalg 

The concept of key is never inttoduced in the Bever at aU. The 

meaning of key signamre is discussed to a minimal degree in conjunction 
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witii tiie presentation of tiie G major scale. However, tiie ratiier 

msufficient explanation lacks several important concepts which should be 

intt-oduced regarding tiie order and sttiicmre of die key signamre. But, tiie 

only explanations provided in tiie text are as foUows: "The sharp or flat 

which is placed at tiie beginning of tiie piece influences tiie whole piece. 

This is a key signattu-e, and tiie G major scale has sharp on tiie note F as a 

key signattire."^^^ This explanation is given only for G major, and, in die 

foUowing scales, die key signamre just appears witiiout any explanations. 

The scales of C, G, D, A, E, F, and Bl major and A mmor are presented 

respectively witiiout explanations about the concept and stmcture of die 

major and minor scales. The mttoduction of die concept of accidentals is 

foUowed by tiie presentation of tiie G major scale. None of tiiis is 

reinforced by any written exercises. 

4. 6. 1. 4. Harmonic Understanding and Function 

Triads and chords are used for the pieces in the Beyer, but there is no 

presentation of Roman numerals or other chord symbols. In short, this 

method never mentions about the chord and/or its function at aU, although 

most pieces consist of primary triads. 

4. 6. 1. 5. Harmonization and Accompanying 

There is no reference to this area in the Beyer. 

4 6. 1. 6. Transposition 

There is no reference to this area in die Bever. 
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4. 6. 1. 7. Creativity 

There is no reference to tiiis area in tiie Bever. 

4. 6. l .R . Aural ,^Vinc 

There is no reference to this area in the Beyer. 

4. 6. 1. 9. Form and Analy^fj^ 

There is no reference to this area in the Beyer. 

4 .6 .2 . The Bever for Children 

4. 6. 2. 1. Major and Minor Pentachords 

None of the five-finger pattems is inttoduced or explained, but just 

used in the most pieces in the Beyer for Children. 

4. 6. 2. 2. Intervals 

The concept of the interval and its application is mentioned only once 

in the Beyer for Children, at page 54 in Level 2. The intervals of the 

third, sixth, fourth, and fifth are introduced. The method books provide 

no written exercises of intervals at aU. 

4. 6. 2. 3. Presentation of die Concepts of Kev. Kev 
Signamre. and Scale 

The concept of key is not introduced in the Bever for Children. 

However, the key signatures are presented in conjunction with the 

presentation of the G major scale and other scales. The explanation of the 

term key signature is given only for G major, and, in the foUowing scales, 

key signamres appear without any explanation. Furthermore, the 
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explanation given is rather insufficient. Several important concepts, such 

as the order and stmcmre of the key signamres, are not inttoduced or 

discussed. The only explanations provided are as foUows: "The # is 

always placed before tiie note F in a piece in G major. The # is placed next 

to the clefs as a key signature, rather dian putting this symbol beside the 

note F everytime it occurs."^^ In addition, exercises for leaming key 

signatures are not found in any fonnat throughout the main text. 

The concept of scales is presented in conjunction with the inttoduction 

of the C major scale in Level 2. The explanatory text states as foUows: 

If you put aU the notes leamed so far [in this method] according to 
their pitch, it can be summarized as "do, re, mi fa, sol, la, si, do." 
If you play each white key in succession to the right side from the 
middle C, you wiU find out that it is identical with "do, re, mi, fa, 
sol, la, si, do" which you leamed from music class. This is caUed a 
scale....The interval of E to F, and B to C (no black key) is a half 
step, and the other intervals such as C to D, D to E, F to G, G to A, 
and A to B are whole steps. Such a scale is caUed a major scale. 

Since the first note is C, this scale is the C major scale.̂ ^^ 

The above explanations are insufficient in several aspects. For 

example, the concept of the half and whole steps is not explained 

sufficiently. The half step between the notes E and F, and B and C is 

pointed out, but the editor(s) never mentions the fact that the half steps wiU 

occur in the same places for the rest of the scales. In general, there is 

much improvement to the introduction of the scale in die Bever for 

Children, since tiie old Bever does not provide any explanations of tiie 

scale. But tiie explanations in die Bever for Children are very vague, to 

say the least. 
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4, 6. 2. 4. Harmnnitp Understanding and Function 

The Bever for Children mentions chords only twice. The fu-st time is 

in a section entitled "Smdy of die Chord," presented in Level 1. The 

explanatory text states that two or more notes make a chord, and then the 

tiurd (E-G) and tiie second (F-G) are inttoduced in die tt-eble clef ^̂ ^ The 

second occasion is entitied "Chord" and is presented in Level 2. The 

explanatory text states that the chord is a piling up of the two or more 

notes. FoUowmg this text, three broken chords are presented: C E G, B D 

G, and C F A. FoUowing these broken chords, the same triads are written 

out as sohd chords.̂ ^^ These are the only two instances where chords are 

discussed in the Beyer for ChUdren. There is no mention of Chord names, 

Roman numerals, or other chord symbols. Nor are there any exercises, 

written or otherwise, in regard to chords in the Beyer for Children. 

4. 6. 2. 5. Harmonization and Accompanying 

There is no reference to this area in the Beyer for Children. 

4. 6. 2. 6. Transposition 

There is no reference to this area in die Bever for Children. 

4. 6. 2. 7. Creativitv 

There is no reference to tiiis area m tiie Bever for Children. 

A ^ 7 « Aural SkUls 

There is no reference to tiiis area in the Bever for Children. 
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4. 6. 2. 9. Form and An l̂ŷ î  

There is no reference to this area in the Bever for Children. 

4. 6. 3. The New Se-kwang Beyer 

4. 6. 3. 1. Major and Minor Pentachords 

Level 1 of the New Se-kwang Beyer method does not introduce the 

five-finger pattem in the text, although aU the pieces on this level consist 

mostly of the C major five-fmger pattem. However, the five-finger 

pattems of the C major and F Lydian are presented several times as the 

hand position for some of the pieces. But the five-finger pattem is never 

identified or addressed in Level 1. 

Level 2 provides five-finger pattems several times as foUows: (1) the 

five-finger pattems of C major and of G major are presented for the hand 

positions of those keys;̂ ^^ (2) the five-fmger pattem of G major is 

presented at die mtroduction of tiie key of die G major;̂ ^̂  (3) tiie five-

finger pattem of C major is presented in No. 35, a piece titled "Five-

Finger Practice in C."̂ ^̂  But, again, the five-finger pattems are never 

identified m tiie text m Level 2. In addition, the five-fmger pattem of G 

major is presented under tiie section entitled "The Scale of G Major" ̂ "̂̂  and 

tiie one of E minor is presented under die section caUed "The Scale of E 

Minor." ̂ ^ Botii five-fmger pattems are presented along witii dieu-

primary triads. However, aldiough tiiese five-fmger pattems are 

inttoduced, they are not identified or mentioned as such. 

In Level 3, tiie five-finger pattem of F major is presented m the section 

designated "The Smdy of F Major." For tiie first and last time m tiie New 

g -̂irw^ng Bever. tiiis five-fmger pattem is identified as "die five notes of F 
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major." But this is inttoduced as theory, without die fmgering, not as a 

five-fmger pattem to play.̂ ^^ 

As discussed so far, the five-fmger pattems of a few keys are presented 

several times in tiie New Se-kwang Bever. But tiiese presentations are 

somewhat confusing, because these are provided without a consistent 

format. They are presented only as hand positions, and they just appear 

without any identification or explanation when new keys or scales are 

introduced. For example, when the key of G major is inttoduced, the five-

finger pattem is not identified but the fingering is provided. In contrast, 

however, when the key of F major is inttoduced, the five-finger pattem is 

identified, but the fingering is not provided. 

4. 6. 3. 2. Intervals 

Without an inttoduction of the concept of intervals, the interval of the 

sixth is just used and labeled as a sixdi in the piece entitied "The Exercise 

Piece Which has the Interval of a Sixth." This piece is in two-voice texmre 

and moves predominantly in paraUel sixths. Neither the concept of 

intervals nor the interval of sixth is inttoduced, but the interval of sixth in 

the piece is marked with brackets three tunes.̂ ^^ Immediately foUowing, 

two pieces, No.l4 and No.l5, have the same tities as No.l3 and consist only 

of intervals of the sixth in paraUel motion. As in the previous piece, the 

interval of the sixth is pointed out several times without any explanations. 

Again m pieces No. 19 and No.20, exactiy same tiling occurs. 

In Level 2, tiie intervals of the fifth and sixtii are, again, just labeled in 

two pieces. The first piece out of two, No.36, titied "The Practice of the I 

and V Chords in C Major and the TriU" has a preparatory exercise for the 
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left hand caUed "The Exercise of Finger Sttetchmg." This du^e-measure 

exercise consists of tiie intervals of tiie fifth and sixdi m succession. StiU, 

tiiose intervals are just pointed out as before.̂ ^^ In die next piece titied 

"The Practice of tiie IV Chord in C Major," exactiy tiie same tiling happens 
• 132 

agam."'̂  

In Level 3, the concept of the interval is finaUy addressed in the theory 

section titled "The Smdy of Double Notes in die Interval of a Sixtii." The 

text states that "the interval is the distance between two notes."̂ ^^ Then, 

the intervals from the unison through the octave are presented and 

identified m die tteble clef The mterval of die sixtii is highlighted witii 

color, and seven exercises for the interval of the sixth are presented in both 

treble and bass clefs. 

4. 6. 3. 3. Presentation of the Concepts of Key. Key 
Signamre. and Scale 

The key of C major is not acmaUy inttoduced in the New Se-kwang 

Beyer, although most of the music contained in it is in the key of C major. 

Some elements of the key of C are presented in the sections caUed "Smdy 

of Tonic Chord in C Major" and "Smdy of I, V, and V'̂ ": (1) die tonic 

chord in C major is written in root position and identified as tonic or I in C 

major, (2) the dominant and dominant-seventh chords are shown, but there 

is no indication of what key they are in; (3) a chord progression is given 
1 TA 

using a mixmre of diads and triads. 

The first key acmaUy inttoduced is the key of G major, which is 

presented with key signamre, five-finger pattem, and tonic and dominant 

notes in the section caUed "A Smdy of G Major."̂ ^̂  The next key 
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inttoduced is tiie key of A mmor m tiie section entitied "A Smdy of A 

Mmor." However, its manner of presentation is entu-ely different from 

that of G major. As an introduction to the key of A minor, the chords of 

the tonic, dominant, and dominant-seventh, aU of which are built on the A 

minor pentachord, are just presented witiiout explanation and identified 

witii Roman numerals. Then two examples of the use of tonic and 

dominant chords in A minor and one written exercise appear. The first is 

accompanied by the statement: "It begins with tonic chord, la do mi, and 

ends with la do mi." FoUowing this statement, two tunes of four measures 

each are given with tonic triads in the bass of the first and last measures. 

The other measures have nothing in the bass, not even rests. The second 

example is preceded by the foUowing: "The begiiming and cadence in A 

minor." This example consists of a tune (eight measures in length) with a 

tonic chord in the bass of the first and last measures, and the V^ in the 

penultimate measure. Again, the other measures have nothing in the bass. 

Lastiy, two mnes are printed and the smdents are asked to determine 

whether they are in C major or A minor.̂ ^^ 

The key of G major is introduced again in the section designated "The 

Scale of G Major." Here, tiie relationship between tiie tonic note of C 

major and that of G major is indicated as being a fifth apart. Also, the 

tonic, sub-dominant,dominant, and dominant-seventh chords are presented 

along witii the G major pentachord.̂ ^^ Immediately foUowmg die above 

introduction, the key of E minor is introduced exactly in the same manner 

described above witii tiie titie "The Scale of E Mmor."̂ ^̂  However, tiie 

key of F major is introduced in a different manner again. After the 

pentachord of F major is presented, a written exercise which asks smdents 
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to identify notes in tiie F major scale foUows. Then, the primary triads, 
the root note, and the chord progression I-IV5-V6-I, are given m F 

major. The keys of G and F major, and A and E mmor are tiie only 

keys introduced in the New Se-kwang Bever. As discussed so far, not only 

are these keys inttoduced in a different manner each time, but also 

different musical elements are presented. The otiier keys D,A,B'', and E'' 

major, occur oitiy in the introductions to the scales of the same keys. 

When the scale of C major is inttoduced in Level 3, the concept and 

stmcture of the major scale are explained with much a improved text in the 

section designated "The Smdy of the C Major Scale" as foUows: 

The scale is considered as an arrangement of musical notes in the 
order of the pitch within the octave according to a fixed mle. The 
major scale is the eight notes which are placed in a row within the 
octave. Among these notes, the note between the third and fourth, 
and the seventh and eighth are half steps whUe the rest of them are 
in whole steps.̂ ^^ 

The major scale is introduced not only in the pattem of the whole and 

half steps, but also in the pattem of two tetrachords. FoUowing the C 

major scale, the G major scale and F major scale are introduced in Level 3 

in a maimer simUar to that of the C major scale. Conttary to our 

expectations, however, the next scale, that of D minor, is inttoduced in 

rather a strange maimer. The namral and harmonic scales and the primary 

chords in D minor are iUustt-ated along witii die F major scale witiiout any 

explanations.̂ ^^ At tiie end of Level 3, tiie sharp, flat, and namral signs 

(jj t l|) are introduced with written exercises and examples of their 

realization at the keyboard. 
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In Level 4, written exercises are provided in the section caUed 

"Questions for Smdy" as foUows: writing key signattu-es m botii tteble and 

bass clefs for given keys (C, G, F. and A); writing tonic notes in bodi 

tt-eble and bass clefs for given key signattu-es (C, G, D, and F); writing 

botii key signattu-e and tonic note in die grand staff for given keys (C, G, 

F, and A). Then, the major scales of D, Bt, A, and B are inttoduced 

respectively. The fonnat of the introduction of these scales is again 

different from those of die scales inttoduced in Level 3. The new major 

scales in Level 4 are inttoduced in the pattem of whole and half steps as 

weU as the key signatures, but the tetrachord pattem is not shown. In 

conjimction with the scales, the tonic, sub-dominant, dominant, and 

dominant-seventh chords are introduced. The three types of minor scales 

are introduced in the key of A minor. ̂ ^̂  The namral form is explained m 

the pattem of the whole and half steps, while the harmonic and melodic 

forms are described in relation to the namral form. FinaUy, the order of 

sharps and flats up to three sharps and flats is taught with written exercises 

to reinforce the concept. Also, an explanation is given for finding the key 

of a piece according to the key signamres, and to fmd the tonic note of a 

minor key from the tonic note of the relative major key.^^ 

4. 6. 3. 4. Harmonic Understanding and Function 

Level 1 introduces the tonic, dominant, and dominant-seventh chords. 

Almost at the end of Level 1, the concepts of chords and triads are given in 

die section entitled "The Tonic Chord of C Major." The text states tiiat 

"The chord means the sounding of two or more notes together. The triad 
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consists of tiie root, tiiird and fifth notes."̂ "*̂  The otiier tilings explamed 

here are as foUows: (1) tiie interval between die tonic and die fifth of a 

triad is a fifdi; (2) tiie bottom note of tiie tonic ttiad is die root; (3) tiie sign 

for tiie tonic ttiad is "I"; (4) tiie tonic ttiad is used at tiie beguming and end 

of the piece. Three pages later, the tonic, dominant and dominant-seventh 

chords in the key of C major are inttoduced in the section caUed "The 

Smdy of the Tonic, Dommant, and Dominant-sevendi Chords." But there 

is no mention of the functions of the chords. These chords are presented 

on the staff as foUows without any explanatory text: (1) the tonic and 

dominant notes are indicated in the C major pentachord; (2) the tonic and 

dominant triads are buUt on the tonic and dominant notes; (3) the 

dominant-seventh chord is presented as the dominant chord plus its seventh 

note; (4) the chord progression of the tonic and dominant is presented : I-

V'7 (F and G)-I (E and G)-V'^ (F and O-I.̂ "*̂  In die du-ee pieces 

immediately foUowing, the tonic (E and G or C and G) and dominant-

seventh (F and G) chords with Roman numerals are placed in a box in the 

margin above each piece. Also, Roman numerals are placed in two pieces 

to help smdents understand the function of the chords. 

Level 2 continuaUy emphasizes the importance of the tonic, dominant, 

and dominant-seventh chords and provides some written exercises. Before 

the introduction of G major, the harmonic function of the tonic, dominant, 

and dominant-seventh chords in C major is reinforced in the pieces. For 

example, some pedagogical pieces have such tities as "The Exercise Piece 

Which Has tiie Tonic and Dominant-seventii Chords"̂ ^̂  and "The Exercise 

of tiie V-I Chord Progression."^^^ Most pieces in Level 2 consist of die 

tonic, dominant, and/or dominant-seventh chords in an Alberti bass. 
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altiiough a few pieces have solid chords in die accompanymg part. For 

example. No. 27 consists of blocked tonic and dominant diads: (diat is C-E 

and G-D). When the key of G major is introduced, no triads are presented, 

but only the tonic and dominant pitches as single notes. ̂ ^̂  However, 

foUowing this inttoduction, there are some pieces in G major which use an 

Alberti bass made up of the tonic, dominant and/or dominant-sevendi 

chords, and Roman numerals of these chords are displayed below the staff. 

In contrast to the way G major was introduced, A minor is presented 

together with its tonic, dominant, and dominant-seventh chords.̂ ^^ In the 

pieces immediately foUowing, the tonic and dominant-seventh chords are 

used in the accompaniment as either harmonic intervals (A-E and D-E) or 

broken chords (Alberti bass). From this point almost to the end of Level 

2, the tonic and dominant chords in C major are continuaUy reinforced in 

most of the pieces. In the section caUed "Smdy of Harmony," the root 

position tonic and first-inversion dominant chords are presented and some 

written exercises are provided.̂ ^^ In the subsequent piece, designated 

"Exercise of the Tonic and Dominant chords and the TriU in C major," the 

chord progression of I-V^ is provided both m the treble and bass clefs. 
Then, the solid and broken styles of the progression I-V^-Vs (with fifth 

omitted)-I are presented without any explanations or instmctions to 

smdents as to what to do with this presentation of chords.̂ ^^ The sub-

dominant chord is introduced for the first time in the New Se-kwang Bever 

in the next piece, named "Exercise of the Sub-dominant in C Major"̂ ^̂  

The sub-dominant chord in the root position and inversions is presented 

without even mentioning the terms root position, first inversion, and 
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second inversion. However, the inverted chords are accenmated widi color 

for emphasis and tiiey are identified as being m mverted form. Then, die 

chord progression, I-IV -̂V -̂V^ (witii fifth omitted)-I, is presented witiiout 

fmgerings or instmction as to what to do widi tiiis.^^ Altiiough diis chord 

progression is shown m sohd chords, the piece does not have even one solid 

chord, but only broken chords. Furthermore, the chord progression is not 

even the same one that appears in the piece, which does not contain the V^ 

chord. No. 40, which has Alberti bass in the left hand, is entitied "The 

Smdy of the Broken Chord of die Tonic and Dommant Chord."̂ ^̂  There 

is anodier piece with a similar titie, "Broken Chord Smdy," which also has 

Alberti bass.̂ ^^ Since many previous pieces have had Alberti bass 

consisting of tonic and dominant chords, the tities of these pieces are 

somewhat inappropriate, if not ridiculous. Then, sttangely enough, Alberti 

bass is introduced as if it were a new concept in the section caUed "The 

Smdy of Broken Chords." Alberti bass figuration of the tonic, dominant, 

and dominant-seventh chords in C major is presented in comparison with 

the same solid chords along with exercises to be played and written 

exercises.̂ '̂̂  This should have been inttoduced earher, before the first 

piece usmg Alberti bass.̂ ^^ In the section designated "The Smdy of the 

Broken Chord in the Bass Clef," more written exercises for Alberti bass 

are provided.̂ ^^ Almost at die end of Level 2, the tonic, sub-dommant, 

dominant, and dominant-seventh chords in G major and E minor are 

presented in tiie section entitied "The Scale of G Major" and "The Scale of 

E Mmor." 
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Level 3 inttoduces tiie primary ttiads of G major, F major, and D 

mmor. In tiie section caUed "The Chords m G Major," die foUowing 

subjects are presented: (1) die primary triads are built on die notes of die 
pentachord; (2) tiie chord progression I-rV4-I-V^-I; (3) a written exercise 

which asks smdents to write the Roman numeral analysis of given chords; 

(4) a written exercise which ask smdents to write Alberti bass and Roman 

numerals for given chords.̂ ^^ In tiie section designated "F major Smdy," 

items 1 and 2 above, are presented in F major, but with no written 

exercises.^ ^ Lastly, the primary triads in D minor are presented at page 

48, Level 3. However, the dominant-seventh chord is not included when 

the primary triads are presented in Level 3. This is surprising, since the 

dominant-seventh chords are always included in the introductions of chords 

in Level 2. 

In Level 4, the primary triads and dominant-seventh chord are 

presented when the new scales, D, B^ A, and E^ are inttoduced. In 

addition, the primary triads, the dominant-seventh chord, and the chord 

progression (I-FV-V-V^-I) are presented m the section caUed "Adding 

Chords in D Major."̂ ^̂  Finally, a written exercise which asks smdents to 

write tonic triads m C, G, D, F, and B'' major is provided on page 18 m 

Level 4. Although the New Se-kwang Bever inttoduces and emphasizes tiie 

fimction of the chords such as the tonic, sub-dominant, and dominant, the 

chord symbols, for example C, G ,̂ etc., are never mttoduced at aU. Also, 

inverted chords are presented m the theory sections and used extensively in 
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tiie pieces, but die concept of die inversion of a chord is never addressed or 

discussed anywhere in the text. 

4. 6. 3. 5. Harmonization and Accompanvjng 

The New Se-kwang BevPT emphasizes harmonization and 

accompanying, which are entkely ignored m tiie previous Beyer mediod 

books, and provides numerous exercises for tiie development of diis skUl. 

The first introduction to harmonization is presented in the section 

entitled "Using Chords m die Key of C Major" in Level 2. Upon providmg 

a sunple ttme, consisting of tiie notes C, E, D, and C, a discussion ensues as 

to whedier the tonic or dominant chords are proper to use against each note 

of the tune. DetaUed instmctions are given regarding each note of the mne 

as foUows: (1) "The begiimmg of the piece is die tonic chord, use die I 

chord" for the note C in the fu-st measure; (2) "smce the pitch is E, use die 

I chord" for the second measure; (3) "since the pitch is D, use the V chord" 

for the third measure; (4) "the end of the piece is the tonic chord, thus use 

the I chord" for the note C in the last measure. Then, their harmonic 

realization is provided after this discussion.̂ ^^ In addition, more written 

exercises for harmonization are provided in Level 2. These exercises are 

mostly writing Alberti bass for given Roman numerals or for a given mne 

with Roman numerals. 

Harmonization and accompanying continues to be emphasized in Level 

3. When the primary triads in G major are introduced, a written exercise 

which involves writing an Alberti bass with analysis in Roman numerals 

for given triads is provided.^^ The section designated "Making an 

Accompaniment" instmcts smdents to complete the accompanying part to a 
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given ttme and to analyze die harmonies.̂ ^^ A similar exercise is provided 

in tiie section caUed "Making an Accompanunent in G Major." hi tiiis 

section, an explanation about choosing the proper chords among the tonic, 

sub-dommant, and dominant chords precedes tiie exercise in completing die 

accompaniment.^^ Anodier drill for harmonizmg is provided in tiie 

section entitied "Makmg an Accompaniment in F Major." Here, non-

harmonic tones are indicated in tiie ttme and aid is rendered as to die 

proper choice of chords.̂ ^^ 

Level 4 provides more driUs for harmonization and accompanying 

skiUs. For example, two driUs are presented in die sections titied "Making 

Chords." In both sections, weU-known songs are provided and smdents are 

asked to complete tiie accompaniment using Alberti bass.^^ In short, the 

New Se-kwang Beyer provides numerous exercises for harmonization and 

accompanying, but little provision is made for a variety of accompanying 

styles. 

4. 6. 3. 6. Transposition 

Although a brief mention is made of the concept of ttansposition, 

sttangely enough, the ttansposition skiU is ignored in the New Se-kwang 

Beyer. The piece. No. 47, designated "The Smdy of Transposition," is 

accompanied by the foUowing explanatory text about ttansposition: 

The piece below is a transposition into G major of piece No. 35, 
"Exercise Piece in C major." Please look carefuUy to find out how 
the transposition is made. The tonic note of G major is a fifth 
above the tonic note of C major. The key signamre of G major has 
one sharp.̂ ^̂  
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Then, the tonic and dominant pitches are identified in the G major 

pentachord along with the tonic triad. Another piece, also caUed "The 

Smdy of Transposition," is presented in Level 3, but this is a transposition 

to F major of the same piece. Also this piece has exactiy the same 

explanatory text as No. 47.̂ ^̂  This is aU tiiat is written about transposition 

throughout the New Se-kwang Beyer. No exercises or activities are given 

in the text to reinforce transposition skiUs. What the New Se-kwang Bever 

provides in the text are two ttanspositions of a piece which appeared 

earher, and smdents are asked to look carefully at the ttansposed piece for 

transposition procedures. 

4. 6. 3. 7. Creativitv 

No creative skiU is provided in the New Se-kwang Bever except 

accompanying driUs. 

4. 6. 3. 8. Aural SkiUs 

There is no reference to diese skUls in die New Se-kwang Bever. 

4. 6. 3. 9. Form and Analvsis 

Nothing is written about diis area m the New Se-kwang Bever. 

4. 6. 4. Conclusion 

The concept of teaching musicianship m tiie context of piano instmction 

is a fairly recent trend even in the West. Most piano teachers before tiie 

second half of die twentieth cenmry tiiought tiiat piano instmction was 
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merely aimed at teaching repertoire and technique. Thus, die teaching of 

music hteracy and functional skiUs has not been a part of piano instmction. 

In the first decades of the twentiedi century, the growth and 
popularity of piano instmction in American public-school 
classrooms created a new focus for keyboard training. These 
classes sought to introduce children to die fundamentals of music 
and, at the same time, regarded the making of music as another 
means of personal expression.̂ ^^ 

The pioneering piano method books in America which include the teaching 

of musicianship have been die Public School Class Method for die Piano.̂ ^̂  

Piano Class Course.̂ ^̂  Fundamental Piano Series.̂ "̂̂  and most importantly, 

the Oxford Piano Course.̂ ^̂  

The most outstanding methods from the 1930s through the 1950s have 

been the The Young Explorer at the Piano and Young America at the 

Piano.̂ ^̂  During those days, publication of separate supplemental books on 

theory and technique was getting popular, becoming a common trend. 

Thus, many separate theory books have served the purpose of furthering 

the instmction of musicianship and functional skills. Examples of such 

theory books were Theorv Papers.̂ ^̂  Theorv Lessons and Harmony 

Lessons.̂ ^^ and Note Speller and Scale Speller.̂ ^̂  

From the second half of die twentiedi cenmry, an increasing number of 

method books have begun offering a variety of functional and musicianship 

skiUs. The most common feamres are die exercises and activities to 

develop skills in harmonization, accompanying, transposition, 

creativity/improvisation and auditory sense. Some of die most outstanding 

mediods are Time to Begin and Write and Plav by Frances Clark,̂ ^̂  and 
1 Q 1 

Mnsic For Piano and Skills and Drills by Robert Pace. 
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As to the most recent American method books, the teaching of 

musicianship and functional skiUs are considered important and exclusively 

stt*essed. A noteworthy trend is to sttengthen tiie smdent's creative skiUs. 

To do so, the smdents are asked to try such activities as making questions 

and answers, variations, even their own piece, harmonization, 

transposition, accompanying, improvisation, and ear-training. Such 

methods as Mainstreams Piano Method. Music Pathways. Keyboard Arts. 

The Music Tree, and Music for Piano place die most emphasis on the 

importance of musicianship and creative skills. 

The Mainstreams Piano Method offers abundant creative activities, 

especiaUy in the supplementary books caUed Projects. Such activities as 

ear-training, original music making, and improvisation (mostly for group 

simations) are provided in the first two sections designated "Explanation" 

and "Creation" of Projects. In addition, various other activities such as 

varying compositions by changing notes, tempo, and register are suggested 

for the purpose of experimentation. Musicianship skiUs are also an 

important aspect of the Mainsfreams Piano Method. Emphasis is placed on 

five fmger pattems, key signamres, and I and V^ chords in aU major keys 

and, later, scales and primary triads in aU major keys. Other areas sttessed 

in this method are transposition, accompanying, harmonization, and form 

and analysis. 

Music Padiwavs provides extensive reinforcement of aural skiUs in die 

Djscoverv and Activitv books. Among a variety of exercises are aural 

driUs for identifying pattems or groups of notes, discriminating 

dominant soimds, and filling in the missing notes in famihar tunt 

Musicianship skiUs are also sttongly emphasized in such areas as 
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analysis, tt-ansposition, accompanying, and harmonization. In addition, 

there are aU the major and minor five-fmger pattems, aU the major key 

"famihes," and tiie I and V^ chords in major and minor keys. 

The Kevboard Arts method emphasizes creative activities such as 

making one's own music. This skiU is reinforced in each book from book 

1 to the end of the method, book 40. Smdents are encouraged to make 

their own piece based on original musical ideas and elements. The authors 

of the Kevboard Arts series emphasize the importance of the composition 

assignments to achieve the foUowing: 

1. The final foUow-through of new elements in presentation. 
2. Teaching how to write notation. 
3. Teaching how composers make music (which becomes an aid to 

leaming new repertoire and memorizing). 

4. Developing the smdent's abihty to make his or her own music.̂ ^^ 

Aural training is also considered as an important subject in the 

Keyboard Arts series. A unique approach is the performance preparation 

("Should-soimd" concept) which encourages smdents to hsten to what they 

are playing in order to communicate with the audience. This concept is 

reinforced throughout the method books. Another activity consists of one-

measure dictation exercises drawn from smdent's current repertoire. This 

activity is provided in each book, beginning in book 6 and continuing to the 

end of method, book 40. 

The musicianship skiUs in the Kevboard Arts series focus on aspects of 

form and analysis, practice and performance suggestions, and 

memorization. These aspects are designed to aid smdents in understanding 

the music very weU, and through this thorough imderstanding they should 

be better able to leam music securely, to develop a musical concept, and 
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play music inteUigentiy and expressively. Other areas stressed are 

transposition, accompanying, and harmonization. In the case of 

harmonization, this method has a unique approach: harmonizing with the 

tonic fifth (C and G), sub-dominant sixtii (C and A), and dominant sixtii (B 

and G). However, httie emphasis is placed on the concept of key, key 

signatiu-e, and tonahty in this method. 

The Music Tree method considers creative, aural, and musicianship 

skills as important areas for music smdy. The authors of this method sttess 

the importance of developing complete, weU-roimded musicianship for 

each and every piano smdent. Creative activities are provided at the end of 

each imit in Time to Begin. For example, the authors suggest that the 

smdent make up pieces, either written or improvised, using certain 

parameters which ensure that this activity wiU provide reinforcement for 

previously leamed concepts and skiUs. Each assignment is based on the 

new musical concepts which smdents have already leamed in that particular 

unit. Thus, information and direction are provided to smdents with 

regards to what musical elements such as range and possible titles should be 

included. This composing activity helps smdents to develop creativity and 

imagination, while at the same time reinforcing each new discovery the 

same week it is leamed. ̂ ^̂  Furthermore, "tiie creative work provides yet 

another oppormnity to use this new language to express ideas of his 

own."^^ Altiiough Parts A. £ , and £ do not contmue to provide diis 

composing assignment, the teacher's hand book. Teaching the Music Tree 

insists that teacher should provide continuing assignments based on simUar 

pattems provided in Time to Begin. Also this handbook provides hsts of 

"suggested composing assignments" for each unit of Parts A. £ , and £. In 
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addition, tiie supplementary books Music Maker A and £ provide tiiis kmd 

of creative assignment in each unit. 

Developmg good aural skills is an anodier important aspect in The 

Mwsig Treg. Emphasis is placed on "developing keen aural awareness so 

tiiat he reaUy listens to his own playing" and "developmg such a good inner 

ear tiiat evenmaUy he can hear what he reads before he plays h."̂ ^̂  

Smdents are encouraged to think about how should the piece sound, but no 

other specific instmctions are given m die text. Instead, more specific 

suggestions for ear-training activities are provided in Teaching the Music 

Tree. Among the suggested activities are "copy-cats" (smg-backs and play

backs), interval recognition, question and answer, play-change (an 

improvisation activity in which elements of pieces already leamed are 

changed or varied), and sight-reading. "AU of the activities suggested 

above can be started in Time to Begin and should be continued throughout 

Parts A B C , incorporating each new element as it is presented." ̂ ^̂  Since 

the teacher's manual provides examples and descriptions of these activities, 

teachers can incorporate them into their lessons. 

Musicianship is also emphasized in The Music Tree throughout the 

program. "The Music Tree series is based on the behef that the successful 

piano smdent is the one who, fi-om the outset, develops as a complete weU-

rounded musician."^^^ Sttess is placed on developing inteUecmal smdy and 

practice habits, accompanying, transposition, form and analysis, and 

harmonization skills. Instead of inttoducing aU twelve keys. The Music 

Tree emphasizes rather limited keys such as C, D, E, F, G, and A major 

and minor. In addition, among other elements stressed are five-fmger 
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pattems, key signamres, major and minor triads, and harmonizmg widi 

tonic and dominant sounds. 

The Music for Pĵ nn series by Robert Pace focuses attention on 

developmg musicianship and creative and aural skUls. Areas such as 

transposition, harmonization, accompanying, analysis, improvisation, and 

ear-training are interwoven comprehensively throughout the method 

books. Particularly, "creative tiiinking is encouraged on die part of botii 

the smdent and teacher through numerous unprovisational smdies."^^^ The 

importance of creative thinking is explained by Robert Pace as foUows: 

Regular practice in creating one's own music is important in 
stimulating creative musical thinking. Through different types of 
musical improvisation, smdents gain confidence in their abilities to 
generate unique musical ideas and begin to realize more fuUy the 
extent of this vast creative potential. ̂ ^̂  

The foUowing activities focus on the development of creative skiUs: 

1. Composing question and answer phrases: paraUel and conttasting 

periods incorporating repetition, sequence, and inversion. 

2. Harmonizing the above phrases and trying different accompaniment 

pattems. 

3. Writing and playing variations of repertoire pieces: changing a few 

notes to make up a new tune and creating other variations. 

4. Improvising tunes on a given chord progression or bass line. 

In addition, the supplementary books of this series, Creative Music. 

provide numerous additional creative activities. 

The emphasis in the areas of musicianship is on aU major and minor 

five-finger pattems, aU major keys and key signamres, the I-V^-I chord 

progression in aU major and minor keys, and the diminished triad. 
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Transposition activities in aU keys are extensively provided tiu-oughout tiie 

course. Accompanying activities are provided in various pattems such as 

block and broken chords, incomplete chords, waltz bass, Alberti bass, 

march bass, and off-beat bass. In addition, these mediod books include a 

variety of tonal, formal, and dynamic elements such as modes; bi-

chordahty; bi-tonahty; non-harmonic tones (passing and neighboring 

tones); seriahsm; diminished and augmented triads; exttemes of dynamics; 

and stmctural elements such as variation, imitation, sequences, inversions, 

retrograde, and canon. 

In contrast to the sttong emphasis on musicianship and creative 

activities in the American method books discussed above, httie emphasis is 

placed on these areas in the Beyer method books. Since the original Beyer 

is the method of the old generation, acmaUy no interest is expressed in this 

method on the part of the new generation. In the case of the Beyer for 

Children, however, only shght improvements are made in regard to this 

concem, mainly in the presentation of key signatures and scales. Although 

the New Se-kwang Bever is the most improved version as regards to 

musicianship and creative instmctions, instmction in these areas is sttessed 

very httie. As in the previous Beyer methods, creative and aural skiUs are 

not included in die New Se-kwang Bever. Nor are tiiere any transposition, 

improvisation, and form and analysis skiUs. The only newly stressed areas 

are harmonization and accompanying. However, these activities are limited 

to a few major keys and accompanying styles. Worst yet, even basic 

musical elements such as chord inversions, intervals, and chord symbols 

are totaUy ignored in this method. The major problems, among other 

tilings, are of an organizational nature, that is, the orderly presentation of 
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musical elements and their proper application in the pieces are weaknesses 

of the Beyer methods, especiaUy when it comes to the Beyer for Children 

and tiie New Se-kwang Bever. When tiie editors of tiiese newer versions 

add new elements and reorganize die mediods, problems of an 

organizational namre are aggravated. 

4. 7. Organization and Format 

The examination of organization wiU include the foUowing subjects: 

Into how many levels of smdy is the method divided?; How many volumes 

are available for each level of smdy?; Is there a teacher's manual?; Are 

supplementary books avaUable?; If there is only one volume for each level 

of the smdy, how are the different areas of smdy organized? The 

examination of format wiU also include the foUowing topics: Is the size of 

type and music legible and appropriate for chUdren?; Are picmres and/or 

drawings included ?; Are colors apphed? 

4.7. 1. The Bever 

4. 7. 1. 1. Organization 

The organization of the Beyer method is simple, that is, only one level 

of smdy with one volume available. There are neither supplementary 

books nor a teacher's manual for diis method. The sections which 

comprise this book are as foUows: 

1. The fundamentals of music. 

2. Instmctional guide: This section contains a general teaching guide 

for groups of pieces. 

3. Preparatory exercises. 
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4. Explanation of important point: This section provides brief explanations 

for each piece. The discussion includes practice suggestions and/or 

other instmctions.^^ 

5. The main text: The mediod consists of one hundred and six 

pedagogical pieces arranged and numbered m order of difficulty. A 

few preparatory exercises appear witiiout numbers. Musical elements 

or symbols are inserted between pieces and explained in die margins. 

There is no separate section or page for the explanation of theory or 

other subjects. 

6. Appendix: This section provides thirty-four exercises for fmger 

technique and the twenty-four major and minor scales and their tonic 

triads. 

4. 7. 1. 2. Format 

In the preface, the author states that the goal of the Beyer is to help 

beginners leam to play weU in the easiest possibly way and that this book is to 

benefit children by a step-by-step approach to a certain extent but within 

limited scope. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether this method is beneficial 

either for chUdren or for any level of beginner, regardless of age. For 

example, the size of type and music is rather smaU, thus it is too difficult for 

children to read. Likewise, the explanatory texts are not adequate, especiaUy 

for children, in terms of size and style. Worse yet, this method does not 

contain any drawings, picmres, and colors at aU. For the above reasons, the 

Beyer is not suitable as a method book for children. 
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4.7.2. The Bever for Children 

4.7.2. 1. Organization 

The Bever for Children is divided into two levels of smdy witii one 

volume for each level. There are neither supplementary books nor a teacher's 

manual for this method. The sections comprise this method are as foUows: 

1. The fundamentals of music 

2. The main text: The method consists of one hundred and six 

pedagogical pieces arranged and numbered in order of difficuhy. In 

addition, twenty apphed pieces are placed here and there without any 

system or order. Musical elements or symbols are explained in the 

margins or between pieces. In addition, some separate pages are made 

avaUable to introduce new musical elements or symbols in this method. 

3. Appendix: This section provides further fmger exercises and the 

twenty-four major and minor scales. 

4 .7 .2 .2 . Format 

The Bever for Children uses far bigger print size for bodi music and text 

than the Bever for die benefit of children. Anodier new feamre in diis 

method is die addition of drawings and colors. Most drawings are placed m 

the theory section pages; some drawings correspond to the contents 

inttoduced, but some do not. It would seem diat drawings should have been 

placed with the repertoire pieces to correspond to the story or title of the 

pieces. This would serve die purposes of attracting more attention from the 

chUdren and but also arousing more imagination, feeling, mood and creative 

thinking in regard to the pieces. But, unfortunately, most of die applied 

pieces in the Bever for Children do not have drawings. In some cases. 
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drawings are placed m an arbittary way at die end of a piece, dius, giving die 

impression diat drawings are simply intended to fiU die blank spaces on die 

page. Among die problems related to die insertion of drawings, die most 

serious is that drawings do not correspond to the themes of the pieces or 

musical elements of tiie exercises. For examples, die piece entitied "A 

Spotted Dog and a Cat" has a drawing of birds playing in die field; die 

preparatory exercises for a scale includes a drawing of ducks and frogs 

swunming in the water; die dieory section page which inttoduces minor 

scales contains a drawing of flowers and honey-bees. There does not appear 

to be any relationship between these picmres and the music or text widi 

which they are associated. The main purpose of adding drawings to the 

method books, other than to be appealing, is to help smdents develop 

imagination, creative thinking, and expressiveness when diey are playing the 

piano. Oddly enough, in the Bever for Children, most of the drawings are 

found in the theory section pages and only a few in the applied pieces. In 

summary, it is hard to understand the arrangement of drawings in the Beyer 

for Children, and equaUy questionable is the fact that many drawings do not 

correspond to the concepts or the contents of the pieces in any relevant way. 

What is clear is that the editors of the Beyer for Children have taken what 

seems to be an important feamre of American or other foreign method books 

without fuUy understanding the relationship of drawings to die method books. 

Therefore, although the iUustrations in the Beyer for Children can be regarded 

as an additional improvement over the Beyer, the result stiU leaves much to 

be desired. However, using the colored print or highhghting to emphasize 

text or symbols in the method books is an another improvement in the sense 

that it caUs attention to important points. 
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4. 7. 3. The New Se-kwang Beyer 

4.7.3. 1. Organization 

The New Se-kwang Beyer is divided into four levels of smdy with one 

volume dedicated to each level. There are neither supplementary books nor a 

teacher's handbook. After the initial pages dealing with music fundamentals, 

the main body of the method consists of one-hundred pedagogical pieces 

arranged in numerical order according to the degree of musical and technical 

difficulty. The applied pieces and theory section pages are placed in a random 

order between numbered pedagogical pieces. 

4. 7. 3. 2. Format 

The size of type and music in the New Se-kwang Bever is generally 

suitable for children to read. The New Se-kwang Bever also contains many 

smaU drawings of such animals as a mouse, dog, bird, and pig. Some 

drawings correspond to the contents given in the page, but some do not. For 

example, the piece entitied "An Aiiplane" has a drawing of parrots; die piece 

named "A Wild Goose" has a drawing of a monkey holding a camera widi its 

leg; die luUaby by Schubert has a drawing in which an elephant is fishing widi 

his trunk. 

As discussed m tiie Bever for Children, it would be preferable to provide 

drawmgs in suitable places corresponding widi the contents of die piece or 

concepts being taught. But, many pages in die New Se-kwang Bever contain 

several smaU drawings which have no relationship to each other scattered 

here and there diroughout the pages. This might cause smdents problems of 

concentration when they play piano. 
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The Ngw Sg-kwang Bf.yf r is more colorful dian die Bever for Children in 

terms of drawings and iUustt-ations. For example, die notable new feattu-e to 

tiie Ngw Sg-kw^ng Bfyer is die use of colored print, highlighting, and odier 

use of color for emphasis where die smdent's attention is needed, for such 

tilings as Roman numerals, changing fmgerings, etc. hi addition, die colors 

are apphed to die perimeter of die pages. Also, die cover pages of die New 

Sg-kwattg Bgygr are very colorful widi channing drawings seemingly 

attractive to chUdren. 

4. 7.4. Conclusion 

American piano methods are generaUy organized in die form of multiple 

volumes with a main method book and several supplementary volumes for 

each grade level, but each and every mediod varies considerably in emphasis. 

In general, most of the piano methods during the first half of the twentieth 

cenmry were divided into several different levels, usually having one volume 

for each level. For example, the Modem Course for the Piano by John 

Thompson and the Oxford Piano Course by Emest ScheUing et al. are cases 

in point. The organization of these methods are outiined in the Table 4.12 

and Table 4.13. 

During the second half of the twentieth cenmry, although differing in 

organization from one method to another, most methods are divided not only 

into several levels of smdy but also into many supplementary volumes for 

each level. Each level has its main method book and there are other volumes 

such as theory, technique, repertoire, rhythm, sight-reading, and work book. 

Examples of some of the most recent methods are the Bastien Piano Basics 

by James and Jane Smisor Bastien, the David Carr Glover Mediod for Pian^ 
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by David Carr Glover and Jay Stewart, and Alfred's Basic Piano Librarv by 

Pahner et al. The organizations of diese mediods are outiined in die Table 

4.14, Table 4.15, and Table 4.16. 

Table 4.12: The Outiine of die Materials for die Modem 
Course for the Piano (1936-1942).̂ ^^ 

LEVEL OF STUDY 

Preparatory 

First Grade 

Second Grade 

Third Grade 

Fourth Grade 

Fifdi Grade 

BOOKS AVAILABLE 

Teaching Little Fingers to Play 

The First Grade Book 

The Second Grade Book 

The Third Grade Book 

The Fourth Grade Book 

The Fifdi Grade Book 

Table 4.13: The Outline of the Materials for the Oxford Piano 
Course (1927-1942). 

LEVEL OF STUDY BOOKS AVAILABLE 

Preparatory 

Fiî t 

Second 

Third 

Books A & B, Play Tunes 

First Book 

Second Book 

Third Book 



Table 4.14: The Outiine of tiie Materials for die Bastien Piano 
Basics (1985-1987). 
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LEVELS BOOKS AVAILABLE 

Primer Piano, Technic, Theory, Performance, Popular 

Christmas Songs, Popular Hymns, Nursery Songs at 

the Piano, First Parade of Solos 

Level 1 Piano, Technic, Theory, Performance, Popular 

Christmas Songs, Popular Hymns, Boogie Rock and 

Country, Indian Life, Nursery Songs at the Piano, 

Second Parade of Solos 

Level 2 Piano, Technic, Theory, Performance, Popular 

Christmas Songs, Popular Hymns, Boogie Rock and 

Country, Dinosaur Kingdom, Indian Life, Scales, 

Chords, & Arpeggios, Third Parade of Solos 

Level 3 Piano, Technic, Theory, Performance, Popular 

Christmas Songs, Popular Hynms, Boogie Rock and 

Country, Dinosaur Kingdom, Indian Life, Scales, 

Chords, & Arpeggios, Space Advenmre, Fourth 

Parade of Solos 

Level 4 Piano, Technic, Theory, Performance, Popular 

Christtnas Songs, Scales, Chords, & Arpeggios, Space 

Advenmre, American Sonatinas, Two Sonatinas 
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Table 4.15: The Outiine of die Materials for die David Carr Glover 
Mediod for Piano (1988-1990). 

LEVELS 

Pre-reading 

Primer 

Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 

Level 4 

BOOKS AVAILABLE 

Lesson & Theory 
Lesson, Performance, Technique, Theory, Sight-
reading and Ear-ttaining, Christmas at the Piano 
Lesson, Performance, Technique, Theory, Sight-
reading and Ear-ttaining, Christtnas at die Piano, 

Rock, Blues, Boogie and Rag 
Lesson, Performance, Technique, Theory, Sight-
reading and Ear-ttaining, Christmas at the Piano, 

Rock, Blues, Boogie and Rag 
Lesson, Performance, Technique, Theory, Sight-
reading and Ear-ttaining, Christmas at the Piano, 

Rock, Blues, Boogie and Rag 
Lesson, Performance, Technique, Theory, Sight-
reading and Ear-ttaining, Christmas at die Piano, 

Rock, Blues, Boogie and Rag 



Table 4.16: The Outiine of tiie Materials for die Alfred's Basic 
Piano Librarv (1981-1988). 
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LEVELS 

Level lA 

Level IB 

Level 2 

Level 3 

Level 4 

Level 5 

Level 6 

BOOKS AVAILABLE 

Lesson, Theory, Technique, Recital Books, Merry Christtnas 

Lesson, Theory, Technique, Recital Books, Merry 

Christtnas, Duet Book, Fun Book, Hynm Book, Sight 

Reading 

Lesson, Theory, Technique, Recital Books, Merry 

Christtnas, Duet Book, Fun Book, Hymn Book, Sight 

Reading, Repertoire Book 

Lesson, Theory, Technique, Recital Books, Merry 

Christmas, Duet Book, Fun Book, Hynm Book, Sight 

Reading, Repertoire Book 

Lesson, Theory, Technique, Recital Books, Merry 

Christmas, Duet Book, Repertoire Book 

Lesson, Theory, Recital Books, Christmas Sonatinas, 

Repertoire Book 

Lesson, Theory, Recital Books 

American methods are easy to read because the type size is suitable for 

children. Drawings are used to make piano smdy more atttactive and 

interesting for chUdren. Most drawings are placed appropriately with pieces 

and correspond to their title, story, text, or mood. Thus, smdents can get 

some ideas about the mood and style of the pieces from the drawings. To 

stimulate smdents further, colors are weU used in the method books. 
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As we have discussed earher, die organizations of die Beyer mediods has 

been changing graduaUy for die better, diat is, from only one level of smdy of 

tiie Esy^r to die four levels of smdy of die New Se-kwang Bevpr. Yet only 

one volume is only avaUable for each level of smdy widiout any 

supplementary books. Of course, it is difficult to say exactiy how many levels 

and how many volumes for each level of smdy are ideal and standard for 

children's piano smdy. However, since die New Se-kwang Bever has many 

weaknesses in such areas as technique, dieory, musicianship, rhydim,sight-

reading, and repertoires, these areas should be reinforced by adding more 

volumes for each level of smdy. Anodier altemative for die New Se-kwang 

Beyer is aU-in-one organizational approach. Instead of adding additional 

volumes to reinforce those weak areas, the mam text books diemselves 

should be modified to strengthen die entire method. To do so, die New Se-

kwang Beyer needs more levels of smdy. 

Regarding the format, there is no doubt diat the New Se-kwang Beyer is 

a much improved method compared to diose of the previous Beyer. But, 

when the New Se-kwang Beyer is compared to the most American methods, 

it is inferior to them. EspeciaUy, the application of drawings in the New Se-

kwang Beyer has several problems as foUows: First, there are too many 

unnecessary smaU drawings in the body of the text, mostly in the theory 

pages, while many repertoire pieces have none at all; Second, there are too 

many drawings which do not correspond to the content of the music or text. 

In short, more careful consideration should be given before using drawings 

for the music and text. Otherwise, because of unnecessary drawings, more 

confusion may occur, thus, making smdents more prone to confusion if not 

disttaction than concentration during the piano smdy. 
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Notes 

There is anodier version caUed Bever for Young Children. However, 
this smdy wUl not include diis version for because diis one is ahnost the same 
as Beyer and Bever for Children except die size of notes and its format. 

^Bever. p. 78. 

3 
In the translations in this chapter, I have made an effort to express as 

nearly as possible the original meaning of the Korean, even though it is 
somewhat difficult to understand, and indeed, sometimes does not even make 
sense. The reason for translating the passage this way is to give the reader a 
clearer idea of how poor or vague the original Korean explanation is. It 
appears to me that there are several possible reasons why the explanations are 
so confusing. One possibility is that the editors did not have a good 
understanding of basic music theory. A second possibihty is that the editors 
understood but did not know how to make a clear explanation. Thirdly, the 
editors may have been trying to duplicate an explanation from a foreign 
method book, and clarity was lost in the ttanslation. 

Bever for Children Level 1, p. 92. 

Beyer for Children Level 2. p. 21. 

Beyer for Children Level 2, p. 57. 

^Ibid., p. 68. 

Ibid., p. 73. 

^Jbid., p. 93. 

^^New Se-Kwang Bever Level 2, p. 47. 
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New Se-Kwang Beypr Level 3, No. 54, p. 12. 

1 ^ i d . , p. 42. 

^ Îbid., p. 63. 

^ e w Se-Kwang Bever I .̂vel 1, p. 67. 

^^Jbid., p. 70. 

16New Se-Kwang Beyer Level 2, p. 42. 

17John Thompson, Teaching Little Fingers to Play (Cinciimati: WiUis 
Music Company, 1936); also John Thompson, Modem Graded Piano Course 
(Cincinnati: WiUis Music Company, 1936-1942). 

18 Ernest ScheUing, Gail Martin Haake, Charles J. Haake, and Osboume 
McConathy, Oxford Piano Course. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1928). 

19 Raymond Burrows and Ella Mason Aheam, The Young Explorer at 
the Piano (Cincinnati: WiUis Music Company, 1941). 

^Robert Pace, Music for Piano (Katonah, NY: Lee Robert's Music 
Publications Inc. and G. Schirmer, 1961-1973). 

^^Marienne Uszler, Stewart Gordon, and Elyse Mach, The Well-
Tempered Kevboard Teacher (New York: Schirmer Books, a division of 
MacmUlan, hic. 1991), p. 107. 

^^Frances Clark, Time to Begin and Write and Plav Time (Secaucus, NJ: 
Summy-Birchard/Wamer Bros., 1955). 
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23 
Pgygr, p. 5. 

^ i d , p. 8. 

^ Îbid, p. 9. 

^^id, p. 21. 

^ Îbid, p. 50. 

^̂ U5id, p. 51. 

29 In old Beyer, both treble and bass clefs are introduced in the initial 
pages of music fundamentals. 

30 In old Beyer, there is no explanations about the bass clef 

31 Beyer for Children Level 1, p. 4; In old Beyer. Korean and German 
are used for same introduction. 

^^Beyer for Children Level 2, p. 49. 

^ Îbid., p. 62. 
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Teacher's Reference Book (Princeton, NJ: National Keyboard Arts 
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183 
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^^Ibid., p. 5. 
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^^^id., p. 17. 

^^^Frances Clark, Librarv for Piano Smdents: Source Book ( Secaucus, 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

It has ah-eady been stated diat die Bever piano mediod, pubhshed in die 

mid-nineteenth cenmry in Germany, was inttoduced to Korea by way of 

Japan and it was tiie only piano mediod used for begmners in Korea until 

1970s. It was originaUy designed for teaching piano to beginning smdents, 

but it was considered generaUy inappropriate because it lacks detailed 

instmction and many other important areas for piano teaching and further, 

because it is less dian adequate for children in terms of type size and overaU 

contents. For these reasons, in die course of time, the Beyer has undergone a 

series of revisions for the instmction of young smdents. The first resuh of diis 

work was the Bever for Children, consisting of one volume for each of two 

levels. 

During the 1970s, however, many piano teachers came to realize the 

shortcomings of the Beyer methods, both old and new, and began to examine 

the inadequacy of the methods, largely because a considerable number of 

American and European piano method books had been introduced into 

Korea for the purpose of improving piano instmction. It was also during this 

period that many American-educated musicians remmed to Korea and they 

began to re-examine the Beyer method books and to point out their 

weaknesses. As a result, the famous American piano pedagogy book How to 

Teach Piano SuccessfuUv by James Bastien was inttoduced in the early 1980s 

and subsequentiy translated into Korean. This was the major mming point 

for piano instmction in Korea. Subsequently in 1984, the popular American 
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piano mediod, die Bastien Piano Librarv by James and Jane Smisor Bastien, 

was translated into Korean and became increasingly popular among the piano 

smdents in Korea. 

Many piano teachers, however, were reluctant to adopt Bastien's mediod 

for the reasons diat they were not familiar with it, did not understand it, and 

did not know how to use it, because it was totaUy different from die Beyer 

methods. When some smdents who had remmed from the United States 

argued for the superior American piano pedagogy. Piano Music fPiano Eum-

^ , the leading piano magazine in Korea, carried a series of articles about the 

American piano method books extoUing the advantages of the American 

methods in general and the Bastien piano method in particular. Soon 

afterward, many music workshops or seminars were held throughout the 

country to popularize the Bastien method books. The Eum-ak Chun-chu 

Sa. the publisher of the Piano Music also translated the Bastien Piano Library 

into Korean. Furthermore, Jane Smisor Bastien visited Korea in person to 

conduct workshops for the purpose of popularizing her method books. As a 

result of aU this, Korean piano teachers began to realize how poor the Beyer 

methods were compared to the Bastien Piano Librarv. 

As tiie American method books became increasingly popular, diey came 

to monopohze the piano textbook market in Korea. The merits of the Beyer 

method books were seriously challenged and du-eatened to die point of being 

pushed into obhvion, if not extinction. To keep abreast of American piano 

mediod books, particularly the Bastien piano method books, the Se-kwang 

Publishing Company came to publish die New Se-kwang Bever in four levels 

in 1987. 
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In this smdy, an attempt has been made to analyze and evaluate the 

process of evolution from the old Beyer piano mediods to the new one and to 

discover the drawbacks and fortes of die Beyer mediods, bodi old and new. 

At the same time, an attempt has been made to make some suggestions or 

recommendations for the improvement of the sole Korean piano method 

books for die benefit of theu- survival. 

5. 1. An Evolution of the Beyer Methods. 

During the nineteenth cenmry, the Beyer piano method, like many other 

piano methods of the time, was primarily intended to teach the technique of 

playing piano. Thus nineteenth cenmry mtors sttessed only the importance of 

piano technique. The method books contained various combinations of 

technical commentary, exercises, and emdes. The word "method" itself was 

interpreted to mean literaUy a "school" of technique.̂  Thus, the Bever 

stresses particularly the importance of finger technique, and includes mainly 

pedagogical pieces with emphasis on mechanical finger exercises. The main 

purpose of this method book was, therefore, to enable smdents to master 

basic piano techniques within a year or two so as to be ready for playing 

basic easy classical repertoire. 

For the reasons stated above, the old Beyer method does not intend to 

encourage smdents' interest in the appreciation of music or to provide in any 

way for the smdent's emotional enrichment. Thus, most smdents could not 

develop a serious interest in music in general and in piano in particular. The 

most salient characteristic of the pieces in the Beyer is fmger gymnastics. In 

short, there are no tmly pianistic repertoire pieces, merely exercises without 

tities, lyrics, or iUustrations. Thus, the Beyer does not elicit any enthusiasm 
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for music, or stimulate a child's creativity. On die odier hand, it does provide 

new concepts such as fmger position, range of keyboard, dynamics, tempo 

markings, etc., in rapid succession. Although lacking in a detaUed systematic 

presentation of music theory, there are at least some brief explanations here 

and there. But such important factors as musicianship and creative activities 

are ignored in the Beyer. 

There is very httie difference between the Beyer and the Beyer for 

Children on the whole, except for such minor things as type size and general 

format. The Beyer for Children has added twenty repertoire pieces which are 

popular foreign children songs and folk mnes. Although there is stiU no 

systematic presentation of music theory in the Beyer for Children, there are 

some improvements in the areas of explanation and iUustration. For example, 

appealing, colorful iUustrations greatiy enhance the attractiveness of the books 

and thus may increase the smdent's interest in music. Other than those newly 

added feamres, there are no marked differences between the Beyer and the 

Beyer for ChUdren. 

In the New Se-kwang Beyer, we can fmd much more evidence of 

improvement over the previous Beyer methods. The editors of the New Se-

kwang Bever have attempted to make a more systematic and comprehensive 

piano method by updating the previous Beyer methods. According to the 

editors of die New Se-Kwang Bever. it was tiieir intention to improve die 

existing mediods by taking advantage of die merits of foreign piano 

methods.̂  To this end, sixty new repertoire pieces, bodi Korean and foreign, 

were incorporated to the New Se-kwang Bever. For the first time in the 

Beyer methods, popular Korean children's songs and folk tunes were 

included. In so doing, the pieces from the old Beyer were reduced to about 
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hah" die original number, and most of diose diat were retained were eidier 

rearranged or modified for the benefit of beginnmg smdents. In addition, new 

pedagogical pieces were added to die New Se-kwang Bever. 

Most importantiy, tiie New Se-kwang Bever has stressed die importance 

of music theory and musicianship, especiaUy harmonization and 

accompanying. Through aU those changes and improvements, the New Se-

kwang Beyer has attempted to incorporate advanced American pedagogy so 

as to keep up with the new ttends in America. It has also introduced new 

techniques such as lifting the wrist shghtly at the end of phrases, which is 

unknown in the previous Beyer methods. Indeed there has been no mention 

of this kind of technique in the earher methods because of their emphasis on 

the fixed wrist. 

5. 2. The Strengths and Weaknesses of the Beyer. 
the Beyer for Children, and the New 

Se-kwang Bever. 

First, one of the Beyer's merits has been to master the basic finger 

techniques in order that smdents may be able to play easy classical pieces 

widiin a short period of time. That is why diere is so much sttess on finger 

technique in the old Bever. It should be pointed out also that this merit can 

be considered in a sense a weakness as well, because it does not teach music 

as such in its totahty, thus reducing the degree of smdents' emotional 

enrichment and the development of their musicianship and creative skiUs. 

Another advantage is the emphasis on basic ftinctional harmonies the tonic, 

sub-dominant, and dominant, since majority of repertoire use nothing but 

those harmonies. But these functional harmonies are not explained 

theoreticaUy at aU, and yet they are used continuously in the pieces. 
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In contrast, however, the most outstanding weakness of the Bever is diat 

the mediod does not include ttnly pianistic repertoire pieces nor does it teach 

such techniques as using the wrist, fore-arm, whole-arm, and die whole body 

to produce richer and more namral sounds. Because too much emphasis is 

placed on fmger technique, some problems emerge. For example, there is no 

steady progression of the finger techniques because of an abmpt change from 

one technique to another without enough reinforcement. As a result, there 

arise such problems as unnecessary tension and bad finger and hand shapes. 

Other faults of the Beyer are as foUows: (1) limited tonal palette in which 

there is a lack of tonahties such as minors, modes, and contemporary sounds; 

(2) lack of creative and musicianship activities; (3) no rhythmic activities; (4) 

no systematic reading approaches; (5) no iUustration or colors. 

Second, there are no major differences between the Beyer and the Beyer 

for Children in practicaUy aU respects. The only minor differences are that 

some applied pieces are added and some improvements are made in the way 

of presenting music theory. Clearly, a new addition of repertoire pieces 

included in the Beyer for Children is considered an attempt at and a sign of 

improvement. This would enable smdents to enjoy music more because die 

majority of the new pieces are popular foreign children's songs and folk 

tunes. 

However, simply adding new applied pieces to the Beyer for Children 

does not serve the purpose one would expect of applied pieces. The function 

of the "apphed pieces" should be to allow smdents to make use of musical 

concepts, elements, and/or techniques already leamed by applying them in 

repertoire for the purpose of reinforcement. However, these "apphed pieces" 

do not serve this purpose, because there is not any relationship between the 
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concepts presented in pedagogical pieces and die apphed pieces. On die 

conttary, die applied pieces are added to die series in a random order. For 

example, several apphed pieces are presented at die beginning of Level 1, 

where musical concepts have not yet been inttoduced, so diey can not be 

applied in these pieces. However, these concepts are used anyway, and 

introduced various tunes later in die book. On die odier hand, some otiier 

applied pieces appear later m the method and do not make use of concepts 

which have been previously inttoduced. Some of die musical concepts, 

elements, and/or techniques which are used before diey have been introduced 

or are not used in the apphed pieces after their introduction are dynamics, 

staccato, slur, rests, accent, repeated notes, etc. 

Some apphed pieces have both titie and text, but most of them have only 

tities, lacking printed texts even though they are chUdren's songs and foUc 

songs. What is noteworthy about the Beyer for Children is the inclusion of a 

few classical pieces, though they are mostiy transcriptions. Since there have 

been no such pieces included in the old Beyer, this inclusion seems to be not 

only a desirable improvement but also a good introduction to classical pieces 

and composers. 

The Beyer for Children is also intended to explain music theory in a much 

easier fashion for children, and therefore more space is aUocated for this 

purpose, that is, to teach music more systematically. On the contrary, 

however, it mms out to be less successful because there is no systematic 

order in its presentation of theory and an adequate explanation of each and 

every musical concept and element is lacking. As in the case of the Beyer, 

the pever for Children also lacks musicianship and creative activities, thus 

being less than adequate so far as the teaching of music is concemed. 
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Third, when it comes to die New Se-kwang Bever. it is divided into four 

levels, and yet, on the whole, it is better organized dian die previous Beyer 

methods m terms of presenting teaching materials, foUowing a steady 

progression in accordance with technical difficulties, and incorporating 

relevant repertoire pieces. Particularly noticeable is the improvement in die 

area of technique which is made by introducing the concept of phrasing and 

such techniques as lifting the wrist at the end of phrases. There is also much 

improvement in the areas of musicianship and theory. For example, 

harmonization and accompanying skills are inttoduced for the first time, and a 

further attempt at improving the method is made by introducing keys, key 

signatures, scales, and written activities. In addition, many more apphed 

pieces are added to the New Se-kwang Beyer. AU this did help to improve 

the New Se-kwang Bever greatiy. 

Drawbacks of the New Se-kwang Bever are as follows: (1) the lack of 

variety of styles, texmres, and forms in die pieces; (2) very limited tonality 

and sound; (3) lack of ihydunic activities and reinforcement; (4) die absence 

of a reading system; and (5) inadequate explanations in general. One of tiie 

most serious problems found in die New Se-kwang Bever is die lack of 

systematic presentation of musical concepts, elements, and/or techniques. For 

example, when keys, key signamres, and/or five-fmger positions are 

inttoduced, diere is no consistent pattem in terms of presenting relevant 

information. Even if relevant information is inttoduced, it is randomly 

presented. Also, in some cases, it is not altogedier clear as to whedier die 

inttoduction of a concept is presenting die key, die five-fmger position, or tiie 

scale. 
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5. 3 Recommendations for further improvement of 

the Korean piano method, the New 
Se-kwang Bever 

As pointed out earlier in diis smdy, die New Se-kwang Bever has evolved 

from the old Bever in the course of tune. It has not concemed itself widi any 

particular philosophy of music teaching, although the editors of the New Se-

kwang Beyer have attempted to take advantage of a variety of foreign piano 

methods, particularly American ones. The end result has been less than 

desirable, however, because the method is a potpourri of pedagogical ideas 

and musical concepts without a systematic presentation of materials. 

For improving the New Se-kwang Beyer to enable it to compete for 

popularity with imported foreign piano methods and to keep its position as 

the orUy Korean piano method, this method's weaknesses should be pointed 

out and discussed in comparison to advanced foreign piano pedagogy and its 

piano method books. Here are my recommendations for further 

improvement of the New Se-kwang Beyer method: 

1. The lack of systematic presentation of musical concepts, elements, 

and techniques has resulted largely from borrowing the good 

feamres of foreign piano methods and placing them randomly 

widiout a plan or stmcmre. Therefore, a philosophy for piano 

teaching and plans for a well-ordered course of smdy should be 

formulated first. This wiU enable die editors in order to be 

systematic in the presentation of materials so as to create a more 

effective and efficient method. 
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2. Altiiough some musicianship skiUs are inttoduced in die New Se-

Kwang Bgyer m a few hmited areas, i.e., accompanying and 

harmonization, tiiere should be more systematic presentations of 

musicianship skUls in aU possible areas, e.g., sight-riding, 

transposition, ear ttaining, and form and analysis. In addition, 

more creative activities, such as composition and improvisation 

should be provided and reinforced properly. 

3. Various tonal elements such as whole-tone, pentatonic, modal, and 

chromatic scales; bi-chordality; tone clusters; or odier twentiedi 

cenmry techniques; as weU as a greater variety of major and minor 

tonalities and texmres, styles, and forms which can represent each 

historical era should be applied in the method. 

4. One or more counting systems, e.g., metrical, unit, syUabic, and 

nominative systems, and instmctions for their use should be 

established at the begiiming of the method and reinforced 

effectively. 

5. Rhythmic activities, either written ones or physical activities 

involving total-body movements should be emphasized and 

reinforced. 

6. More systematic presentations and proper explanations should be 

made for music theory. 

7. Supplementary materials such as repertoire, theory, technique, 

sight-reading, and duets should be provided. 

8. Last but not least, since the New Se-kwang Beyer is the only 

Korean piano method book, unique Korean musical elements, such 
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as tonalities, rhythmic pattems, and melodic elements should be 

incorporated into die mediod, if at aU possible. 

Without improvement in these areas, the New Se-Kwang Bever. the only 

Korean piano method, might be swaUowed by leading American methods. 

Of course, the American piano methods are good ones, but they may not be 

the most suitable ones for Korean children. European and American 

children's songs and folk songs, and unique American musical styles such as 

Boogie Woogie, Blues, Rock, and Country and Westem, are extensively used 

in the American piano methods. This is done in order to appeal to children 

by giving them familiar music to play and also to acquaint them with their 

American musical heritage. Since neither of these reasons is applicable to 

Korean children, this music is less suitable for them. Therefore a Korean 

piano method which contains not only Korean children's songs and folk 

songs, but also contains uniquely Korean musical styles should be avaUable 

for Korean chUdren. 

If aU these recommendations were adopted, die New Se-Kwang Bever 

could become a most desirable Korean piano method book which would be a 

great asset to piano smdents and also a major step forward in the 

development of piano pedagogy in Korea. 
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Notes 

Marienne Uszler, Stewart Gordon, and Elyse Mach, The Well-Tempered 
Kevboard Teacher, p. 113. 

2 
New Se-Kwang Beyer Level 2, Foreword. 
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